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A Note to Our Readers
As this issue of the Jewish Quarterly
went to press at the end of July, the
conflict in Gaza was still raging.
Israelis were facing periodic missle
barages - mostly intercepted - and their
soldiers were dying in the streets of
Gaza. Gazans themselves were dying
in significant numbers and many were
fleeing from their homes.
The editor, together with the
editorial and management boards
discussed what we at the JQ should be
doing right now. Some argued that we
needed to put together a response to
the conflict for the summer issue - how
could we ignore what was going on?
The view that prevailed though was

that there is such a surfeit of discourse
right now that we could not really add
anything significant to it.
We can do two things though:
First, when and if we do publish
work that deals with this round of the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, it will be
considered, taking into account the
long view. There is a place for 'slow'
journalism of this kind, that refuses the
immediate rush to judgement.
Second, we can publish this page,
so that when and if historians look
back at the JQ archive in years to come,
they will know that we - like Jews and
non-Jews all over the world - were also
horrified, worried and angered by this

conflict. We put this issue together in
the face of these dark times, proudly
showcasing the richness of Jewish life
at a time when what it means to be
Jewish is ever more confusing.
And we wrote these words, hoping
against hope that in the future they will
be read as an anachronistic monument
to a situation that proved more soluble
and less hopeless than we could have
ever imagined. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.949446 ©Keith Kahn-Harris 2014
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Editorial
The cover of this issue - courtesy of
our wonderful new designer Guilherme
Gustavo Condeixa - is perhaps not what
you'd expect from a Jewish-interest
magazine. A boxer, ducking and diving,
is certainly not a Jewish stereotype.
Are we making some kind of coded
comment on the violence currently
engulfing Israel and Gaza?
Well, no we aren't. Rather, our
aim was to draw attention to Gerald
Jacobs' story on post-War London
Jews' ducking and diving – in the
ring and out of it. But more broadly,
movement and motion are themes
that recurr repeatedly in this issue,
particularly in accounts of journeys,
both metaphorical and literal.
The idea of life as a journey
has become debased through its
overuse in recent years. In TV
shows like The Apprentice, The X
Factor or Masterchef, successful
and unsuccessful contestants alike
look back on their experiences on
the programme as a transformative
journey through which they’ve ‘grown’.
Aspirational self-help books and
forms of ‘coaching’ encourage us to
see life as a kind of pathway, if not to
enlightenment, then at least towards
greater prosperity and happiness.
It’s easy to scoff at the banality of
such contemporary clichés, and to point
out the ways that life’s vicissitudes
and unpredictability resist easy
encapsulation in the metaphor of the
‘ourney. But, like it or not, the journey
remains an important and sometimes
profound way of framing our
understanding of the world. If journeys
are rarely linear and it’s unclear where
they lead, they are often educative.

Note: In the 60th anniversary issue of the
Jewish Quarterly that appeared at the end of
2013, we mistakenly referred at some points
in the issue to Joseph Sonntag as the founder
of the magazine. His name of course was
Jacob Sonntag. We are embarrassed by this
error and wish to apologise to his family for
any distress caused.

The journey is most educative
in Christine Park Cohen’s piece
reflecting on her travels through
Palestine. Far from being a direct route
to transformative enlightenment,
her journey led towards doubt,
insecurity and ambivalence. The
companion piece by Ardie Geldman
also emphasises how a journey to
unfamiliar territory has the potential to
disturb. Indeed, Geldman’s position,
as a resident and defender of the West
Bank settlement project, may be – to
extend the metaphor – far away from
the comfort zone of some JQ readers.
My own piece in the ‘Dispatches’
section, in which I recount a curious
discovery in the heart of Jewish
North London, tells of a less dramatic
journey. This experience reminded me
that one does not need to physically
journey far to find something
surprising, one just needs to observe
with new eyes. It is the multi-layered
nature of reality that makes journeying
into a necessarily partial activity,
in which different dimensions are
revealed according to how one sees.
Just as the Palestinian and Jewish
communities on the West Bank are
physically close but often invisible to
each other, so the historical substrate
on which contemporary Diaspora
Jewish community rests may be hidden
unless one knows to look for it.
This looking with new eyes also
pays rich dividends for Samuel Klein,
as he recounts his Jewish-focused
journey round the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. There is,
his piece seems to suggest, a gallerywithin-a-gallery that is accessible

only to those who know how to travel
through it. Similarly, Aaron Rosen’s
discussion of how Abraham’s (near-)
sacrifice of Isaac – a story, lest we
forget, that is structured around a
journey – has been depicted in art,
shows how a superficially identical
narrative, and a superficially identical
protagonist ‘moving’ through it, can be
viewed radically differently depending
on one’s viewpoint.
To be effective, metaphors need
to be used with an awareness of
their limits. While the journey is a
prominent theme in this issue, to find
it ‘everywhere’ would risk banality: if,
for example, I were to point out that
Alexander Bodin Saphir’s discussion
of a book on the rescue of wartime
Danish Jewry and their flight to
Sweden, shoe-horning this tale into an
overarching narrative of my choosing
would seem positively disrespectful.
But I will risk the following: the
reader’s journey through this magazine
may or may not be a linear one, may or
may not be an enlightening one, may
or may not be a productively disturbing
one – but I hope at least that it will be a
fascinating and absorbing one.
There is certainly plenty to get
lost in. From reflections of the use
of schmaltz in Jewish cooking to the
history of Israeli NGOs, from hithertounpublished Russian poetry to Israeli
horror films and Leonard Cohen
to The Tiger Who Came To Tea – the
connections between these diverse
themes may not be obvious, but who
knows what serendipities readers
might uncover as they journey onwards
through the pages of this issue? — JQ

Keith kahn-harris
Editor
DOI:10.1080/0449010X.2014.900317 ©Keith Kahn-Harris 2014
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¶ By the time Nick Papadimitriou and I stumble
upon the crucifix we are wet and tired from the
tramp through the thick vegetation. It’s a rainy
and grey morning in early May and we appear to
have left the world behind in our investigations
of the outer limits of this ancient site. The plain
wooden crucifix, roughly nailed to the boundary
wall, bears the cryptic message “2300 to Invert”.
Its lonely, inexplicable presence haunts us.
This was what I had hoped to find on my walk
with Nick; some mystery, some sign that points
to a story waiting to be unearthed.
Could we really be in Finchley?
Nick Papadimitriou is often described as
a “deep topographer”, a term he views with
some ambivalence (and don’t call him a
psychogeographer – he hates the term and has
only ever read one book by Ian Sinclair). In truth,
it’s hard to describe him and his work in a way that
does him justice. An eccentric in the best sense of
the word, he has spent much of his adult life on
repeated walks around North London, Middlesex
and the Home Counties. Over time he uncovers
the hidden, layered histories of places that at first
seem utterly mundane.
In recent years, Nick has amassed a modest
cult following, including Russell Brand and Will
Self, who both appear in a documentary about
him called The London Perambulator in 2009.
His extraordinary book Scarp came out in 2012
and showcased his work to a wider audience. An
unclassifiable mix of fiction, memoire, history and
geography, it focuses on his explorations of the
hitherto ignored uplands at London’s northern
perimeter that run from Harefield in the west to
Southgate in the east.
Nick’s roots are in Finchley, where he spent
a difficult childhood in poverty with his Greekborn father (his mother had mysteriously run
off ), before falling into a troubled youth and
adulthood that saw spells of drug addiction,
arson and imprisonment. He began to explore
Finchley during his frequent bouts of truancy
and he continues to walk its streets, delving into
its history and hidden geographies.
When I stumbled on Scarp and Nick’s other
work towards the end of 2013, I was immediately
drawn to him as a person. I have always loved
the principle of psychogeography but, like Nick, I
have an aversion to the over-written literariness
of psychogeographic work. Nick’s deep learning
and his almost mystical connection to the power
of terrain and history, are accompanied by an
affable ordinariness that avoids the preciousness
of some of his peers.
But what made me feel I had to meet Nick
was the curious absence of Jews in his work: for
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The 'cross' at the Sternberg Centre
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someone who obsessively explores the Jewish
heartlands of Barnet and South Herts, he seemed
not to have investigated this layer of the land.
So I suggested we take a walk together and on that
rainy early May morning we found ourselves a
stones throw from Nick’s childhood home outside
the Sternberg Centre, East End Road, Finchley.
Although I live in Muswell Hill, the Sternberg
Centre and Finchley in general has a central
place in my own Jewish geography: my children
attend Akiva School and my wife works at Leo
Baeck College, both at the Sternberg Centre
site; I often find myself at meetings, synagogue
services or other events in this part of the world.
Nick had been to the Sternberg Centre before,
but on a brief visit, escorted by a suspicious
security guard. On our visit we took our time,
exploring the Manor House, around which the
site is built, and its grounds. The site is fringed
with dense vegetation that leads to a medieval
moat; that much I knew before. But Nick took
me deeper. He traced the faint indentations of
streams that I barely saw, explaining how the site
forms the highest point in the local water table
(perhaps a reason why the medieval manor was
situated there). He pointed out edible herbs and
unprepossessing plants that tenaciously resist the
urban onslaught. He told me of long-forgotten
local murders, one of a girl who had attended the
school on the site.
And then we saw the crucifix.
Neither Nick nor I had any idea of what it
was. But how oddly perfect to find a Christian
symbol in this Jewish enclave! After all, there
had been a nunnery on the site before it was
taken over by the Jewish community in the
early ‘80s. Perhaps this was a sign – along with
the primeval vegetation – that we British Jews
had left only the most superficial mark on this
repeatedly palimpsested isle?
Well maybe not. I e-mailed the site manager
the next day and sent him a picture of the cross.
He explained that it wasn’t a crucifix but a sign
left by the builders:
“‘Invert’ is a technical builders term. There
is a surface water drain running the length of
the site close to this position and when the new
Akiva School was built, it was diverted around
the school perimeter. 2500 is the depth below
the ground of this drain.”
Yet I wasn’t disappointed. I felt oddly
privileged to have found the cross and to have
decoded its symbolism. I’ve been to the Sternberg
Centre hundreds of times and I’d never seen it
before, nor had I paid attention to the subtle signs
of ancient watercourses and vegetation.
Diaspora Jews tend to move at speed. We
uproot ourselves and settle repeatedly. In the
process, perhaps we don’t notice the land on
which we put down roots – maybe because those
roots are too superficial. What would happen if we
saw ourselves in the context of the geographical
longue duree? Would we somehow find ourselves
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insignificant, just a scratch in the fabric of history?
I’ll leave those questions rhetorical. What
I will say though is that we all need a Nick
Papadimitriou; someone who can show us that
our taken for granted landscape maybe stranger
than we had ever imagined.
Scarp by Nick Papadimitriou is published by Sceptre
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941612 © Keith Kahn-Harris 2014

Judy Jackson
The Return of HeartAttack Food
¶ American chef Michael Ruhlman has made
an unlikely alliance. With his 78-year-old
neighbour Lois Baron, he's come up with the
idea of writing The Book of Schmaltz: Love Song
to a Forgotten Fat. In today's fat-phobic world,
how does he get away with it? He demolishes
the health concerns with one paragraph in the
introduction to his book: “Fat doesn't make us
fat. Eating too much makes us fat, cleaning our
plates at chain restaurants and lack of vigorous
exercise makes us fat.”
He has a point. The French eat goose fat and
are no less healthy for that. In the UK natural
fats like butter and cream are coming back into
fashion, since we've been taught to doubt the
wisdom of using low-fat spreads and question the
hydrogenated fats that go into processed foods.
But there is still a resistance to eating fat from
meat. It's impossible to buy anything but lean
salt beef. It now comes trimmed, so the texture is
tough and much of the flavour has gone.
Ruhlman has begun a campaign to bring
back flavour to Jewish cooking. Lois describes
schmaltz as “a thread that runs through a great
tapestry – it's a secret handshake among Jews
who love to cook and eat.” When my husband
remembers his mother's cooking, a look of
ecstasy comes over his face. She made a braised
chicken with the richest gravy, with potatoes
mashed with generous amounts of schmaltz.
Gribenes were crisp cracklings made from
chicken skins and “meat and brown potatoes”
was a beef stew laden with savoury fat. She
would have laughed at the way I chill a bowl of
chicken soup, or a lamb casserole, so that hours
later I can remove the white layer from the top,
scooping it off like ice from a frozen pond.
So what's the chance that we'll go back to the
past and embrace the use of schmaltz? Celebrity
chefs are allowed to roast potatoes in duck fat, but
we have been conditioned to think that saturated
fats are bad. So we are in danger of losing one of
the most distinctive of Jewish ingredients, at least
the one that comes from the Ashkenazi world.
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of chicken. But if this is the case, why bother
when the original butter – or perhaps a healthier
use of oil – might be just as good?
Several attempts have been made to “update”
Jewish cooking. Years ago I was guilty myself
in trying to publish a book on “kosher nouvelle
cuisine”. But if we want to impress our nonJewish friends we should go back to our roots
and serve them the very best of what we do well
– and that has to include goose and chicken fat.
I've read many books and articles about how
Christians revere the pig. It's not so strange that
we have similar attitudes to poultry. Children
today are reared on boneless, skinless schnitzels.
They might get a pleasant surprise if we offered
them a new flavour – a taste from the past.
The Book Of Schmaltz: Love Song to a Forgotten Fat
by Michael Ruhlman is published by Little Brown.

photo: courtesy of Donna Turner Ruhlman

Judy Jackson is a food writer with 8 published
cookbooks and two novels. She writes a daily blog
on food The Armchair Kitchen (www.lookitcookit.
tumblr.com)
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941613 © Judy Jackson 2014
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Paul Harris
What’s in a name?
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Olive oil has for some time been the No. 1
ingredient in cooking. An Italian friend of mine
uses it in everything from chocolate mousse
(which actually only needs eggs and chocolate)
to anointing aubergines and courgettes in a pool
of extra-virgin gold. Yotam Ottolenghi claims
that English vegetables are tasteless, offering his
solution of dousing them with spices, and again,
a lavish amount of olive oil.
So in this climate, is it likely that our
grandparents' kreplach and helzel will make a
come back? Many young people probably don't
know what these dishes should really taste like,
since the ready prepared dishes to buy are a poor
substitute. Chopped liver, with no schmaltz of
course, bears no resemblance to the smooth
and rich appetiser served to our grandfathers.
Chicken soup, made from pieces of lean roasting
birds, doesn't have the flavour of the broth made
from a big boiling fowl.
We don't want to go back to the hard times.
Choice was limited and making a single bird last
for days by using the skin, fat, carcass and flesh,
was a custom born of the need to economise.
Chicken is no longer a luxury, but perhaps we can
bring it back as a treat, occasionally roasting the
potatoes with schmaltz (arguably making them
crisper than those cooked in oil) and serving some
gribenes over chopped liver, egg and onion?
Ruhlman's book is a good starting point. Not
only does he feature Lois' familiar recipes, he
dives in headfirst, creating his own versions of
sweet and savoury dishes using schmaltz. But I
part company with him when he uses it to make
brioche, scones or oatmeal cookies. Guessing
that a chicken-odour might put people off, he
says his sweet concoctions have no smell or taste

¶ A couple of years ago, my son (also the
editor of this parish) came back from a Jewish
studies conference in Berlin, with a cryptic
message for me: “Read Alexander Baron’s With
Hope, Farewell.” Apparently a presenter at the
conference discussed the book and there was an
odd family connection.
I had never heard of the author or the book
before but, intrigued, I tracked down a second
hand copy. It was first published in 1952 and the
blurb on the cover said that it was about a Jewish
character named Mark Strong who, growing
from youth to adulthood, has to discover that, if
he was ‘different’, so is everyone, and that there
are bonds that unite us all.
The book opens in 1928, at the seaside in
Margate. The Strongs and another family
staying in the same boarding house meet and
converse about this and that. At this point Mark
is 10-years-old. Mark’s father Joe is uneasy about
the conversation because of his shortage of
money and the element of competitiveness that
he senses in the other family. Then suddenly,
without warning, in response to the comment by
Joe that: “We went to Bournemouth last year,” the
other father observes that: “We went there once.
Overrun with Jews. Swarming with them. Couldn’t
get away from them whichever way we turned.”
Was the other father drawn as an objectionable
character? Yes. Is the reader meant to be repelled
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by his anti-semitism? Certainly, even though the
Strong family are non-practicing Jews.
What's the other father’s name? Mr Muncie.
This hit me hard. My father’s name was
Munsie and he wasn’t Jewish (although my
mother was); I was originally brought up in
Broadstairs and moved to Margate when my
parents divorced. My parents met through and
were active member of the Communist Party
before and during the war.
The coincidences deepened after I did a little
online research on Alexander Baron: he died
in 1999 and is regarded as one of the foremost
fictional chroniclers of everyday life in Britain in
the Second World War. In latter years he wrote
mostly for television but it is for his novels that
he is mostly remembered.
He was brought up in Hackney and went to
Hackney Downs School. Like many of his Jewish
contemporaries he was active in left-wing circles
and was a member of the Labour League of
Youth which was at that time affiliated with the
Communist Party.
Had my parents known Alexander Baron in the
left-wing circles in which they had all moved? Had
Baron named one of the unattractive characters in
the early part of the book after my father to settle
an outstanding score? Or was it perhaps some
obscure private in-joke between them?
To me it seems unlikely that the use of the name
Muncie, being so similar to my father’s surname,
was pure chance. The name is unusual and my
gut instinct is that they were known to each other.
The world in which they would have moved before
the war was small and fractious with alliances
continually breaking up and reforming.
Baron’s papers are lodged with the University
of Reading and I visited the archives to see if they
cast any light on the mystery. Unfortunately, all
I learnt from the visit was that Baron made some
enemies after the war when he withdrew from
political activity, presumably to concentrate on
his writing. Baron’s son and surviving friends
were also unable to take this further.
My father remarried and remained a life-long
atheist and leftist but never talked to me about
his communist party roots. Likewise, my mother
was equally reticent.
I have resigned myself to never discovering the
truth. What I will say is that Alexander Baron is an
exceptional writer who deserves the recent upsurge
of interest in his novels. And another thought:
when a novelist passes, how many histories are
buried with them, never to be recovered?
Paul Harris (né Munsie).
Paul Harris is a retired solicitor. He has served on
the board of Jewish Book Week and is currently a
board member of the Watford Palace Theatre.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941619 © Paul Harris 2014
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Andrea Rogers
Israeli-Indian musical
fusion enthuses the
Southbank
¶ On 17th May 2014, Shye Ben-Tzur performed
with the lead guitarist of Radiohead, Jonny
Greenwood, transporting spectacular gypsy-like
Eastern rhythms to a packed Queen Elizabeth
Hall as part of the Southbank Alchemy festival.
While Shye Ben-Tzur’s poetic compositions
are often very intimate: “In the circles of breath/
My heart, my heart is circling around your heart
with prayer,” their expression at the gig was more
akin to an open, spiritual party. This tension
laid the stage for an exuberant fusion of Israeli,
Rajasthani, and Ajmer folk music together with
the very prolific Jonny Greenwood who originally
discovered Shye’s music in the Negev desert.
There’s no doubt the night’s success
emanated from Shye’s long-standing authentic
immersion in the world of Qawwali music. Born
into a secular Israeli family, his spiritual journey
became entwined with Qawwali devotional
music after spending over a decade in India. Like
many Israelis, he travelled to India on a personal
journey and, in his case, in search of a classical
Indian music teacher and guide. On account of
his spiritual and musical “calling”, he stayed
and spent several years studying with traditional
Qawwali musicians in Ajmer and Rajasthan,
eventually marrying the daughter of guru and
Sufi Zahurul Hassan Sharib.
While in India, the seed of Shye’s original
compositions grew from his “longing for the
place he came from” – his Israeli roots. His
eclectic expression of poetry spoken in Hebrew,
Urdu, Persian and Hindi developed into two
critically acclaimed albums “Shoshan” and
“Heeyam”, both featured at the concert. In
an interview with Gil Karpas, Shye identifies
Hebrew as an old language belonging to the East
and a natural link to Qawwali music: “The fusion
of styles is something that has always been
within Jewish music.” Indeed, it’s exactly this
type of openhearted, cross-cultural music that
has inspired many conflict resolution academics
and activists in Israel and abroad to attempt to
resolve cultural differences through music.
Certainly the respectful, democratic interplay
of the band was a feature of the night. The
inspirational Ajmer Qawwals, Ali and Zaki Ali
sat cross-legged to the side of the stage like two
cheerful uncles at a dinner table, pronouncing
their devotional messages. In harmony
with Shye, they gave weight to their soaring
meditations, as they beat the air with the back
of their hands to the pounding cadence. Their
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escalating refrains cut through the heart of the
auditorium guided by the brilliant rhythms of a
Manganiar Rajshtani Nihal Khan, on the dholak,
a two-sided Indian drum.
To the back of the stage, but far from invisible,
was the wondrous Mangianiar Chugge Khan, who
played the percussive khartal (wooden hand claps)
and bhapang, (a stringed monochord instrument).
His dexterous hands darted about during his
captivating solo on the Khartal as though he were
mystically releasing birds to the air.
The night’s ecstatic tempo was driven by
Israel’s number one percussionist and drummer,
Itamar Doari. Itamar’s performance lit the fire
for the festival of sound. Whether it was his
playing of the African djjembe (held sideways
like a darbuka) or the rain drum, or the many
other instruments he often played at once, his
percussive control was mesmerising as his lithe
fingers seemed to fly at jaw-dropping speed
across the drum skin.
The only anomaly on the night appeared to be
the headlining of Jonny Greenwood. There was
much expectation about the collaboration, and no
doubt many of his fans in the audience expected
he would feature. He was definitely a publicity
pull. Given his past record of experimenting in
new facets of music and his interest in Eastern
music, his inclusion was not illogical.
But whether it was the result of a technical
issue – his amp not being loud enough – or
whether it was from his respectful deference to
the ensemble around him, he only ever played
a supporting role and never soloed. There were
some stolen moments when the slowing of
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the beat opened a space for him as he dabbled
on his guitar, floor pedals or a curious French
electronic organ-like instrument called the
ondes Martenot. But most often, he appeared to
be tinkering in a soundscape that he very rarely
could penetrate.
This seemed in contrast to his fellow player
and remarkable cellist Liat Sabbah, who used
a bass pedal to accent to her meaningful
improvisations, helping build the modal sound
to a steady rhythmic climb but never an all out
devotional frenzy.
Throughout, Shye Ben-Tzur demonstrated
a heart-felt command of flute, voice and guitar,
but perhaps most impressively, he appeared as
a soulful, seamless orchestrator and composer,
elevating the supreme technical musicianship of
the performers around him.
The audience was continually entertained,
handclapping, and reflecting back at the all
out joy coming from the stage. They finally got
to their feet for the dance-ovation. Strangely,
Jonny Greenwood was the only member of the
band missing from the encore, but reappeared
after being egged back on stage by the band
for their final bows, showered in boisterously
happy applause.
Andrea Rogers is a Melbourne-born freelance writer
and reviewer, now based in London. She has written
for several Australian based publications including
The Age and was the winner of the Australian
Writers Guild 2011 Monte Miller Award for her
feature film script Diving for Poland.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941618 © Andrea Rogers 2014
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Re-visions of
Sacrifice:
a a ro n ro s e n

Abraham in Art and Interfaith Dialogue
In a poignant episode in his bestseller, Abraham:
A Journey to the Heart of Three Faiths, Bruce Feiler relates
a conversation in Jerusalem with Petra Heldt, a Lutheran
minister. Despite witnessing the power of religious
intolerance firsthand, Heldt – who suffered severe burns
during a suicide bombing in 1997 – sketches an optimistic
vision for interfaith dialogue. Like Feiler, she sees the
greatest source of conversation and consensus between
Jews, Christians, and Muslims in the shared figured of
Abraham. If we can learn to alter our “exclusivist thinking”,
she tells the author, we can “sit down and begin to draw a
picture of Abraham”. The resulting image, she muses, will
be a figure capable of “representing the best of ourselves.
It’s beautiful,” she adds, “and it can happen.”
Heldt no doubt intended this image metaphorically.
But what if we take her words literally? What would
happen if we really put Jews, Christians, and Muslims
around a table together and asked them to sketch a
portrait of this ancient forefather? Would all those
invited even agree to such an exercise? And where would
they even begin? One can only imagine the tricky task
of drafting a patriarchal proboscis that appealed to all
parties. While this thought experiment might seem a
bit frivolous at first glance, looking closely at how we
picture Abraham can disclose tensions which are often
left unexamined when we engage in interfaith dialogue.
Heldt’s vision is indeed a beautiful one, but it is still
10

Aaron Rosen reflects on the
manifold ways in which
Abraham’s near-sacrifice
of Isaac has been portrayed
in the ‘Abrahamic’ religions
and in art and literature.
important to identify the impediments to imagining a
shared Abraham.
This task is especially critical at a time when
references to 'the Abrahamic faiths' have become
seemingly indispensable when talking about relations
between Jews, Christians, and Muslims. Numerous
interfaith organisations have taken Abraham as a
figurehead, including Abraham’s Vision and the
Abrahamic Alliance International in the United States,
Abraham House in the United Kingdom, and the
Abraham Fund in Israel. Universities have followed suit,
with Oxford and Cambridge respectively establishing
professorships in “The Study of the Abrahamic
Religions” and “Abrahamic Faiths and Shared Values”.
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out with the bath water, it is possible to take another
tack. Abraham’s attempted sacrifice may constitute an
ambivalent heritage for Jews, Christians, and Muslims,
but is a shared inheritance nonetheless. As such, it may
represent – even in its contestation – a critical stimulus
for interreligious dialogue.
Traditionally, Jews read Genesis 21 on the first day
of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, and Genesis 22
on the second day of the holiday. The pairing provides
a critical insight. Well before he trudges to the altar
with Isaac, Abraham demonstrates his willingness to
sacrifice his offspring by casting out Ishmael, his firstborn
son (Gen. 21.14). While Ishmael’s survival signals the
potential for Isaac’s own deliverance, it raises genuine
concerns about Abraham’s paternal commitment.
Genesis 22 opens:
After these things God tested Abraham. He said
to him, “Abraham!” And he said, “Here I am.”
He said, “Take your son, your only son Isaac,
whom you love, and go to the land of Moriah,
and offer him there as a burnt offering on one of
the mountains that I shall show you.” (Gen. 22.1-2)
Abraham’s reply, hinneni, indicates absolute
attention rather than location. God calls, Abraham
responds: “Ready.” This alacrity sets the tone for the
story. Rather than extraordinary faith – as Christian
interpreters later argued – the text seems to emphasise
Abraham’s obedience above all else. Disclosing his plan
to no one – not even his wife, disturbingly – Abraham
sets off with his son and servants on a three-day journey.
When they reach the foot of Mount Moriah, father and
son tread the final leg of the journey alone. Isaac calls to
him, perhaps naively, perhaps with foreboding: “‘The
fire and the wood are here, but where is the lamb for a
burnt offering?’ Abraham said, ‘God himself will provide
the lamb for a burnt offering, my son.’” (Gen. 22.7-8); a
reply part prophetic, part evasive. When they reach the
appointed place, Abraham binds his son upon the altar
and raises his knife to slay him. At the last instant, an
angel of the Lord calls to him: “Do not lay your hand on

‘What would happen if we
put Jews, Christians, and
Muslims around a table
together and asked them
to sketch a portrait of this
ancient forefather?’
11
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The proliferation of such gatherings, institutions, and
lectureships is certainly a boon to interfaith dialogue
and academic study. The more traction the idea of
the ‘Abrahamic’ has attained, however – the more it
has solidified its place within our vocabulary – the less
attentive we have become to what this label might
obscure or ignore. If we are really aiming at an informed
practice of interfaith dialogue, one of our first steps must
be to reflect rigorously on the language we employ.
If we are going to call for interfaith dialogue under
the banner of ‘the Abrahamic’, we need to wrestle first of
all with the legacy of Abraham himself. By looking at how
artists from different backgrounds depict Abraham, I hope
to show that the ways we imagine Abraham today are at
once more promising and more problematic for interfaith
dialogue than we usually recognise. There is no single
Abraham whose dignified portrait we can hang above the
mantle, expecting him to gaze down approvingly on our
interfaith salons and seminars. What visual art can show
us, more palpably than any other medium, is a multiplicity
of Abrahams, figures who embrace and exclude each other
at the same time. Seen in this light, what constitutes ‘the
Abrahamic’ is not any immutable bond over a common
forefather, but rather a fraternal tension; a spiritual tugof-war which draws the participants closer, even as they
struggle with one another.
I want to explore this tension through works of
art which depict Abraham’s near sacrifice of his son,
understood as Isaac in Judaism and Christianity, and
usually as Ishmael in Islam. This traumatic event, known
to Jews as the Akedah, to Christians as the Sacrifice of
Isaac, and to Muslims as the Dhabih, is a major theme
in the scriptures, interpretive traditions, and practices
of all three faiths. Indeed, for each religion – albeit in
distinct ways – Abraham’s willingness to slaughter his
son has come to be seen as the defining moment in the
patriarch’s spiritual life. After familiarising ourselves with
interpretations of this event in Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam, we will turn our attention to revealing examples
of modern art. By providing embodied visions of the
characters in question, these works force us to examine
possibilities for interfaith dialogue which we might
otherwise pass over.
At the core of this story is a terrible divine demand,
and a horrifying human willingness to execute it. Even
the notion that this sequence of events constitutes
a test for the patriarch – a major theme in each of the
Abrahamic religions – leaves faith and obedience
worryingly entwined with violence and bloodshed. For
some commentators, this is compelling evidence of the
“violent legacy of monotheism”. While it is reductive to
read the Akedah as a cause of contemporary violence,
the story does reinforce a logic which values religious
commitment above the preservation of human life; a
hierarchy with a dubious historical track record. Yet
rather than throwing the baby – or in this case Isaac –
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the boy or do anything to him; for now I know that you
fear God, since you have not withheld your son, your only
son, from me” (Gen. 22.12). Glancing up, Abraham spies
a ram caught in a thicket, which he slaughters instead.
After a second encomium booms down from heaven, the
story concludes on a seemingly prosaic note. “Abraham
returned to his young men” and journeys back to Beersheba (Gen. 22.19).
Surprisingly, the Akedah barely features in the
remainder of the Hebrew Bible. Coupled with the
episode’s sparse and cryptic narration, the narrative
absolutely clamors for interpretation. The rabbis were
happy to oblige. Even the opening words: “After these
things”, suggested a whole scene in which Satan baits
God into testing Abraham, à la Job (1.6-12). In another
tradition, of central importance in Islam, a devil appears
to Abraham, Isaac, and Sarah, arguing that such a
monstrous demand transgresses moral law; precisely
the argument later made by Immanuel Kant! Some
midrashim fly in the face of the text’s plain sense, claiming
that Abraham had wounded or even slaughtered his son.
In one version Isaac is whisked away to the Garden of
Eden for three years to rehabilitate, presumably mentally
as well as physically. According to another, “When Father
Isaac was bound on the altar and reduced to ashes…
[God] immediately brought upon him dew and revived
him.” The site of Isaac’s sacrifice became identified with
the Temple in Jerusalem and Isaac himself came to be
construed as a willing adult, an exemplar for martyrs (e.g.
4 Macc. 13.12), especially during the persecution of Jews
during the Crusades. While many of these associations
have become muted for contemporary Jews, the blast of
the shofar on High Holidays, continues to recall Isaac’s
miraculous deliverance.
The early followers of Jesus quickly recognised a
powerful affinity between Abraham’s offering of Isaac
and God’s sacrifice of his own beloved son. When Paul
asserted in his Letter to the Romans that God “did not
withhold his own Son, but gave him up for all of us”
(8.32), he directly echoed the language of the Hebrew
Bible, which praises Abraham for not withholding his son
(Genesis 22.12, 16). The Letter to the Hebrews develops
another influential line of thought:
By faith Abraham, when put to the test, offered
up Isaac. He who had received the promises was
ready to offer up his only son, of whom he had
been told, “It is through Isaac that descendants
shall be named for you.” He considered the fact
that God is able even to raise someone from the
dead—and figuratively speaking, he did receive
him back (11.17-19)
Abraham’s deed became – first and foremost – a
measure of faith; a familiar touchstone in Christian
interpretations from Paul to Søren Kierkegaard. While
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Hebrews does not explicitly link the sacrifice of Isaac to
Christ’s resurrection, later interpreters soon cemented
this connection. Over the next several centuries,
the Church Fathers wrote extensively on Genesis 22,
frequently reading it as a prototype for the perfected
sacrifice of Christ. Thus, for Saint Augustine, Isaac
carrying the wood for the burnt offering anticipated Jesus
shouldering the cross on his way to Golgotha. And the ram
caught in thicket also became a symbol for the Saviour,
“crowned with Jewish thorns before he was offered in
sacrifice.” Taking their cue from such typologies, many
churches today read Genesis 22 during the Easter Holy
Week, when Christians remember Jesus’ sacrifice as the
Paschal Lamb.
If Genesis 22 is laconic, the Qur’anic rendering of
this story is downright hermetic. Here it is in its entirety:
And when (his son) was old enough to walk with
him, (Abraham) said: O my dear son, I have seen
in a dream that I must sacrifice thee. So look,
what thinkest thou? He said: O my father! Do
that which thou art commanded. Allah willing,
thou shalt find me steadfast. Then, when they
had both surrendered (to Allah), and he had flung
him down upon his face, we called unto him: O
Abraham! Thou hast already fulfilled the vision.
Lo! Thus do we reward the good. Lo! that verily
was a clear test. Then we ransomed him with a
tremendous victim (q37.102-107)
Certain elements are familiar, but the differences
are crucial. Abraham receives God’s call in a dream, and
rather than deliberately keeping his son in the dark, he
immediately asks his opinion. For his part, the son is
less like the naïve Isaac of Genesis and more like the
steadfast martyr of midrash. It is not even clear which
son is the protagonist. Early Islamic interpreters leaned
towards Isaac and imagined the events transpiring near
Jerusalem, while later interpreters favored Ishmael, and
the Muslim holy city of Mecca as the setting. Although
overall Ishmael features as the hero in only slightly more
authoritative texts than Isaac, he is the overwhelming
consensus among Muslims today. Picking up elements
from both Jewish exegesis and pre-Islamic traditions,
numerous sources describe Abraham and Isaac or
Ishmael stoning Satan as he attempts to dissuade them
from their sacrifice. This is the basis for the Hajj ritual in
which pilgrims hurl pebbles at stone pillars representing
the devil. The pilgrimage culminates with the Eid alAdha, the Feast of the Sacrifice, in which an animal is
slaughtered in memory of Abraham’s trial.
While the texts and traditions of the Abrahamic
faiths frequently intersect, this trend is even more
pronounced when we turn to the visual arts. The
binding or sacrifice has featured prominently in ancient
synagogue mosaics and Christian funerary art, medieval
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‘At the core of this story is a
terrible divine demand, and a
horrifying human willingness
to execute it.’

Marc Chagall: The Sacrifice of Isaac ( far top)
photo: Artists Rights Society

Marc Chagall: Hagar in the Desert (top)
photo: Artists Rights Society
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Jewish, Christian and Islamic illuminated manuscripts,
and canonical works by Renaissance artists such as
Donatello, Brunelleschi, Ghiberti, Michelangelo, Titian,
and Rembrandt. In the modern era, Marc Chagall has
engaged with the Akedah perhaps more than any other
artist. In his fullest treatment of the scene, The Sacrifice
of Isaac (1960-66), Chagall depicts two angels. The first
raises an arm in warning. The second, probably the same
angel, a second later, swoops to earth with both arms
urgently extended. The image echoes midrashic accounts
in which the angel calls out a second time because
Abraham has not heard the first. However, even this
second effort may be too late. Isaac’s limp body glows a
fiery yellow as flickering strokes of orange and red engulf
father and son. Are these the “ashes of Isaac” of rabbinic
tradition? Has the anguished patriarch leapt onto the
pyre himself? Perhaps the azure angel has not come to
prevent the sacrifice but to supply “resurrecting dew.”
According to several Jewish legends, Sarah died from
shock upon hearing what transpired. Here she emerges
from behind a tree, wailing at what she sees before her.
The tiny ram poking out behind the tree seems to have
arrived too late or proven an inadequate substitute. At the
top of the picture, suspended in the smoky space above
the sacrifice, float various figures, seemingly unaware
of one another. A wandering Jew, a familiar character
in Chagall’s paintings, slouches along, book in hand. To
his left stumbles Jesus, hauling a crucifix on his back. To
his right, a woman nervously cradles her child. Based on
other Chagall images, we can identify them as Hagar
and Ishmael. For all its Jewish resonances, Chagall thus
makes a point of acknowledging the sacrifice’s centrality
for both Christianity and Islam. Each of the three faiths,
he seems to suggest, have a stake in this story. And yet the
story itself, he intimates, may not be a tale of deliverance
so much as a test gone horribly awry, ending in flames.
The image of a slaughtered Isaac has been a dominant
motif in Zionist thought and Israeli culture. From the
1940s onward, it began to be used utilized paradoxically,
according to one scholar, to express “both the slaughter of
the Holocaust and the national warrior’s death in the oldnew homeland.” In the 1980s, the Lebanon War (1982)—
regarded as a conflict of choice by many – served as the
catalyst for another transformation, as Isaac was read
as the victim of unnecessary sacrifice demanded by the
State. Writers including A.B. Yehoshua, Yitzhak Laor, and
Yehuda Amichai, and painters such as Avraham Ofek and
Moshe Gershuni, recast Abraham as villain or patsy rather
than hero. For Amichai, “the real hero of the Isaac story /
was the ram,” who remained on the altar long after Isaac,
Abraham, and even God had departed.
The ram also caught the attention of Menashe
Kadishman, an artist who had worked as a shepherd and
even painted live sheep for the 1978 Venice Biennale. For
Kadishman, however, the ram is anything but innocent.
In his massive steel sculpture, Sacrifice of Isaac (1982-
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85), Kadishman gives the animal a demonic glare as he
exalts over the slain Isaac. Abraham is nowhere to be
seen, although two women – Sarah and Hagar? – fearfully
huddle together in a mountainous heap. In a subsequent
version, Sacrifice of Isaac II (1986-87), temporarily
installed at Saint John the Divine Cathedral in New York
City, Kadishman soldered the ram and Isaac into a single
looming figure. By reinventing and reconfiguring the
Akedah he sets out to disrupt the symbolic economy of
sacrifice wherever it exists, whether in Israeli political
culture or Christian theology. There can be no Abraham
and no God in Kadishman’s Akedot because to order
innocent sacrifice is – in his eyes – always bestial, never
humane or divine.
Palestinian artists and writers have also utilised
the sacrifice story as a vehicle for social and political
protest. Since the late ‘90s the Palestinian painter and
sculptor Sliman Mansour has created more than a
dozen works in a series entitled I, Ishmael. Each piece
consists of a life-sized body shaped from mud smeared
across a wooden door. At times, Mansour displays these
desiccated figures in groups along a gallery wall, or lays
them to rest outdoors, directly on the ground. Despite
their dearth of narrative detail, the panels tap into several
intersecting stories. By calling himself Ishmael, the artist
deliberately evokes the Islamic tradition of Abraham’s
eldest son as the forefather of the Arab people and the
ancestor of the Prophet Muhammad. While Mansour
– the grandson of a Greek Orthodox priest – comes
from a Christian background, he turns to a symbol of
Islamic heritage in order to forge an icon of Palestinian
nationalism. Mansour’s Ishmael becomes a literal ‘fatherland’, the fate of the Palestinian homeland etched into his
arid, cracking flesh. And yet, while Mansour calls upon
Islamic associations to emphasise Palestinian sumud,
or rootedness to the land, his quarrel is not with Jews
or Judaism. Indeed, he addresses Israelis in a language
which also reverberates with biblical associations.
Mansour’s sculptures seem to call out, in the words of
one Israeli poet: “Isaac, Isaac, remember what your father
did to your brother Ishmael.” The same father that binds
Isaac on the sacrificial altar began by sending Ishmael
out into the desert. Mansour reminds us that the sons
of Abraham – and their descendants – each suffer the
excesses of uncompromising power.
What if these children were not sons? Would it make
a difference if they were daughters? While Chagall and
Kadishman both introduce women as witnesses, the
Turkish photographer Nazif Topçuoğlu imagines the
same events enacted exclusively by women. Topçuoğlu
bases the composition of his Sacrifice: The Story of Isaac
(2008) on Rembrandt’s Sacrifice of Isaac (1635), with
deliberate variations. In a space that is either a library
or courtroom – both equally appropriate for staging
this biblical trial – Topçuoğlu poses the victim with
her hands tucked or bound behind her back, arched
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over a bolster. Compared to the hand of Rembrandt’s
Abraham, clamped like an octopus over Isaac’s face,
the executioner’s hand rests almost gingerly across her
victim’s throat. The young women in this tableau may
be acting out the patriarchal roles assigned to them, but
they do so dispassionately, rather than fired by religious
fervor, like Rembrandt’s Abraham. And instead of the
knife that plummets towards Isaac in Rembrandt, in
Topçuoğlu the executioner brandishes the sharp edge
of a book. But is the book ultimately any less dangerous?
Is it any less of a weapon? The real violence, Topçuoğlu
suggests, is hermeneutic: the way in which we interpret
our holy books. As disturbing as Abraham’s readiness to
sacrifice his son may be, his most dubious and enduring
legacy may be his literalism.
Perhaps it is fitting that we should look to an image
to show us what is at stake in the relations between the
“People of the Book”. Calls for dialogue between the
Abrahamic faiths frequently begin with the assertion
that what binds together Jews, Christians, and Muslims
is, above all, their scriptural heritage. This emphasis
has yielded some valuable insights into the intersecting
traditions and practices of these religions, and stimulated
interfaith exchange. Despite this rich textual legacy,
however, these faiths are also people of the image. If we are
willing to open our eyes to this fact, we will discover that
visual art has an essential role to play in inter-religious
dialogue. Art has the capacity to challenge fundamental
preconceptions about the sacrifice of Isaac and Ishmael
as a paradigm of faith and obedience. Together, Chagall,
Kadishman, Mansour, and Topçuoğlu encourage us to pry
open new spaces within accepted narratives, inhabiting
received texts and traditions from different positions.
If Abraham might look askance at such endeavors,
perhaps his sons, and their mothers, would see things
differently. The poet Eleanor Wilner imagines Sarah
asking Isaac to run away with her on the eve of the
Akedah, to join Hagar and Ishmael in exile, far away
from Abraham.
“But Ishmael,” said Isaac, “How should I greet
him?”
“As you greet yourself,” she said, “when you bend
over the well to draw water and see your image,
not knowing it reversed. You must know your
brother now, or you will see your own face looking
back the day you’re at each other’s throats.”
The act of looking, as Sarah intuitively understands, is
not merely incidental to dialogue, it is at its very heart. For
Isaac and Ishmael – and their latter day descendants – the
consequences of dis-regarding the Other can be fatal. Art
may not be able to present us with a portrait of Abraham
we can all agree on, but it can train us to see difference in
a new light. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941625 © Aaron Rosen 2014
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Sliman Mansour: I, Ishmael (top;
bottom left)
photo: T.W. Wood Gallery and Arts Center, Montpelier, VT, USA

photo: Green Art Gallery, Dubai

Menashe Kadishman: Sacrifice
of Isaac (left; middle left)
photo: Tel Aviv Museum of Art

Rembrandt: The Sacrifice of Isaac
(bottom right)
photo: The Hermitage Museum, Saint Petersburg, Russia
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Nazif Topcuoglu: Sacrifice,
The Story of Isaac (right)

"THEIR STRUGGLE IS

OURS

"

Naomi Shepherd examines the history of civil rights
organisations in Israel

n ao m i s h e p h e r d

Israeli civil rights groups have multiplied at a dizzying
rate over the last 40 years. Between the foundation of the
Association for Civil Rights (ACRI 1972), with its roster of
distinguished lawyers and academics, to that of Yesh Din
(2005), which provides legal assistance to Palestinians in the
West Bank, over 25 separate organisations have been set up.
ACRI covers the widest range of issues. Several have
specific agendas: Bimkom deals with planning, Machsom
Watch monitors checkpoints and military courts, while
Adalah (the Legal Center for Arab Minority Rights in
Israel) and the Public Committee Against Torture in
Israel, need no explanation.
Some groups represent specific professions –
Physicians for Human Rights, Rabbis for Human Rights.
B’Tselem documents abuses of human rights in the
occupied territories. Other groups concentrate on specific
areas: Ir Amim in Jerusalem; Ta’ayush,a joint IsraeliPalestinian grassroots organisation, is active among the
fellahin of the South Hebron hills, and a recent copycat
contestant, the ‘Human Rights Organisation of Judea
and Samaria’(aka the West Bank) represents settlers who
regard themselves as victimized by the army.
Even this brief selection indicates that the main
challenge for civil rights lawyers and activists is
Israel’s occupation of the West Bank, now in its 48th
year; the other main concern is the status of Israel’s
Arab minority. Civil rights for Jewish Israelis are
barely part of the picture. Preoccupied with security
issues, Israelis are far less worried about the power of
the orthodox rabbinate, which has sole jurisdiction in
matters of “personal status” – marriage, divorce, and
Jewish identity. The need to separate religion and state
is not among the “key issues” currently dealt with by
ACRI; the League Against Religious Coercion, which
advocates a secular, rather than a religious identity for
Israelis, has few adherents.
16

The civil rights organisations represent only a small
minority of Israelis. But even a mainstream organisation
like the Israel Democracy Institute has expressed deep
concern about antidemocratic trends menacing civil
rights, which have been increasing in recent years. For
instance; the most recent survey carried out by the
Institute showed that nearly half of Israelis thought Jews
should have more rights than Arabs, slightly fewer that
the government should “encourage Arabs to emigrate”,
and nearly a third regarded the ‘Jewish’ character of the
state more important than the ‘democratic’.

‘The main challenge for civil
rights lawyers and activists is
Israel’s occupation of the West
Bank, now in its 48th year’
The current religious issue preoccupying the IDI is
the fact that three hundred thousand immigrants from
Russia are not considered Jews by orthodox standards;
hence those who wish to marry Jews in Israel cannot do
so without lengthy, difficult conversion procedures, as
civil marriage does not exist.
A fundamental problem for civil rights is that Israel
has no constitution. The Declaration of Independence
promised equality to all Israel’s citizens, but the continuing
conflict with the Palestinians has made this problematic.
Instead, Israel has a set of Basic Laws covering subjects as
diverse as the Knesset, the army, freedom of occupation and
the unique, Israeli status of Jerusalem. The most specific
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after, Israel resurrected an old Ottoman law defining
land untilled for a certain period as “state land”, enabling
Israel eventually to commandeer some 40 percent of the
territory of the West Bank and establish settlements there
– mostly in big “blocs” just over the old pre 1967 frontier.
In an attempt to withstand criticism, Israel authorised
the Palestinians to appeal to the Supreme Court. This,
in most Israeli jurists view, is a unique concession to a
population under military occupation.
Settlers and Palestinians clashed almost immediately.
The first “West Bank team” of the Association for Civil
Rights in Israel – made up of a lawyer, an archaeologist,
a university professor and a journalist (myself ) could do
little more, in the 1980s, than try to check on allegations
of brutality by the army and fighting between Palestinians
and settlers. Procedures were haphazard.
When settlers attacked the Arab village of Beita
on a Jewish holiday, the army, instead of arresting the
settlers, blew up 14 houses. ACRI’s archaeologist alerted
an adviser – a professor of international law. He in turn
alerted colleagues in the Supreme Court, which ordered a
halt – one of the first occasions on which that austere body
intervened. Subsequent demolitions were now “judiciable”
– if the Court was reached in time to rule on them.
On another occasion, when a settler’s car was stoned,
the driver went after the assailants and shot one in the
back. He was never charged, and today is one of the leaders
of the settler community. At that time, documentation was
difficult and the Israeli press largely indifferent.
The outbreak of the first intifada in 1987, like the
first suicide bombings, meant the beginning of further
repressive measures and mass arrests of suspects
that overwhelmed the military courts. Many of these
measures, from curfews to house demolitions, replicate
the British Mandate’s Emergency Regulations that have
never been repealed. It was no accident that most civil
rights organisations were created thereafter, beginning
with HaMoked, the Centre for Defence of the Individual,

‘If civil rights lawyers
sometimes act, together with
fringe parties, as a de facto
opposition (since the near
demise of the Israeli Labour
party), the Supreme Court
defines civil rights in the
absence of a constitution.’
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definition of civil rights is contained in the vaguely described
“Human Dignity and Freedom” basic law, which defines
that freedom as “the right to leave and enter the country”,
“privacy” (under which freedom of speech is subsumed)
“intimacy” and protection from unlawful searches.
All this has promoted the Supreme Court to
Olympian status. It traditionally has upheld libertarian
principles, though on matters of security and the
relationship between state and rabbinate it exercises
caution. If civil rights lawyers sometimes act, together
with fringe parties, as a de facto opposition (since the
near demise of the Israeli Labour party), the Supreme
Court defines civil rights in the absence of a constitution.
What has caused the growth of civil rights
organisations in Israel? The Six Day War brought hundreds
of thousands of Palestinians (many who had fled or been
expelled from what is now Israel) under Israeli rule. These
new subjects now live under what is known in international
law as “belligerent occupation”, that is, subject to military
control, and with no political representation or say in their
own future. International law also obliges the occupier to
respect property ownership and freedom of movement,
among other fundamental rights.
The occupation was initially conceived as a
temporary measure. In the postwar period, Jews and
Arabs met in Jerusalem, visiting their former homes
in a brief period of coexistence. Arab women from the
West Bank paddled at the seaside, unseen for 20 years.
But Israel had annexed Arab Jerusalem and made its
Palestinian population into “residents” of a Jewish city.
For the West Bank, there was discussion of a “Jordanian
option” – but the Hashemite ruler Hussein, was not
interested in resuming control of a large Palestinian
population. The ‘Allon plan’ for borders that would satisfy
Israel’s minimal security needs suggested compromise.
However, once Labour’s domination of Israel’s politics
ended, and the right-wing under Menahem Begin came
to power in 1977, politicians began to talk openly of a
Jewish claim to Judea and Samaria, the biblical heartland
where Jews should be free to settle, in direct confrontation
with Clause 4 of the Geneva Convention which forbids
colonising a territory under occupation with the citizens
of the occupying power. This has been the sticking point
of negotiations ever since; it has also created a situation in
which Jewish settlers live under Israeli law, and Palestinians
under a newly improvised set of laws, regulations and
ordinances issued with bewildering frequency by the ‘Civil
Administration’ military government and with no recourse
for the Palestinians in the Israeli courts.
The land itself has become a battleground as
Palestinian landowners, acting through both Palestinian
and Israeli lawyers, attempt to stem the confiscation of
land both public and private. In 1971, Israel annulled all
local and district planning committees that had existed
under Jordanian law, and placed planning and building
powers in the hands of the Civil Administration. Soon

The second intifada at the
turn of the century, which
claimed over a thousand
Israeli lives, hardened Israeli
hearts even further. As one
military court judge put it:
“Security and justice don’t go
hand and hand.”
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in 1988. Until then, it was possible for most Israelis to be
unaware what was happening in “the territories”.
Very few knew the details of the judicial system under
which the Palestinians lived. But with the involvement
of so many young soldier conscripts in putting down
the revolt, manning the checkpoints, or supervising
the demolition of the houses of suspects leaving whole
families homeless, it henceforth meant either ignoring or
approving the abuses of human rights taking place a few
miles away from Israeli homes. At the same time, bombs
in public places (I myself was in the cinema where one of
the first was planted and removed by an alert usher) and
other terrorist attacks meant that there was little sympathy
for the Palestinians. The second intifada at the turn of
the century, which claimed over a thousand Israeli lives,
hardened Israeli hearts even further. As one military court
judge put it: “Security and justice don’t go hand and hand.”
The Oslo accords of 1993 gave the Palestinians
a measure of autonomy in areas A and B of the West
Bank with the largest Arab population, and Palestinian
security forces became the subcontractors of the IDF. But
although Israel and Jordan concluded a peace treaty in
1994, the status of the Palestinians, previously Jordanian
citizens, remained undecided. The number of Israelis
domiciled in the West Bank grew steadily, most of them
just over the old frontier.
Area C, a predominantly arid area controlled entirely
by Israel, constitutes 60 percent of the West Bank. Here,
any traveller can see modern Israeli settlements, linked
to new roads, electricity grids and water networks,
overlooking poverty stricken Arab villages, sometimes
no more than caves and tents, their only source of water
a local well, and with no power supply.
When two Israeli physicists set up an alternative
energy centre, Comet, providing wind turbines and solar
panels, these were threatened with demolition. Still,
civil rights volunteers, from Peace Now, the Committee
18

against House Demolitions, Ta’ayush and others regularly
stage demonstrations, help rebuild houses destroyed
because they were built without a permit, and replant
olive trees uprooted by vandals from the settlements,
many of which are illegal even in Israeli law.
The civil rights groups function in two main ways:
first, contesting the appropriation of land both by the
government and by settlers. This means supporting the
Palestinians’ legal claims, generally in petitions to the
Supreme Court. Second, by monitoring the activities of the
army, and procedures in the military courts, they provide
testimony to the abuses of civil rights by the settlers and the
army alike. B’tselem in particular, with its encyclopaedic
documentation – including issuing video cameras to
Palestinians – has enabled victims of brutality to contradict
the official versions of events provided by government and
army spokesmen.
But all too often when the Supreme Court rules
against settlers, the ruling is only implemented after
long delay. The army still has the right to declare an area
a “closed military zone”, sometimes evicting Palestinian
villagers, and preventing the entry of civil rights groups.
Where the military courts are concerned, lawyers
representing the Palestinians, and even the judges, are
often refused access to evidence gathered by the Shin
Bet to achieve a conviction. The army still raids homes
at night to arrest not only terrorist suspects, but young
boys charged with stone throwing. To see them brought
into court in a heavily armed military compound, chained
together by the ankles, with most of them released in plea
bargains – often after incriminating others – is sufficient
to cast doubt on the humanity, let alone the legality, of
the entire procedure.
Some successes have been registered nonetheless.
Following an appeal, the 1979 Elon Moreh ruling by the
Supreme Court prevented land confiscated “for security
reasons” from being handed over to settlers. In 1993,
the Supreme Court, in answer to a petition by the Public
Committee Against Torture, ruled that the methods
employed by the Shin Bet during interrogations were illegal.
Property and land has been returned to Palestinian
owners who could afford to hire lawyers to navigate the
procedure of applying to the Court. Individual civil rights
lawyers achieve small victories, such as returning herds
confiscated by the army to Palestinian shepherds. Under
pressure from civil rights organisations, the minimum age
for charging Palestinian children has been raised, and their
interrogation procedure eased. But the Supreme Court
has never taken a stand on the question of the legality or
otherwise of the settlements themselves, which limits
what it can achieve.
Civil rights for Israel’s Arab minority (now 20 percent
of the population) have been flawed from the state’s
inception. Until 1966, Israeli Arabs lived under military
law, which deprived them of freedom of movement and
made them perennial suspects. The official promise of
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for gay Israelis; same sex activity was legalised in 1988,
and same sex couples can jointly adopt, while same
sex marriages performed elsewhere, like other civil
marriages, are recognised.
Tel Aviv is internationally famous for its permissive
atmosphere. But the restrictive culture of the extreme
orthodox (haredim) has begun to extend beyond its
closed communities. Chapters on reproduction in the
state religious schools have been removed from science
texts. There is no mention of women’s rights in the Basic
Laws, and only the more privileged Israelis can sidestep
or evade the orthodox monopoly of marriage and divorce
proceedings by marrying or obtaining a divorce abroad.
Even non-religious women registering for marriage at the
rabbinate undergo intimate questioning by female officials
and are given tickets for the mikve (ritual bath). In orthodox
districts women are seated separately at the back of the
buses. Women whose husbands refuse to divorce them
are “chained” and unable to remarry. The indignities of
mandatory orthodox burial can only be avoided by finding
a place in a kibbutz cemetery. Most Israelis accommodate
orthodox rulings out of respect for tradition; these are areas
where civil rights organisations rarely venture.
The one issue where the orthodox have been frontally
challenged is the question of military service for yeshiva
students. Traditionally, they have been exempt from
the army, though they have been encouraged to serve in
special units. A new law to limit exemption is currently
under debate, but causes fierce controversy, as has the
introduction of religious lectures and ceremonies into army
routine. In a few decades, it is estimated that the majority of
primary school students will be those in religious schools;
whether as adults they will be prepared to challenge the
institutionalised power of the orthodox is an open question.
The arrival of some 50,000 African refugees and
asylum seekers, who crossed into Israel from Sinai – a
route now closed – is just the latest problem facing civil
rights lawyers. The majority became underpaid workers
crowded together in the poorer districts of south Tel
Aviv. But an amendment to the Prevention of Infiltration
Law (originally a security law) allowed several hundred
refugees to be corralled for up to three years, without trial,
in a detention camp in the desert region of the Negev.
The Supreme Court unanimously ruled this illegal, an
infringement of the Basic Laws. But a new amendment
still allows asylum seekers to be detained indefinitely, and
increases the compensation for those who leave.
Israel is an immigrant society, and one still
psychologically on a war footing. Although a majority of
Israelis now are native born, many of their parents came
from authoritarian states. The civil rights organisations’
basic challenge is therefore not just to correct abuses, but
to defend Israeli democracy itself. As a young civil rights
activist says, speaking of those she fights for: “Their
struggle is ours.” — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941620 © Naomi Shepherd 2014
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return for those evicted from their villages during the
1948 war, was never implemented.
Amendments to land laws have prevented Arabs
from reclaiming or building on land available for Jewish
settlement. On paper, Arab citizens have equal rights,
but they have never enjoyed support proportionate to
their numbers in government budgets for town planning,
housing, or education as their Jewish fellow citizens. Not
one new Arab town has been built.
On such issues, Jewish and Arab civil rights
organisations stand together: both Adalah and ACRI, with
support from Rabbis for Human Rights, have opposed
the Prawer plan for the Negev Bedouin, which would
displace tens of thousands from unrecognised villages
into already overcrowded Arab towns.
Several attempts have been made to remove Arab
politicians from the Knesset. In 2009, the Central
Elections Committee banned Arab parties it regarded as
subversive from running in the upcoming parliamentary
elections – a ban promptly reversed by the Supreme Court.
This year, the Knesset voted to raise the electoral threshold
(the number of votes gathered by a political party to qualify
them for entry) from 2 percent to 3.25 percent. On the
surface, this is a sensible move to reduce the number of
competing parties at elections. But unless Arab factions
as far apart as Islamists and Communists can combine,
this might leave the Arab minority unrepresented in the
next Israeli parliament. Only one tiny political party, the
left-wing Hadash, has both Jewish and Arab leaders.
The syllabus in schools for Arab children, separate
from Jewish schools (state, state religious, and orthodox) is
decided by committees over which Jews preside. Arabic is
an official language, but is absent from most places where
English is displayed, and attempts have been made to deny
it even nominal status. Recent legislation by a right-wing
government indicate that freedoms guaranteed under
the Basic Laws are increasingly limited where the Arab
minority is concerned. Both ACRI and Adalah opposed the
2011 law denying government funding to any organisation
commemorating the Nakba (catastrophe) which overtook
Palestinians at the founding of the state.
The same organisations petitioned the Supreme
Court, unsuccessfully, against the 2011 Admissions
Committees Law, which has enabled rural communities
on state land to reject applicants “unsuitable for the social
life of the community” – ie. Arabs seeking a better quality
of life. Every possible obstacle is placed in the way of
Palestinians from the West Bank marrying into an Arab
family in Israel. Most recently, a new Basic Law has been
proposed by the extreme right wing parties, redefining
Israel as a Jewish state, rather than the state of all its
citizens. As it would clearly prejudice the rights of Arab
minority, it has been condemned by the Justice Minister,
and is unlikely to pass.
All this has overshadowed another anomaly in
a democratic society. Israel has relatively liberal laws

Journal of A Wishy-Washy Liberal
C o h e n Pa r k

In this edited extract from her longer memoire, published on the
Jewish Quarterly website, Christine Cohen Park reflects on her
experiences as a Jew journeying through Israel and Palestine
Call me a wishy-washy liberal if you like, but there are
ways and there are ways of visiting Palestine. I knew
about the frustrating and humiliating queuing at the
checkpoints, the demolitions, the trigger-happy settlers,
road blocks, intimidations, the villages divided from
their olive groves, or from their water supply – and over
all of this, the illegal settlements and the relentless
acquisition by the Israelis of more and more of the land
that under the Oslo agreement is Palestinian. And we
in the West know about them too, don’t we? But how
representative are they? Is it only the extremes we see
and hear about?
Last spring I felt an urgent desire to no longer
merely mutter with fellow liberals, how could they…?
but to discover for myself. In three short weeks I must see
Palestine, go through those check points, use my eyes,
walk into the villages. I must use my ears. Then I must go
to Israel, to listen and hear. Above all, I must be open…
The day I reach Jerusalem coincides with an annual
protest march to the city of Palestinians wanting their
land back. The two women at the reception desk of the
guesthouse voice the fear that underscores the next
few weeks. The fear tonight is that the marchers will
reach Jerusalem and cause trouble. Better not to venture
beyond the heavily fortified Jaffe Gate and its obvious
army presence. If we leave we may not be able to get
back in… words that will become a leitmotif of the trip.
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I join a group to walk part of the Abraham Trail,
organised by a non-profit interfaith organisation
promoting cultural tourism in Palestine. We drive
to Bethlehem, the driver anxious as we approach the
checkpoint but his documents proving his ‘guide’ status
see us through smoothly. In barely an hour we are on the
outskirts of Nablus.
We go to the Balata refugee camp, built in 1948
and still home to 65,000 people. It stretches endlessly,
unending concrete with lanes narrower even than in the
souk: barred windows, no sunlight, mere shafts of sky,
dank smelly alleys, not a patch of grass.
Majdi, our guide, takes us into the old city, reminding
us that this is Palestinian territory, and our welcome is a
cautious one. At every junction are plaques and graffiti
commemorating those who died at Israeli and British
hands, many as recently as the 90s, during the second
Intifada. This is the first time I hear that word Nakba: the
catastrophe of 1948. On several walls is written in red:
“Never forgive, never forget.”
Three boys are fighting a solitary opponent.
"They’ve seen so much shooting now, we have a
problem, how to stop them inflicting the same on their
peers," Majdi says. "This generation have had a bad time
of it." He seems a man of resilient humanity, describing
the reality, the hospital that the Israelis closed, the
sewage, the water, the infra-structure problems of
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Nablus, but with this buoyant optimism and humour
– it will come right in the end.
After lunch we talk politics, the history of British
involvement from the Palestinian perspective. Will I
admit to being Jewish as well as English? We talk too
about Majdi’s hopes and fears, whether a two-state
solution is possible, what he would like to see.
Off to Awarta, five miles away. Enter a simple house
in a relatively poor-looking village. On one nearby hill,
dwarfing the village, making it feel smaller than it is, are
what will become familiar, the round rooftops of the Israeli
settlements. Meet the widowed owner of the house whose
husband died at Israeli hands and who has brought up three
children single-handed. This woman is, her son claims that
evening, “as strong as a man, or stronger”. We drink tea in
the living room a little stiffly and awkwardly. Her English is
limited. I ask if we can see around the village. She suggests
we climb up to her roof terrace instead, where she and her
son point out the sights: the hills; the settlements; where
the village well was, now capped, metered, the water sold
back to them at prices hard to afford.
The son is at Nablus University in his first year,
studying mechanical engineering. His two older sisters
are also there, one studying to be an accountant and the
eldest already an engineer.

‘While I might encounter some
physical challenges walking
in Palestine, the redeeming
feature would be a greater
breadth of spirit, a wiser mind.’
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I ask the son: "Can’t we go for even a short stroll before
dinner?" He says his mother doesn’t want us to. His face is
closed. "Tomorrow when your guides come and the villagers
see them and know who you are, then you will walk."
Afternoon turns to evening. There is tension now as
well as hospitality. Then the young man starts speaking.
His mother has gone, probably to prepare dinner: he feels
able to speak more freely. Had I read about Awarta last year,
how a settler had killed a man from the village for a real or
imaginary misdemeanour, like coming too close with his
sheep? And how afterwards the dead man’s nephew went
to the settlement and killed a family of five? Then he himself
was taken by the Israeli police, with one male from each
family in Awarta, and held in solitary confinement for 20
days, and in prison for eight months. Horrible things had
been done to him, his mother had been beside herself. Then
they let us go. By then they had found the culprit. Now they
have all our DNAs – for life.
He says it with a profound bitterness. And still you
got into university this year? Yes. My impressions of
an hour back, of this upwardly mobile, hopeful family,
collide with their present void of power and hope.
Once the business of the meal is out of the way, our
host’s mood appears to lighter. She wants to know about
us all, she laughs, tells stories, and says there are seven
things everyone should know: your birthdate; birthdate of
your husband, wife, loved ones; where you live; your blood
group; what your passport/identity number is; the names
of your family members for four generations back - and
one I can’t remember. She is mock-appalled that few of
us know our blood group (and of course its centrality is its
own statement on the reality of their lives) and none of us
knows our family members from four generations back.
Finally she asks if we are ready for bed. We follow her
downstairs into the cool basement. She returns upstairs
and comes back down carrying a large metal padlock. It
unnerves me. What flashes into my mind is an image of
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Scenes from Christine Cohen Park's
travels in Palestine — image courtesy of Christine Cohen Park

C o h e n Pa r k

Jews in the Second World War being locked into a church,
which burns. Surely she wouldn’t? In the basement, she
wishes us a comfortable night, then we hear the padlock
key being turned. There is an uncomfortable silence.
We chose the Abraham Path, didn’t we? We were
resilient people genuinely wanting to see, weren’t we, what
it was like for the Palestinians? Yet mine is not the only
heart thumping that night. Why lock us in? Was it us she
was frightened would wander out? So for our own safety?
Or was it herself and her family she was protecting?
To read more of the Palestinian part of this trip please
go to jewishquarterly.org for the full account
…Almost too short: that it is the end of the walk
already has caught us all out. How to get my thoughts
together? I struggle with this in the Gloria Hotel while I
remove my washing from my luggage. Dinner in a local
café with A. A restless night.
April 5th.
This morning I ask for a quieter room. Then we join
a day trip to Hebron. Our guide never stops talking…
…In the souk we see the netting over the streets to
prevent the Israelis from the settlement throwing rubbish
and rocks on the people in the street below. The guide calls
us into countless doorways to tell us more terrible stories
of abuse. I’m mourning the end of the walk, mourning
Hebron, exhausted and jumpy. The guide says he’s not
allowed to go further with us and directs us to the Haram
Al-Khalil mosque, back to back with the Synagogue.
Now we’re in the waiting pens. The queue is slow,
there are enclosed parts of the checking grids where we
are herded forward, sheep-like. The Israeli soldiers are
laconic, arrogant or dismissive or don’t meet your eye,
or all four. They seem out to make you feel small. You
eventually pass through, if you are lucky. Then the great
mosque, and you are given an archaic gown and hood
covering in blue. We end up looking like Trolls.
We’re back with our guide. He will take us only a little
way further, he says, for it is dangerous for him here. The
road, the main thoroughfare, has a narrow strip cordoned
off, perhaps no more than one eighth of the width. This is
the bit the Palestinians must walk. All the rest is free for the
rest of us. We can even go in their strip if we like. But they,
if they step out of their cordon, are in trouble. Apartheid?
We’re on our way back to Jerusalem. The guide waves
us goodbye. The coach is quiet afterwards, stifling. To
left and right, all the ways from Bethlehem to Jerusalem,
they are busy building more settlements and adding to
those already there. Whole corridor towns are springing

‘These are my people, too.
Though as yet everything I’ve
felt has been alien, not akin’
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up, solid and irrefutable, never to be disbanded. And
we pass the occasional small, ever more precariously
positioned Palestinian village, wedged in on either side
by these huge battleship monstrosities of towns. Soon the
entire strip from Bethlehem to Jerusalem will be filled in
like this. You feel sick, sick at heart.
Back at the hotel, the same man is on the desk as this
morning. Have you had a good day? We've been to Hebron.
He asks angrily, why go there? To see. But you go there in
your coaches and you see this and that and you come back
– and what good does it do us? I don’t know, I say. Maybe
we can tell people. What can you know of our suffering in a
day? Not much. You know, I tell him, when I asked you for a
quieter room this morning it was because I’ve just returned
from walking in Palestine. At least four days, I say with a
bit of a smile, is that a bit better? Silence. Where have you
been walking? I name the villages, Awarta, Aqabra, Dumas,
Kufer Malek, Taybeh. I say I’ve been staying with villagers.
Why? Because I wanted to know. The anger has gone out
of his face, or perhaps the despair. A slight movement, a
slight softening of his features. What you find? Oh…a lot
of things. When you get home, tell them, he says.
A few days later we walk around the bay from Tel
Aviv to Jaffe, cobbled streets of artists' studios, a charming
tourist spot with its views over the harbour, its yuppified
restaurants. Only the Palestinians who lived here, many of
them, like Nidal’s family, who come from this area, have
been living in refugee centres, like Balata, since 1948…
I walk along the sea front, in somber spirits, troubled.
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Wait a moment. Wasn't my intention before I left England
to remain open, to be even-handed on this journey, to
see both sides, I remind myself? These are my people,
too. Though as yet everything I’ve felt has been alien, not
akin. I’d supposed that there might be some advantage
in making the trip at this time of my life. While I might
encounter some physical challenges walking in Palestine,
the redeeming feature would be a greater breadth of spirit,
a wiser mind. So, what has happened?
You go to the West Bank, you witness injustice, you see
the incontestable signs of the inhumanity that one peoples
can mete out to another, the one with the greater power,
the more weaponry: the one that won. And you feel angry
with the oppressors – wretched for the oppressed. A week
ago you were staying in their houses. A few days ago the
clerk at the hotel desk urged, tell it as it is.
We must oppose injustice by whatever means we can.
Yet, to make another people into a ‘them’ is too easy, surely.
It stems from the same root as the Israelis' treatment of the
Palestinians on the West Bank, and what has so searingly
been done to us Jews through most of our history. Call me
a wishy-washy liberal if you like, but after ten days here,
aren’t I falling into the same trap, if I’m viewing the Israelis
as ‘the enemy’? I need to stand back, to hear, also, what
it feels like to be living in Israel. To hear it from them. To
stay open. To use my ears and eyes... — JQ
Read the full account at jewishquarterly.org
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941621 © Christine Cohen Park 2014
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‘Wait a moment. Wasn't
my intention before I
left England to remain
open, to be evenhanded on this journey,
to see both sides?’

Ardie Geldman (centre) speaking
with a group of visitors at his home
image courtesy of Ardie Geldman

Arriving
at a
Settlement
in the
Middle
East

Ardie Geldman, a resident
of what he prefers to call
the community (rather
than settlement) of Efrat
in the West Bank, recounts
his experience welcoming
“activist tourists” to his home
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According to Israel’s Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS)
a record number of over three and a half million tourists
visited the Jewish state in 2013. That number is expected
to be exceeded in 2014. For the first quarter of 2014 tourist
entries continued to rise and are up by 17 percent. These
numbers do not include a record 382,000 entries in the
month of May. Since 2005, with the effective end of the
Second Intifada and a rise in a feeling of personal security,
tourism in Israel has rebounded and increases from year to
year. As is the case of any well-known travel destination,
tourists flock to Israel for its historic sites, notably its
holy and archeological offerings, as well as its sharply
contrasting climates, nature resources, captivating views,
and its own special nightlife, diverse cultures and foods.
However, buried amidst the data is an unknown
number of visitors, reasonably assumed to reach into
the thousands, whose reason for landing at Ben-Gurion
Airport or crossing the Allenby Bridge (between Jordan and
Israel) has less to do with the Jewish state’s conventional
charms and more with ideology. These people, technically
tourists, are in fact, to a greater or lesser degree, political
activists whose main motivation for coming to the region
is to meet and offer support to Palestinians. After landing,
these foreign visitors generally pass through the state of
Israel in order make their way to the area controlled by the
Palestinian Authority (PA) or, in some cases, to the eastern
section of Jerusalem that was annexed to the western half
of the city and the state of Israel soon after Israel’s victory
in the June 1967 Six Day War. They come as individuals or
are led in organised groups. The largest category among
these tourists come as Christian activists though they
may or may not be affiliated with any particular church
or Christian institution.
A second type is comprised of avowed non-believers,
self-defined secular champions of social justice and human
rights for whom religious conviction plays no role. Many,
however, were raised in Christian homes, particularly if
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the PA at exorbitant prices there is speculation that Efrat’s
greenery must come at the expense of the neighboring
Palestinian villages and towns.
The water issue arises most often as water is
universally recognised as a basic communal commodity,
something essential for human sustenance. Furthermore,
the problem of water insufficiency in Palestinian areas is
often raised by the Palestinians with whom these tourists
meet and by the representatives of the NGOs who support
them. Therefore, tourists are particularly piqued to
discover the ecological disparity between the community
of Efrat and the Palestinian towns they have visited. The
tendency among most activist tourists, however, is to
dismiss with cynicism any alternative explanation they
are offered in Efrat for this disparity.
While water may stand out as the most poignant
symbol of the discrepancy between the area’s Jewish and
Arab communities, the relative overall prosperity of Efrat, a
primarily middle-class community by the Western world’s
standards, contrasts sharply with the Palestinian areas they
see. While extreme economic inequality is characteristic of
Palestinian society, and while many Palestinian Authority
controlled areas are in fact impoverished, there are many
examples of impressive Palestinian wealth in areas to
which tourists are generally not exposed.
For example, activist tourists typically visit the
ancient, dilapidated and most politically contentious
section of Hebron where tensions between Arabs and
Jews always run high; so high that the two populations
are physically separated by a closed zone. Few, however,
seek out or are taken to modern Hebron with its banks,
Internet cafes, restaurants and upscale and fashionable
clothing stores. The Hebronites who walk these streets
appear to be light years away from any conflict. Similarly,
closer to Efrat, these tourist groups are often led through
the main gate of the Dheisheh refugee camp where they
confront a grossly overcrowded population, substandard
housing, inadequate plumbing and sewage, and narrow
streets. Culpability for the camp and its conditions is often
falsely attributed to Israel by local guides, even though

‘The implementation of these
policies had nothing to do
with race and everything to
do with self-defense.
But this point remains
cynically challenged by
Israel’s detractors.’
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they are European. A third category, albeit far smaller in
number, are Jewish tourists, most often college students
who have come to explore and volunteer in ‘Palestine’, and
pointedly not in Israel. Some activists come for a week to
10 days; others stay longer. The highlight of these visits is
the home hospitality that is arranged among Palestinian
families, a reportedly deeply moving experience.
Activist tourists spend virtually all their time in
the area among Palestinians, as this is their mission.
It therefore comes as no surprise that many undergo
cognitive dissonance when they leave the Palestinian
areas for a short, perfunctory visit to what they regard as
an “illegal settlement”, or, from a different perspective, a
community of Jews living over the 1949 Armistice Line.
The disorientation that this experience provokes
is the result of differences between their preconceived
image of a “settlement” and the reality they encounter.
When questioned, many respond that they expected to
see a virtual military compound surrounded by barbed
wire. They further assume to come upon armed “settlers”
patrolling the streets. They are surprised to see suburbanlike communities filled with people who look just like
them. However, the reality leaves many no less perturbed.
I am frequently contacted and asked to speak to groups
of activist tourists. Because of its location, my community
of Efrat is often chosen by activist tourists interested in
visiting a “settlement”. Efrat is situated some 15 minutes
by car south of Jerusalem, about halfway to Hebron. It is
just minutes south of Bethlehem and Beit Sahour, two
large and formerly mostly Christian, now mostly Muslim,
cities where many activist tourists establish their bivouac.
Efrat is a planned community. Its first residents moved into
their homes in time for the holiday of Passover in 1983.
Today it borders upon 10,000 residents. Its master plan
accommodates 20,000 more. What initially shocks many
of these tourists is Efrat’s clean and manicured appearance.
Rather than resembling an armed camp, according to one
recent visitor, Efrat reminded him nothing as much as
the southern California town from which he comes. Its
single-residence units and duplexes, even its relatively
few apartment complexes, were constructed according
to a strict building code that requires each home’s façade
to be faced entirely with chiseled limestone slabs known
as “Jerusalem Stone” and all A-frame roofs be enclosed
by distinctive orange tiles. From a distance these roofs
distinguish Jewish homes throughout Judea and Samaria
from Arab homes with their characteristically flat and
black-asphalted roofs.
The majority of Efrat’s homes have been designed
to include a small front and back yard or garden. One of
the most common questions raised by activist tourists
is prompted by the very presence of these gardens.
They note the dryness and the brown and gray palette
of Palestinian surroundings that stand in contrast to the
relative lushness of Efrat. After previously being told that
the state of Israel either denies the Palestinian Authority
the quantities of water necessary for daily life or sells it to

‘Activist tourists typically
visit the most politically
contentious section of Hebron
where tensions between Arabs
and Jews always run so high
that the two populations are
physically separated by a
closed zone.’

Ardie Geldman

this compound, more a neighborhood than a camp, was
established in 1949 by the United Nations Relief Works
Agency that together with the Palestinian Authority
continues to artificially sustain its residents’ refugee status.
Directly across the road from the Dheisheh refugee
camp lies Ducha, a section of the Palestinian town of Beit
Ja’alah. In stark contrast to the Dheisheh camp, Ducha
is characterised by its large and ornate homes, not a few
with expensive late model cars parked in their driveways.
Years ago, residents of Dheisheh began building homes
in Ducha while retaining their homes and their full
UNRWA refugee rights in Dheisheh. Foreign tourists
are not taken to see Ducha whose residents’ standard
of living compares favorably with that of Efrat. Add to
this parts of Beit Jala, another Bethlehem suburb, whose
mansions and gated entrances, I surmise, have yet to
welcome a group of international human rights activists.
Among the calumnies currently being spread in
association with the state of Israel is the accusation of
“apartheid”. It is the policy of the state of Israel, people
say, to physically separate Jews and Arabs in public areas
on the basis of “race”, in a manner no different than
the former apartheid policy of South Africa. In actual
fact, as a measured response to the Second Intifada and
the proliferation of suicide bombers and other forms
of terrorism, certain parts of certain roads in Judea
and Samaria were closed to Palestinian Arab traffic. In
addition, Palestinian Arabs were no longer allowed to
freely cross into Israel; their numbers were limited and
those who were permitted to enter Israel were subjected
to a weapons search at the crossover points. Finally,
Israel’s security barrier was constructed to physically
impede the passage of terrorists from Palestinian areas
to Israel. The implementation of these policies had
nothing to do with race and everything to do with selfdefense. But this point remains cynically challenged
by Israel’s detractors.
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Similarly, tourists coming to the town of Efrat in
connection with their stay in nearby Palestinian areas
are dismayed when they learn that entrance to the
community is barred to all Palestinian vehicles…albeit
not to Palestinians. This has been the municipal policy
since March 1992 after an unsuccessful attempt by a
Palestinian from the nearby village of Doha to blow
himself up inside an Efrat supermarket. Following that
incident, for a time, all Palestinians (not Israeli Arab
citizens) were barred from entering Efrat. Eventually
this policy was modified. Today, a few hundred
Palestinians enter Efrat each day, mostly to work in
construction. However, Palestinian vehicles, in which
a bomb may be well secreted and detonated from a
distance via a mobile phone, are still prohibited. Seeing
Palestinians walking in Efrat is jarring to some activist
tourists who were convinced before their arrival that
such a thing simply could not be. Because this is what
they were told.
Five minutes south of Efrat is a commercial complex
situated at a major intersection that serves as a regular
stopover for tourist buses. Here, too, activist tourists
expecting to bear witness to Israel’s discriminatory social
policies will find themselves disappointed. Inside the
anchor store, a large supermarket belonging to a familyowned national chain, it is impossible to ignore the
site of Palestinian Arabs and Jewish Israelis shopping
and working together. Work in this store, as in all the
company’s stores, is evenly divided between Arabs and
Jews. Both Arabs and Jews manage departments, both
Arabs and Jews are responsible for product inventory,
both Arabs and Jews stock the shelves, both Arabs and
Jews serve at the checkout counters, and both Arabs and
Jews work in maintenance. Wages and social benefits
are the same for Arab employees as they are for Jewish
employees. Tourists, as well as reporters from foreignbased newspapers, websites and magazines, come to
the supermarket to observe and record this grass roots
example of Israeli-Palestinian co-existence.
The town of Efrat and the surrounding cluster of
communities that comprise Gush Etzion contribute
to Jewish-Arab relations.As they continue to grow and
flourish, these communities, together some 70,000 strong,
share benefits of their development with surrounding
Palestinian villages. Tourists with an activist bent that
wish to truly understand the lives of both peoples, Israeli
Jews and Palestinian Arabs, owe it to themselves to spend
equal time among the two populations. My prediction is
that such an experience will prove confusing, perhaps
frustrating. But it will provide essential insight into the
true complexity of the conflict. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941624 © Ardie Geldman 2014
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Poems by Lev Ozerov
Biographies and translations by Robert Chandler
and Maria Bloshteyn
Born in Kiev in 1914, Lev Ozerov (pseudonym of Lev
Adolfovich Goldberg) studied in Moscow, then worked as
a frontline journalist after the German invasion. After the
liberation of Kiev in 1943, Ilya Ehrenburg commissioned
him to write an article for The Black Book (a planned
documentary account of the Shoah on Soviet soil) about
the massacre carried out by the Nazis at Babi Yar, a ravine
just outside the city. The Black Book was first published
only decades later, but Ozerov’s long poem about Babi
Yar – judged by Maxim Shrayer to be “the most historically
reliable and extensive treatment of Babi Yar in all of Soviet
Poetry” – was published in 1946.
From 1943, Ozerov worked as a teacher, translator and
critic. He did much to enable the publication of writers who
had suffered or perished under Stalin.
Ozerov died in 1996 and has yet to win due recognition.
His finest book, Portraits Without Frames (published
posthumously, in 1999) constitutes a mini-encyclopedia
of Soviet culture; it comprises 50 accounts, told in a
variety of tones and with deceptive simplicity, of meetings
with important figures, many – though not all – from the
literary world.
Remarkably, Ozerov writes with equal understanding
and compassion about writers at every level of the Soviet
literary hierarchy – from Varlam Shalamov, who had spent
nearly 20 years in the Gulag, to Alexandr Fadeyev, a Soviet
literary boss who shot himself when Stalin’s crimes, and his
own complicity, began to be exposed under Khrushchev.
Among the subjects of other ‘portraits’ are Babel; Platonov;
Shostakovich; Tatlin; the ballet dancer, Galina Ulanova;
and Kovpak, a Ukrainian partisan leader.

Boris Slutsky
Looking after his friends was his vocation,
his ‘small area of expertise’, 			
as he sometimes put it.
To save friends and their ladies
from having to meet in dark
stairwells or the corners
of yards,
he would give them
the key of his apartment.
His apartment? Never
did he possess such a thing.
His life was nomadic:
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a room, a nook, a cot.
His apartment? Not his –
just rented for a year,
or for two years, and
paid for up front.
Slutsky’s chambers saw
physicists and lyricists,
respectable fathers of families
who had got by heart
the whole of Stalin’s Brief Course;
they saw lecturers, learned doctors,
members of the Academy of Sciences.
Members of boards
and colleges of every kind
would tell their secretaries
they’d been called to the Central Committee
(not one of them
was without influence there).
Physicists and lyricists
would take their princesses
beneath the temporary vaults
of the homeless Slutsky.
Among these princesses
were the secretaries
of other colleges and boards.
Some were young, others
not so young, but all were glad
to answer the call of friendship
and absent themselves from their office
to attend
some conference or symposium
or extraordinary meeting.
For two or three hours
Boris would make himself scarce.
He would wander around bookshops,
preferably second-hand ones.
He would go to exhibitions,
museums, editorial offices.
He would call on David Samoilov,
Nikolay Aseyev, Leonid Martynov
or Lev Ozerov. As agreed
beforehand, the lovers
would leave the key
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beneath the plastic mat
in the corridor. On the table
Boris would discover
half-eaten cakes, imprinted
with the marks of teeth – his
and hers. He would find
bottles of all kinds, glasses
with lipsticked rims, notes
scribbled on paper napkins.
Once he read, ‘Boris,
you are a great humanist,
and the heavenly powers
will reward you. The sins of others,
sins that are not yours,
will bring you blessings.’
And so, after five or six hours –
rather than just two or three –
Slutsky would return home,
tired but determined,
primed with news of all kinds
and longing for solitude.
He would take out his notebook
and write down the new poem
he had been incubating
between Plyushchikha and the Red Gates,
between Zatsepa street and Sokol.
Then he would
butter a slice of bread
and scrape from the pan
a little
rather dried-up kasha.
Translated by Robert Chandler

robert chandler

Robert Chandler is the main English
translator of Vasily Grossman and Andrey
Platonov. He is a co-editor of The Penguin
Book of Russian Poetry (November 2014),
which will include several other poems
by Lev Ozerov.

Markish
Once you’d seen him,
you could say that
you’d seen Byron:
same sense of honour and dignity,
same stature and forlorn good looks.
He’d raise his head,
and with half-closed eyes,
recite his poems
as if he were singing.
He wrote his own Childe-Harold,
his own Don Juan,
his own Beppo.
He had no sins,
except for one:
he wrote in Yiddish.
He could express
himself only in Yiddish.
For this, he was jailed.
For this alone, executed.
Everyone knew,
but you weren’t supposed to
talk about it openly
and to write about it plainly.
Instead, it was said and written: he died.
Just went and died.
Just went and died, you see.
Why get people upset?
There is a place called Volyn’ Province.
In Volyn’ there is a village called Polonnoe.
That’s his childhood,
that’s his grandfather Shimshon-Ber,
that’s his cheder, and then:
he was chorister, tutor, day-laborer,
worker at the vineyards,
private, and office clerk.
But he didn’t like calculating,
he liked the immeasurable;
on the flip side of banking documents
poems began to appear.
This dreamer’s absent gaze
was riveted not
on the faces of petitioners
but on the Galaxy.
Much later,
he’d say in passing:

DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941661 © Lev Ozerov 2014
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You’re clutching a grass-blade,
while I hold up the Earth,
the planet vast and blue.
Immensity is what attracts me,
but your grass-blade is a part of it too.
You’re clutching a grass-blade
while I hold up the Earth—
the whole planet is here in my view.
Immensity is what attracts me,
but your grass-blade is a part of it too.
We didn’t see each other for a long time.
Then I saw him
on a canvas by Alexander Labas.
That’s him, that’s him,
that’s Markish, awaiting
his hour of doom,
even though he was built for a long life.
The sunset casts its glow
on his vigorous blazing handsomeness.
The brightness melts into utter darkness,
from which no one returns.
His widow was making inquiries about her
husband,
about his archive, taken away when he was
arrested.
The widow walked along the long corridors
of the seventh floor,
the corridors her soul
had already walked along long ago.
She had it hard before:
waiting room, window, parcels for the prisoner.
Now she was invited here.
General Borisoglebovskiy himself
in his most courteous tones:
“You’ve probably guessed why I called you here.”
“No. Tell me.”
“I’d like to inform you that
your husband has been rehabilitated.”

“Where is he?”
Prepared and polished phrase:
“He was executed by the people’s enemies.”
The General offered Markish’s widow a glass of water
that had been put ready for her.
“I want to read his case file.”
“But you are not a lawyer.”
“Where is my husband’s grave?”
“He does not have a grave…”
More time passed;
a telephone call:
“It seems we owe you a little something.
This is KGB, finance department.”
“What little something?
You’ve already returned me the money
I sent to my husband
but he never received.”
Pause. Inhale. Exhale.
“We owe you for the teeth.”
“What teeth?”
“The gold caps.”
The widow screamed wildly.
Neighbours ran out into the hallway
and caught her,
pale, now silent,
as she collapsed into a faint.
While the telephone receiver
on its twisting cord
groped the wall,
swinging like a pendulum,
counting off
our godforsaken time.
Translated by Maria Bloshteyn

maria bloshteyn

Maria Bloshteyn is a literary scholar and
translator with a particular interest in crosscultural appropriation and in Dostoevsky's
impact on American literature and culture.
She is the author of The Making of a CrossCultural Icon: Henry Miller’s Dostoevsky.
A number of her translations will be included
in The Penguin Book Of Russian Poetry.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941661 © Lev Ozerov 2014
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Pavel Pepperstein: Debris of the Future
¶ Pavel Pepperstein was born in 1966 in Moscow.
From 1985 to 1987 he studied at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Prague. In 1987 he co-founded the
experimental group of artists called Inspection
Medical Hermeneutics. Since 1989, Pepperstein
has been an in- dependent artist, writer, critic, art
theorist and rap musician.
His work is a continuation of the tradition started
by the Moscow Conceptual School.
The pictures on this page appeared in an exhibition
of his work entitled “Debris of the Future”, at the
Pace Gallery London early this year.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941628 © Pavel Pepperstein 2014

Grandfather and Grandmother are long gone, 2013, acrylic on canvas
150 cm x 200 cm x 2 cm (59-1/16" x 78-3/4" x 13/16")

The Supreme of Navigation, 2014, acrylic on canvas
150 cm x 200 cm x 2 cm (59-1/16" x 78-3/4" x 13/16")

The Supreme transporting fragments of the past to the future, 2013, acrylic on canvas
150 cm x 200 cm x 2 cm (59-1/16" x 78-3/4" x 13/16")

Supreme of Control, 2013, acrylic on canvas
150 cm x 200 cm x 2.4 cm (59-1/16" x 78-3/4" x 15/16")

The Global Research of Audioinnovations. Unisound. Debris INST USA, 2013, acrylic
on canvas
150 cm x 200 cm x 2 cm (59-1/16" x 78-3/4" x 13/16")
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Lilith

The Mark of

“Meanwhile Lilith all alone, attempted from time
to time to rejoin the human community in the
garden. After her first fruitless attempt to breach its
walls, Adam worked hard to build them stronger,
even getting Eve to help him. He told her fearsome
stories of the demon Lilith who threatens woman
in childbirth and steals children from their cradles
in the middle of the night. The second time Lilith
came, she stormed the garden’s main gate and
a great battle ensued between her and Adam in
which she was finally defeated. This time, however,
before Lilith got away, Eve got a glimpse of her and
saw she was a woman like herself.”
Plaskow, Judith. The Coming of Lilith (1992)

Samuel Klein
takes a Jewishthemed walk
through New York's
Metropolitan
Museum of Art
Kiki Smith: Lilith

Turning the corner into Gallery 601 at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York, is always an arresting visual
experience. My eyes are inescapably drawn to the largerthan-life painting, almost seven by nine feet, of a royal
figure clothed in sumptuous silks and taffeta, captured
by the artist as she about to swoon.
The interplay of light and shadow accentuates
the moment of her pending fall, as alarmed ladiesin-waiting move to intercede. Collapsing, her low-cut
gown catches the light from a window above, ivory skin
glowing, as in a painting depicting the Annunciation of
the Virgin Mary. Her right arm, supported, is extended
out towards a prince or young king, seated on his throne,
virile – though foppish – and wearing extravagant white
leather, bejeweled, ermine-lined boots. Rising from
his seat, startled, he moves towards her. The dramatic
tension between the figures is suspended, unresolved,
for centuries of viewers to come.
The painting is “Esther before Ahaseurus” by
Artemisia Gentileschi (1593 – 1651) arguably the most
well known female painter of the 17th century. It appears
to recall the famous story of Megillat Esther, when the
queen – who has been fasting for three days and nights

photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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"All the king's servants and the people of the
king's provinces know that for any man or woman
who comes to the king to the inner court who is
not summoned, he has but one law, that he be
put to death, unless the king holds out to him the
golden scepter so that he may live.”
(Esther 4:11 KJV)
I am leading a group visit to the Met organised
by Peggy Fogelman, past Chairman of Education –
in memory of her father, Dr. Henry Fogelman – and
Marguerite Neuheus, Education Chair of Congregation
Agudath Sholom Stamford, Connecticut of which
Peggy’s father was a member. Our tour is broadly
titled “Treasures of the Met: A Jewish Narrative” yet
surprisingly, in the five years that Fogelman has been
at the Met, she does not recall a review of the main
collections with a specifically Jewish theme other than
accompanied visits by patrons and donors to odd pieces
of Judaica – candelabrums, Hebrew Incunabula, Torah
ornamentations. Days later, Marguerite shares with me
Peggy’s observation in front of Gentileschi’s Esther that
although very familiar with the paintings featured on our
walk through the galleries, she had not fully appreciated
how relevant they were to contemporary accounts of
Jewish identity formation and acculturation and was
seeing the pictures with new eyes.
It is clear to me that reconfiguring an ancient
farcical story into a serious piece of social commentary
through new eyes is exactly what Artemisia Gentileschi
was aiming for with her Esther. Notwithstanding the
title steering us towards a particular story, the scene
could have taken place in any castle or stately home in
contemporary Florence or Rome. Gentileschi gives her
characters the same profoundly personal, subjective

‘Walking through its hallways
and galleries, it is clear that so
much of the patronage is linked
to powerful and prominent
New York Jewish families.’
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treatment as she did with Judith and Holofernes, now
widely regarded as a visceral and angry response to
her rape as a 17-year-old at the hands of one of her
father’s associates. Gentileschi’s knowing critique of
a gendered society in which women can employ beauty
and cleverness to gain the upper hand is echoed by
artist and author Richard McBee who suggests that
Esther’s “artful collapse” turns her vulnerability into
a manipulation of the king, getting him to rise before
her. Maybe we are being offered a paradigm for the way
in which the archetypal Jewish heroine deals with her
powerful would-be enemies, not unlike the case made
by Shylock’s “Hath Not a Jew Eyes” speech, famous
even in Shakespeare’s day:
If you prick us, do we not bleed?
if you tickle us, do we not laugh? if you poison
us, do we not die? and if you wrong us, shall we not
revenge? If we are like you in the rest, we will
resemble you in that.
(Merchant of Venice, Act 3, Sc. 1)
Indeed, in many ways, our group conversation in
front of Esther (and Peggy’s comment to Marguerite
afterwards) is illustrative of our journey through the
Metropolitan Museum’s collection, where we encounter
portraits of the idealised Jewish heroine and antiheroine
against an ever-present, yet evolving backdrop of

Artemisia Gentileschi's Esther Before Ahasuerus
photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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– approaches the dais on which Ahaseurus is sitting in
his inner chamber, unbidden, to intercede on behalf of
her people and save them from extermination. Esther
knows that her life hangs in the balance and Artemisia
represents her as swooning perhaps out of abject fear of
the King’s anger, having approached without permission:

Michelangelo's the sin of Adam and Eve from the
Sistine Chapel ceiling (detail, above)
photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Eugène Delacroix: The Abduction of Rebecca (below)
photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Samuel Klein
Paul Gauguin: "Two Tahitian Women"
photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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assimilation, acculturation and anti-Semitism as Jews
from Renaissance Europe to the modern period sought
to shed their particularity and meld into mainstream
secular society.
Our journey together begins in Gallery 826 on the
Marquesas Islands, Tahiti, many miles and centuries
away from either ancient Mesopotamia or Renaissance
Rome, in the Edenic vistas of Atuona, Hiva Oa, Tahiti
where two serene, golden-skinned women are in intimate
conversation. With mango blossom in her hand, one
looks out from the picture plane, seeing through us, as
if she were alone with her companion. “Where has your
lover gone? O beautiful One!” whispers her friend: “Say
where he is and we will seek him with you!” Still gazing
ahead, she responds: “My lover has gone down to his
garden.” And with the scent of fruit blossom filling her
nostrils and a contemplative longing in her eye, adds:
“To the bed of spices, to graze and to gather lilies” (Song
of Songs 6:1-3).
This painting is soon to be moved to Gauguin:
Metamorphoses (MOMA, New York, 2014) where visitors
will be introduced to the darker underbelly of Gauguin’s
idyllic Pastorals. Borrowed from the National Gallery
of Art, Washington D.C and hanging close to the "Two
Tahitian Women" is the canvas I believe to be the unlikely
counterpart to this story. Down the beautiful woman goes
to her lover in the “garden”, but what she finds there is
altogether different from what was imagined: the masked
kneeling figure we see “grazing” on the mango blossom
strewn around him is Varua Ino, a malevolent spirit and
devil from Tahitian myth who materialises in strange
and humanoid forms. The naïve girl standing in the
foreground, covering herself, evokes western images of
Eve after the fall. Innocent of the evil awaiting her arrival,
she has already been deflowered before we arrived at
the scene.
I imagine the pairing in "Two Tahitian Women" as
representing two figures from Biblical Eden – Lilith and
Eve – both laying claim to Adam’s first love in the garden
and who in turn represent two cultures - Judaism and
Christianity – one who seeks to supersede the other in
the annals of western history. A sinister and enigmatic
figure whom Erin Hyman argues “rises from a textual
gap, an absence” in the text of Genesis, Lilith appears in
the Apocryphal works – such as Alpha Beta diBen Sira as a constant danger and threat to the new world order
after the Fall. She looks like Eve, tastes like Eve, smells
like Eve. But she is not Eve. She is a shadow-demon and
must be prevented from co-habiting with the new Adam
at all costs.
Christian anti-Semitism then is the attempt to keep
Varua Ino at bay, to prevent the spirit from despoiling
Eve and corrupting Adam. With the final and irrevocable
collapse of the Jewish Third Commonwealth in first
century Judea and Emperor Constantine’s edict of
Milan in 314 C.E, Jews are cursed with the “mark of
Jewish Quarterly — Summer 2014

Lilith” roaming the civilized world seeking acceptance,
searching for ways to find a home, but finding themselves
demonized and distrusted at every turn, cast as the one
who would lead Adam astray from his state of purity in
the Garden.
Yet the mark of Lilith haunts the lofty corridors of the
Met as much as the pages of European history. Walking
through its hallways and galleries, it is clear that so much
of the patronage is Jewish; Lindenbaum, Levy, Tillich
and Lehman are just some of the names one will come
across linked to powerful and prominent New York Jewish
families. Of the Lehman collection the Museum proudly
advertises on it’s website:

However, a less salubrious story lies behind the
founding of the mausoleum-like wing. Lehman’s original
intent had been to give his collection of mostly Renaissance
art to the Met where much of it had been hanging since 1954.
Only the second Jew to ever have been given a seat on the
Met’s board, Lehman appears to have thought that gifting
close to three thousand works spanning seven hundred
years of Western European Art would have guaranteed him
the Museum’s presidency. But it didn’t. When the board
denied him the post – in his view because he was a Jew – he
withdrew his collection and had it installed in the 1905 town
house built by his father on 54th street.
Thomas Hoving, past director of the Met, in his
autobiography, Making the Mummies Dance, describes
how Lehman was convinced of an anti-Semitic campaign
against his taking the position:

The Mark of Lilith

“The Robert Lehman Collection is one of the
most distinguished privately assembled art
collections in the United States. Robert Lehman's
bequest to the Metropolitan Museum, a collection
of extraordinary quality and breadth acquired
over the course of 60 years, is a remarkable
example of 20th century American collecting.”

Henri Regnault: Salomé (above)
photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Nicolaes Maes: Abraham Dismissing Hagar and
Ishmael (below)
photo: jeffrey Rubinoff

“He’s a menace to the Museum” Lehman said. “He
is the ring-leader of the anti-Semite group on the
board … one of the things that has been holding
me back from giving all my works to the Museum
is the presence of Roland [Roland L. Redmond,
President of the Met from 1947 - 1964] and those
other anti-Semitic people on the Board.”
After a fortuitous meeting in Lehman’s limousine,
the insulted grandee was convinced to reverse this
decision but only after the Met’s board conferred on
him the title on Honorary President and after it finally
agreed – some years later – to the creation of a separate
wing to house his collection which would replicate
the rooms of the house at 54th street. Thus, the Met’s
discomfited board was made to establish for posterity at
the Museum not merely a memorial to Lehman himself
Jewish Quarterly — Summer 2014
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but also a shrine to Lehman’s father in the form of the
old patriarchal home. Lilith had found her way into
the center of the coveted garden and taken up eternal
residence.
We cross the hallway of the Robert Lehman Gallery
on our way towards viewing Nicholas Maes’s Abraham
Dismissing Hagar and Ishmael c. 1653 the earliest known
dated work by Maes who was Rembrandt’s pupil between
1650 and 1652. According to rabbinic legend, Hagar was
an Egyptian princess, a daughter of Pharaoh and no
commoner. However, no matter her lineage, she was still
a stranger and outsider in Abraham’s encampment:
“And Sarah saw the son of Hagar the Egyptian,
which she has born unto Abraham, mocking.
Wherefore she said to Abraham, “Cast out this
bondswoman and her son; for the son of this
bondswoman shall not be heir with my son, even
with Isaac.’”
(Genesis 21: 9-10)
I could not help but wonder about the paradox
of arriving at the apex of one society to find oneself
alienated and denigrated in another. For Game of Thrones
enthusiasts, I recall the exchange between Lord Varys
and Tyrion Lanister: “Power resides where men believe
it resides; it’s a trick, a shadow on the wall…” (Season 2:
Episode 3). And where did power reside for the wealthy
American Jewish bankers like Lehman who had bought
their way to the top? They who thought their riches
would win friends at the zenith of high-society found
that when the Oriental tried to play among WASP’s, they
were still exposed to being stung, repeatedly.
Arriving at the grand corridor which comprises
Gallery 827 we are greeted by the sultry and mesmerizing
figure of Henri Regnault’s Salome (1870) , the reviled and
yet alluring anti-heroine from the New Testament who
infamously asks Herod for the head of John the Baptist
on a silver platter (Mark 6:21 – 29, KJV) in return for her
dance before him, the Dance of the Seven Veils:

Gustav Klimt: Serena Pulitzer Lederer
photo: The Metropolitan Museum of Art
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“She danced like the priestesses of India, like the
Nubians of the cataracts or like the Bacchantes of Lydia.
She whirled about like a flower blown by the tempest […]
Her arms, her feet, her clothing even, seemed to emit
streams of magnetism, that set the spectators blood
on fire […] All eyes were fixed on Salome, who paused
in her rhythmic dance placed her feet wide apart and
without bending the knees, suddenly swayed her lithe
body downward so that her chin touched the floor and
her whole audience, - the nomads, accustomed to a
life of privation and abstinence, the Roman soldiers
expert in debaucheries, the avaricious publicans and
even the crabbed elderly priests – gazed upon her with
dilated nostrils.”
- Gustav Flaubert, Herodias (1877)
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“The artificiality of these fugitive beings who,
emptied of all past, crave to cloak themselves
in any present and any future, who are no more
than shells of men ready to spout off something
different every day, who are capable of being
nothing but appearing anything.”
Against the backdrop of these narratives we view
Gustav Klimt’s Serena Lederer (1899) Serena was the
spouse of industry magnate August Lederer, close friend
of Klimt and instrumental to the artist’s career. Born to a
rich Jewish family, Serena was known for being a beauty in
her youth and later a “Grande Dame”. But neither beauty
nor wealth saved Serena Lederer from the storm clouds on
the horizon. Her entire collection confiscated by the Nazis
in 1940, she fled to Budapest, where she died three years
later. Emile Zola, writing A Plea for the Jews had claimed:
“Let us encourage intermarriages and leave it to the
children to reconcile the fathers. This and this alone will
achieve unity.” Clearly, Zola was a man who clearly had
not read Daniel Goldhagen’s Hitler’s Willing Executioners
(1996) or Edmund De Waal’s The Hare with Amber Eyes
(2010) which would chronicle the complicity of cousinsby-marriage, benign neighbours and erstwhile friends in
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‘Were contemporary
American Jews any safer
from the mistrust and
suspicion that beset their
European brothers?’
the wholesale dismantling of European Jewry, root and
branch: “Behind their shutters, our compatriots looked
out at us as we passed” (Elie Weisel, Night).
Walking to retrieve our coats, we talk of
“assimilation”. It is a challenging word for many in the
group. Immigrant families to the New World had made
their mark, as they did in Europe, as founders of corporate
dynasties, composers, authors and artists and yet, were
contemporary American Jews any safer from the mistrust
and suspicion that beset their European brothers? We
speak about the birth of agencies such as the American
Jewish Committee (AJC), established to protect the
interests of the community, but susceptible to claims
by super-heroes of the new American industrial age,
such as Henry Ford – a self-proclaimed anti-Semite – that
the Jews had penetrated and corrupted America’s Eden.
His four-volume set of pamphlets The International Jew,
brought him into bitter and ultimately thwarted legal
clashes with Louis Marshall, head of the AJC.
Several speak passionately of wanting to shed the
neurotic ‘holocaust-consciousness’ inherited from their
parents – not their Jewish identity – and to pass to their
children narratives of hope and security in their heritage.
Rounding the stairs to return for some quiet moments
with the Gauguin, I stop in my tracks. Unbeknownst to
our group – myself included – Kiki Smith’s Lilith (1994)
had actually been right behind us all along, lurking on
the wall of the Met’s Modern Art galleries, yards from
the nubile Tahitians and their Eden. Hanging upside
down, flanks coiled like a spring,, her unnerving icy-blue
taxidermy eyes at first follow me with an unrelenting
stare of fossilized malignity.
But then I imagine those eyes well with tears of
yearning to cast off the myth of the night-demon who
threatens woman in childbirth and steals children from
their cradles in the middle of the night. Coming down
from the wall, Lilith walks through Eden’s gate, rejoining
the human community in the garden and taking her place
beside Adam again. — JQ
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941626 © Samuel Klein 2014
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The Mark of Lilith

It was difficult not to get somewhat hot-andbothered by the combined visual and literary feast offered
by Flaubert and Regnault and conversation inevitably
turns to Oscar Wilde’s play by the same name, banned
from showing in Britain by the Lord Chamberlain in
1892. It was ten years later, at a private audience held
at the Kleiner Theater in Berlin that Richard Strauss’s
sensational opera, Salome, inspired by that evening, was
first performed in Dresden in 1905, the same year that
Robert Lehman Senior built the house that would hold
his son’s spurned art collection.
Consider this: a celebrated fin-de-siècle Jewish
composer Strauss, is inspired by the bourgeois but gay
Wilde; whose play is a commentary to the writings of the
Apostle Mark, a follower of Jesus, the Christian Messiah,
yet crucified; concerning Herod the Great, king of Judea
yet the illegitimate scion of the Hasmonean Dynasty; a
line of Priests and Kings, yet originally renegades and
outlaws of the Seleucid-Greek Rule under Antiochus
IV Epiphanes, scorned by their own people. The list is
deeply ironic and tragic at the same time. “It reads like
a reverse Chad Gadya” one of the participants offered.
Lord Varys would smile, obsequiously of course.
But the giddy march of Europe’s Jewish elite into
high-society was soon to come to a grinding halt with
L'affaire Dreyfus of 1894, a national scandal which
shattered the illusion that European Jews would ever
be true insiders. Herman Bahr, Austrian playwright
and author, was among several to identify the shadowy
mark of Lilith, which clung to Jews in the aftermath of
the Dreyfus Affair:

A Ringside

View
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My father, Johnny Pomeranski, was a central star
within a constellation of outlandish individuals loosely
attached to Brixton’s Jewish community of the 1950s.
These were people of daring, imagination and chutzpah,
and Johnny was the one with the most chutzpah.
Together, this remarkable network of characters
could claim responsibility for transforming a quietly
prosperous part of South London into an area with a
reputation for being both vibrant and dangerous, one
that it retains to this day.
Many of the inhabitants of that world are now dead.
Looking back, I suppose a lot of people would see their
lives as “seedy”, “squalid”, or “sordid”. But, to me, they
were glamorous, dangerous and exciting. I loved their
exaggerated way of speaking, reinforced as it was by an
array of physical gestures and laced with Yiddish slang
words like schmackle, drek, schvitz and plutz. Whenever
I could, I breathed in the heavy scent of the women
and gazed longingly at their impossibly gleaming lips.

A story by
Gerald Jacobs

And I wanted to be in on the jokes that triggered such
infectious, loud laughter. I wanted to be a part of it.
Most of them ran at least one small business. Usually,
this would be a shop in an arcade or along streets with
evocative names like Coldharbour Lane or, gloriously,
Electric Avenue. Some had a stall in the market. But, for
quite a few, “business” meant show business, within its
lower reaches. They were bottom-of-the-bill comedians,
ventriloquists, sword-swallowers, jugglers, acrobats,
balloon-benders and, most bewitching of all, chorus girls.
But rarely did their businesses define — or confine
— them. There was always some new idea, something
on the side. It was sometimes risky, sometimes shady,
and rarely straightforward. But it was never boring. They
were living in a kind of extended childhood.
What did define them were their nicknames —
their “monikers”. Some of the monikers were funny;
some were downright insulting. Others struck a note
of terror. Sam the Stick, for example, was so named not

‘I saw my first show at the Empress and
was hooked from the moment the line of
chorus girls, kicked their exceptionally
long legs into the air in perfect time.
After that, my parents took me
to almost every show.’
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a teenager, Joey had worked for Big Jack Miller in the
latter’s furniture shop, shifting and delivering tables,
chairs, beds and wardrobes, and Jack had paid for him
to be looked after by a professional fight trainer.
It was soon pretty obvious that Joey had talent.
Within a few years, he turned professional, and won
every bout until he fought Randolph Turpin for the British
light-heavyweight title. He lost that one on points but
continued to move up the world rankings after a couple
of impressive knockout victories.
As I recall him, Joey was a man of just below six feet,
compact, and a neat dresser in pale blue or grey suits
with a red or blue tie. Even among the exotic types who
assembled in the houses that Johnny frequented in Brixton
and Streatham, Joey the Boxer seemed to stand apart.
He had unusual features compared to Maxie, say,
or even Sam or Sid. The child of an Irish mother and
West Indian father, Joey had a broad nose with high,
wide cheekbones, and tight, curly hair. This used to
fascinate me because, whereas everybody else’s hair
would look different from time to time and you could
tell when somebody had just had a haircut, Joey’s was
always the same. It was dark and oily, and shone so much
that it always looked slightly wet. His body seemed to
radiate heat and energy. When he took off his jacket, you
could see the contours of his chest and biceps through his
white shirt so that, even when he was sitting quite still,
he conveyed a sense of movement.
Once, Joey took my cousin Mike and me to watch him
sparring in the Southpaw Gym, on Brixton Road, where
many of the top fighters, trainers and promoters of the day
used to gather. We felt we had been granted access to the
inner circle of some grand, mysterious brotherhood, and
watched, open-mouthed, as the fighters bounced around
the ring in a kind of dance for which the rhythmic noise
of their feet squeaking over the canvas was the music.
The strange, dream-like quality of it all was reinforced
by the sight of a couple of big, strong, serious-faced men in a
corner using skipping ropes. This was something Mike and
I associated with high-spirited girls, skirts tucked into their
knickers, whooping and giggling in the school playground.
Afterwards, Joey took the two of us to J. Lyon’s in
Brixton Road and bought us milkshakes. We were in
heaven. We felt important. We felt tough. And I felt defiant
and proud when I heard a woman at a nearby table say to
her husband: “Look at that coloured man with those two
kids. Who does he think he is?”
A few days later, Joey was badly beaten by an
American fighter — another “coloured man” — in a contest
that would have led to a world championship eliminator.
He spent a week in hospital and for days afterwards went
everywhere wearing dark glasses. I think that was his last
serious fight.
Up to then, Joey’s fights had always been something of
an event. If Johnny didn’t actually go along to wherever the
match was taking place — “ringside” as he used to call it —
he would have Jack and Sam and Maxie the Ganoff round
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only because he needed a stick to walk, having caught
his foot in a tram-line as a child when running away
from some particularly audacious piece of mischief,
but also on account of his ability to wield his stick with
surprising dexterity and uncompromising violence. Sam’s
sidekick was Sid the Spiv, a sharp dresser with a “pencil”
moustache and dazzling teeth. Sid, too, was not averse to
handing out punishments for actual or perceived slights.
Sam and Sid had various separate business interests
but jointly ran a restaurant-cum-nightclub called Southern
Comfort, which was favoured by the acts at the Brixton
Empress. The Empress was a grand Victorian variety
theatre famous for having presented legendary music-hall
stars like Marie Lloyd, Harry Lauder and Gertie Gitana,
whose signature song was Nellie Dean. The Empress was
the scene, in 1950, of Gitana’s very last performance.
A few years after Gertie’s farewell, I saw my first show
at the Empress and was hooked from the moment the
line of chorus girls, many of whose faces would become
familiar to me, kicked their exceptionally long legs into
the air in perfect time. After that, my parents took me to
almost every show at the Empress, during which time I
saw a host of performers from the brilliant and famous to
the obscure and eccentric. My dad always made sure that I
got their autographs in the bright-blue-covered autograph
book he bought me for my eighth birthday.
For all their flying close to the wind, Maxie the Ganoff
— Yiddish for “thief ” — was the only one of the old crowd
who did time — in fact several times — in prison. They all
said he was careless. Loveable but careless, my mum said.
The brains behind a lot of the colourful and belowthe-line activity in Brixton in those days was a man called
Jack Miller — “Big Jack” — whose wide, enveloping smile
worked on a roomful of people like a heater.
One very memorable character was “Fancy Goods
Harry” who could attract enormous crowds to his stall by
virtue of his “meshuggunah patter” involving a constant
flow of words and stunts: “If I reduce the price down any
further,” Fancy Goods would cry, “I’ll be upside down and
out of pocket. Look!” Then he would pull out the empty
pockets of his trousers and perform a perfect handstand
on the road in front of his market stall. He once borrowed
a monkey from the arcade pet-shop and introduced it as
his “assistant”.
And Johnny, my dad? Well, he was the proprietor of
Pomeranski Gowns — “Brixton’s own exclusive fashion
house” — in Excelsior Arcade and was known as Johnny
on the Spot. Johnny was the one they all went to if they
needed something, like a car, a bodyguard, front-row
seats for a show or a big fight, or even — at least on the one
occasion that I overheard a conversation about it — a gun.
These were all Jewish guys but, among Johnny’s
friends and associates when I was growing up, the most
memorable, and the one I could most brag about to
my friends, was not Jewish. This was “Joey the Boxer”,
who briefly achieved fame beyond the Brixton circle as
“Kid Joey”. I don’t think I ever knew his surname. As

‘They all went to my dad
if they needed something, like
a car, a bodyguard, front-row
seats for a show or a big fight,
or even a gun.’
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to listen to it on the radio while my mother cooked them
all Viennas and chips, followed by cups of Bev or Camp
“coffee”. I would listen, too, in my room, lying in bed. But
I don’t recall any more evenings like that after Joey’s heavy
defeat by the American.
My father did occasionally take me to boxing
matches at Camberwell Baths, or Manor Place in
Walworth. Boxing was Johnny’s sport, insofar as he had
one. Although he sometimes went to the racecourses —
“the gee gees” — or greyhound tracks —“the doggies”
— or, more rarely, to football matches, it was only
“ringside” where he felt comfortable.
Even there, it wasn’t primarily the sport that attracted
him. He went for the atmosphere. He always knew people
sitting around him — loud men with flamboyant ties,
flushed faces, clipped moustaches and an ample repertoire
of gestures of derision — and he seemed at home among
them. The ripple of laughter-punctuated chatter, the smell
of sweat and embrocation, the cigarette smoke, the roaring
and stamping, all combined with the cushioned thumps
of the fighters to produce a kind of rapture.
An extraordinary event occurred one time when
Johnny took me along with him. I was excited enough
long before we took our seats. The evening had a sense
of occasion. It was a Monday or a Tuesday and the venue
was much further away and bigger than Camberwell or
Manor Place — it may have been Wembley. Johnny had
already told me that I wouldn’t have to go to school the next
morning. I could stay in bed and my mother would write
a note that I could take to my teacher in the afternoon.
Although Joey was not on the bill that night — we were
there to support a young Jewish lightweight called Harry
Gilbert — he came along to watch with us. Jack Miller drove
us there in his big black Humber. Johnny sat beside him
and I sat in the back between Joey and his girlfriend of
the moment, a blonde singer called Sandra decked out
in a tight dress from Pomeranski Gowns and an imitation
diamond necklace from Fancy Goods Harry. Her perfume
and overall proximity acted upon me like a debilitating
drug. My mouth was open, my eyes were glazed, and I
was aching inside. Occasionally, her knee brushed against
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mine as the car took a bend and I experienced a hopeless,
paralysing, schoolboy desire.
Jack hardly seemed to be aware of being at the wheel
and kept up a garrulous torrent of conversation, turning
his head to the left and squeezing Johnny’s knee or — to
emphasise a point or to break into laughter — throwing
glances over his shoulder to the rest of us in the back seat. A
certain amount of anxiety, brought on by Jack not keeping
his eyes on the road, mixed into the cluster of emotions
whirling around in my head.
When we arrived, the three men shook hands with
scores of others. As “Johnny’s boy”, I too received a great
deal of attention. My hair was ruffled by fingers that were
fat and wore rings, or were slim, with painted nails, and all
kinds of others in between. My cheeks were smudged with
lipstick and my eyes watered from cigar smoke.
Even more of a fuss was made of Joey. Old, bald, fat
men hugged him to their sides. One even kissed him.
Younger fellows slapped his back. Somebody took a
photograph of him with Sandra. I was mesmerised by the
redness of her lips and the evenness of her teeth and the
way she turned on an instant smile for the camera. And I
was filled with envy and admiration at Joey just slipping his
arm around her shoulders or waist whenever he felt like it.
Harry Gilbert was a solid, thick-set fighter of about
twenty. His dark hair was cropped close to his skull, giving
him a suitably intimidating appearance. He wore long,
black shorts with the Star of David embossed on them
in white. We were close enough to the ring for him to
acknowledge our presence with a wink and a wave.
His opponent was a Scotsman, a few years older than
Harry, with feathery red hair sticking up above a bumpy,
scarred face. Unlike our man, the Scot was tall and bony,
with skin so white it looked painted.
The fight turned out to be an epic encounter with each
man fired by the other’s aggression. From the first bell that
sent them out of their corners like sprinters from startingblocks, they hurled themselves at each other. There was
no pretence of skill, no “science”. These were two fighting
cocks. The noise was constant and tumultuous, a primitive
force of nature into which loud, partisan support for either
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the canny, experienced Scot, or the earnest, youthful Jew,
was totally subsumed.
I found myself caught up in an irresistible tide of
feeling as one man’s head jarred and sprang back against
the shudder of a gloved fist while the other man swung
wildly in pursuit. Raw, red bruises appeared and spread
darkly and alarmingly. The whole crowd was on its feet.
Joey and Jack were yelling encouragement. Even Sandra
was involved, alternately covering her eyes with her hands
or cheering and throwing her arms into the pitch-black,
smoke-filled air.
As for Johnny, this was the most passionate, the most
alive, I ever saw him. As the fight reached its spellbinding
climax, in the sixth or seventh round, he was standing,
roaring, his eyes alight and his mind oblivious to everything
other than the battle with which he, too, was now joined.
Exhausted, but still wriggling like a pair of goldfish,
Gilbert and the Scotsman were leaning on each other,
their heads buried within the twisted ball that their two
merged bodies had become. At this point, they looked
more like wrestlers than boxers. Suddenly, however, they
jerked apart. Gilbert, one swollen eye sealed up, came out
of the clinch with an uppercut that met his opponent’s
chin. At the same, precise moment, that opponent’s right
hand completed a circling motion with a thud to the side
of young Harry’s head.
Both men dropped to the canvas. The referee crouched
over them, looking anxiously out through the ropes. Lit up
against the blackness by a single beam of blinding light,
he began counting. After six, he increased the intervals
between the numbers in the hope that one of the boxers
would get to his feet. “Seven… Eight…” I can hear him
now, see his perplexed expression. “Nine… Out!” Neither
man managed to stand up in time. That was it — a double
knockout. And when, shortly afterwards, the two of them
rose, shakily, to their feet, they again fell into each other’s
arms, this time with a display of affection that almost
matched their earlier hostility. The noise of the crowd still
filled the arena. The Master of Ceremonies’ announcement
of the verdict — a draw — could barely be heard.
Johnny was hoarse. Tears emerged in the corners
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of his eyes. He turned to me and said, “Hello, son,” as
if surprised to see me there. After that, he reverted to
his normal level of enjoyment, not looking much at the
boxing but revelling in the noise and the hugging and
face-patting greetings, the mock insults and, eventually,
the slow, swaggering exit into the night with Jack, Joey
and Sandra. I followed a little behind them, floating on
an invisible cloud.
What drove that Brixton group of characters, enriched
life for them — and for me — was spectacle. Sometimes
it was mysterious, sometimes it was dangerous, and
sometimes it was bright, shiny, open and above board. But,
whether it was in the boxing ring, on the Empress stage,
at Southern Comfort, or just the aura of Big Jack Miller,
in a blue mohair suit with a red silk tie and handkerchief,
smoking a Havana cigar, or the way that Johnny On the Spot,
or Fancy Goods Harry peddled their wares, it was always
to a greater or lesser degree spectacular, always a show.
As the 1950s gave way to the 1960s, and I went to
a “posh” secondary school, my Brixton boyhood faded.
Much of my time was taken up with school matters. I had
to travel across London to get there and, every evening, I
came home with plenty of studying and writing to do. Then
I went to university, travelled and explored new cultures. I
got married, moved to North London — as did my parents
and three or four others from the old crowd — had a family,
and became absorbed in what is still my own busy world.
Yet, every now and then, something brings back the
sounds and the smells of Brixton Market or the nights at
the Empress. Sometimes, too, if I watch my son going off
with his friends or happen to notice young guys “hanging
out” in front of a pub or café in the vague hope of some
excitement, I recall the youths “standing around” on
Electric Avenue, or outside the gym, hoping to catch a
glimpse of Joey the Boxer.
But nothing brought back those Brixton memories
— the ventriloquists and the chorus girls, Joey the Boxer
and Harry Gilbert’s double-knockout — so forcibly as
my father’s death a few months ago. A week or so after
the funeral, I decided to visit Brixton for the first time in
many years and take a walk around the old haunts. It has
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‘As the fight reached its
spellbinding climax, in the sixth
or seventh round, he was standing,
roaring, his eyes alight and his
mind oblivious to everything
other than the battle.’

a new vitality. Excelsior Arcade — where once, along its
New York-sounding “Fifth Avenue”, stood Pomeranski
Gowns — is now a “cool” arena of trendy cafés, organic
greengrocers and exotic fishmongers. The Empress is no
more; it was demolished many years ago to make way
for an “affordable housing” development. Jack Miller’s
furniture emporium is now an antiques market; the record
shop where my friends and I used to listen eagerly to Little
Richard and Jerry Lee Lewis has been transformed into a
mobile-phone store; and the Southpaw gym is a “Business
Enterprise Centre” with “luxury and office units to let”.
It is a disorientating feeling to be a stranger walking
through territory that was once yours; to be alien, detached,
in a place where you were once so very much at home, your
family part of the social landscape. I took one last stroll
through the market before heading for the Underground
station (which wasn’t there when Big Jack and Sid the Spiv
sauntered along Brixton Road in expensive suits, smoking
cigars and oozing arrogance).
And then I heard a voice, and stopped, transfixed.
The voice sounded familiar. It was cracked but still loud,
coming from a stall in the corner where Fancy Goods Harry
used to declaim to the shoppers, urging them to buy his
wares. The script was the same — “Come on, ladies! You
there, Mrs Woman, what about a nice brooch? You, Mister,
give your missus a nice necklace for Christmas. You won’t
get one any cheaper — that’s the necklace I’m talking
about, not your missus!” — as, astonishingly, was the
man himself, now in his ‘80s, a little bent, with a shock
of white hair. Old Fancy Goods, moving much slower
but still doing the business. I stood and watched
him. And listened: “Or you, sir, a lovely gift for
the girlfriend – I won’t tell your wife! Come
on, girls, you know you want to. You won’t
get cheaper stuff as good as this anywhere
in London.”
He didn’t recognise me. Why should
he? And I decided not to introduce
myself, not tell him that Johnny had
died and that I’d heard that Sam the
Stick had been run over by a lorry

when he had stepped into the road after dropping his stick
— presumably not the original, feared instrument of his
days of dominion — outside the home for the aged where
he’d been a resident for ten years. And that, last year,
Maxie the Ganoff’s huge bulk had been discovered spread
out on the floor of his tiny basement flat. The doctors said
he had been lying there for at least two weeks. And that Sid,
too, had died, in Australia. Fancy Goods probably knew
that Big Jack was dead because he died more than twenty
years ago. And he would probably have read, as I did, the
few lines reporting Joey the Boxer’s death and burial in a
village in West Cork in the 1990s.
Eventually, I walked away and Harry’s persistent
cries merged with the general noise of the market. By
the time I reached Brixton Underground station, in my
mind I was once again in the back of Big Jack Miller’s car,
sitting between Joey and his girlfriend Sandra having
just witnessed Harry Gilbert’s historic encounter with
the flame-haired Scotsman.
On the Tube home, I closed my eyes and continued
to recollect those flamboyant Brixton individuals of more
than half-a-century before. Had I really seen Fancy Goods
in action or was it just in my imagination, which was
working like a hyperactive projectionist. I could hear — and
see — my father telling me for the hundredth time: “It’s not
what you know that counts in this world, son; it’s who you
know”? Maxie the Ganoff falling asleep on our sofa while a
very loud poker game was taking place in the same room.
Big Jack laughing loudly as he tucked a five-pound note
into his wife Renee’s tanned and freckled cleavage. Sid the
Spiv silencing a loud-mouthed, blackshirted supporter of
Oswald Mosley with a single, menacing look.
Sitting opposite me on the Tube, two young men were
talking. One was asking the other, “see that fantastic fight
on the telly the other night?”
“Oh, yeah,” the other replied. “Wasn’t it amazing?
What was that little dark guy’s name? The one with the
shaved head?”
I wanted to join in and tell him that the little dark guy
was Harry Gilbert, even though Harry would be over 80 by
now. “Friend of my family. As is Kid Joey.” — JQ
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‘He spent a week in hospital
and for days afterwards went
everywhere wearing dark
glasses. I think that was
his last serious fight.’
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Poems: Three Translations
Claude Vigée: Two Poems
Silence
My soul is sad
like the night
where the silent body of Daniel my son
is slowly being destroyed.
I am today
the orphan of my child
November 14, 2013
(Vigée’s son died on November 3, 2013)

Your Little Hand
Your little hand opens like a flower,
and now it is day.
Your hand closes up in the evening,
and now night is falling.
So your little hand creates
day and night.
(Written on 6 December 2012 for the birth of the poet’s great-granddaughter a few days earlier)
Translated from the French by Anthony Rudolf

A Poem by Miriam Neiger-Fleischman
Warning
This spring, the bushes
bend under the burden
of their own flowers,
bathing in the roses.
Veins of the desert wind
tint the sky
yellow. Helicopters
plough slowly through,
rend such thoughts
like a mourner’s garment
at a Jewish funeral.
The words are weary, vague,
they shiver, sown onto
paper in tiny type.
Bright as the firmament,
warnings shine and shimmer.
Translated from Hebrew by Anthony Rudolf and the author
Jewish Quarterly — Summer 2014

claude vigée

Claude Vigée, born in 1921 in Alsace, won
the Prix Goncourt de la poésie in 2008. He
was Professor of Comparative Literature
at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem for
many years and now lives in Paris. He is the
last living speaker of Alsatian Yiddish and
the last survivor of the Jewish branch of the
French Resistance. Anthony Rudolf has
published two books of Vigée translations.

Miriam Neiger-Fleischmann

Miriam Neiger-Fleischmann was born in
Slovakia in 1948 and came to Israel in 1949.
She is a painter as well as a poet. She and
Anthony Rudolf are working slowly towards
a book of her poems in English translation.

anthony rudolph

Born in 1942, Anthony Rudolf is a writer,
poet and translator. His most recent book
is Silent Conversations: A Reader's Life.
He has been contributing to the JQ for at
least 45 years.
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Poems by Anthony Barnett

from
Gullible’s Troubles:
or, A Dissacumulation of Knowledge Being Nothing More
Than Drafts & Fragments That Not Which Are Not Enough
Really his shirt cuffs were too long but when he folded them up it felt like
bondage. Now he remembered that his jacket cuffs were always too long but
he had stopped having them shortened because the seamstresses couldn’t do
a good job.
*
I was in love with you
Perhaps because I recognized something of myself in what I saw of you
More than was allowed, more than was prudent
There was an inexplicable innocence, beautiful stillness, about you, with
Friends
I searched longingly for more of you and found you, moving involuntarily on
the arm of an ignoramus and I was so sad at what I saw, had
become of you
I was in love with you
*
I am stuck here with my thoughts. I should get out while the sun is out. A
respite from so much wind and rain, though the wind is still here. In fact, I
have to go out in a couple of hours for a couple of hours. Why do I have to
crack upon every word, as you almost put it. What is to be found therein.
What would I do . . . playing, just playing. In these few moments torrential
rain begins.
*
I am capable of smiling, genuinely, I know that because you have caught it
with your lens but there are many others with a sad look, the weight of all
the world, as in, perhaps, the world is (not) my fault, perhaps, a conspiracy
against all happiness. The eyes, the eyes, eyes of years eyes of yes to come
*
Instead of getting up as he intended he rolled over half-heartedly to continue
His afternoon nap because he felt he couldn’t write a thing. When he did
rouse
Himself the powerful scent wafting from the the box of alphonso mangoes
Overwhelmed him
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*
These are the gardens in which we first met and today as I walk through
them as
We did that time in in conversation in the summer when you first arrived in
this
Town there are many perfumes from many different flowers
*
There is an emptiness about those three Portuguese graces. How silly the
loss that I can recover a little in remembering them. O cruel bad back. O
cruel and stupid movie theatre. I think it was a tin drum.
*
You, harem eyed, wound a coloured ribbon, I do not remember what colour,
Green? pink? yellow? (read nothing into these) in your playfulness round my
Member
*
I never expected I would be attracted to a young woman with a stud in her
nostril, a ring through her lip, but there you are. I long for her figure, the
light rasp in her voice, her grubby-looking (just grey because the white has
washed out) apron. Now I have seen her bare shoulders, her light rose skin
matching that light ginger hair, intent on her work, her fairy-tale princess,
charming look

anthony barnett

Anthony Barnett is the author of two
collected volumes Poems & and Translations
(both Tears in the Fence, in assoc. Allardyce
Book, 2012). He co-edits the review Snow.
Anthology appearances include Voices
Within the Ark: The Modern Jewish Poets
(1980). www.abar.net
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941664 © Anthony Barnett 2014
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it’s no joke

film

The promotional
website for this 2013
documentary describes it
as: “Insightful and often
hilarious". So is it?
When Jews Were Funny

Canada: Sudden Storm Productions, 2013
http://whenjewswerefunny.com

T

Review by Nathan Abrams

film

‘Jewish humour
lies in Yiddish
rhythms and
pronunciation,
immigration,
alienation,
testiness,
frustration,
pain, and
darkness.’

50

he promotional website for this
2013 documentary describes it as:
“Insightful and often hilarious, the
latest from documentary filmmaker
Alan Zweig surveys the history of
Jewish comedy, from the early days of
Borsht belt to the present, ultimately
exploring not just ethnicity in the
entertainment industry, but also
the entire unruly question of what it
means to be Jewish.”
As with any promotional material,
we can take this piece of puff with a pinch of salt.
Essentially, to boil it down to its bare essentials
(the culinary metaphors here, as will be shown
below, are deliberate), the premise of the film
is that Jews are no longer funny. Alan Zweig, a
documentary filmmaker from Toronto, argues
that there was once a golden age of Jewish
humour but, as American comedian, Jack Carter,
who is interviewed in the film, puts it: “All
the great Jewish comedians have died. Jewish
humour is dead.” This is because, as many of
the comedians Zweig chose to interview testify,
Jewish humour lies in Yiddish rhythms and
pronunciation, immigration, alienation, testiness,
frustration, pain, and darkness. Thus Jews today
have become far too comfortable, far too wealthy,
and far too assimilated to be funny. As one of
them says: “Content isn’t funny. Goyim are
content. Goyim aren’t funny.” “We won”, another
sadly informs us – and that is the problem.
Suburbanisation has drained our acerbity.
As the documentary progresses, its attempts
to answer the question of “what is Jewish
humour?” produce the sort of familiar clichéridden, ethnocentric navel-gazing that featured
so heavily in Channel 4’s 2012 offerings, Jews At
Ten or Jewish Mum of the Year. As one contributor
wickedly puts it (to paraphrase): what Christian

is running around trying to find out if non-Jews
are funny? Eventually, the question of what is
Jewish humour is widened out to: what is Jewish
identity and what does it mean to be Jewish? “I’m
basically asking you to explain the Jewish soul,”
Zweig tells one of his interviewees.
The documentary primarily progresses
through a montage of edited clips of talking
head interviews with a variety of American,
stand-up comics. Some of them we recognise
instantly, such as Shelly Berman. Others
we know from popular sitcoms but have not
necessarily have learned their real names, such
as Bob Einstein who plays Marty Funkhauser,
Larry David’s purported best friend in the
excellent series Curb Your Enthusiasm. But,
for the most part, many of those interviewed
will not be immediately familiar to a UKbased audience. They include Jack Carter,
David Steinberg, David Brenner, Modi,
Gilbert Gottfried, Elon Gold, Cory Kahaney,
Andy Kindler, Ed Crasnick, Mark Breslin,
Perry Rosemond, Howie Mandel, Michael
Wex, Marc Maron, Mark Schiff, Judy Gold,
Howard Busgang, Eugene Mirman, Simon
Rakoff, and John Silverstein. These interviews
are interspersed with some archival standup footage of the more familiar Alan King,
Jackie Mason, Rodney Dangerfield and Henry
Youngman, among others.
In the course of the interviews, these
comedians are asked to tell us their favourite
Jewish jokes. In this, it bears more than a
passing resemblance to BBC4’s Old Jews
Telling Jokes (2014). The rather staid visuals
are overlaid with a soundtrack, punctuated
by a tired and overused klezmer theme.
Occasionally, though, a gem is turned up as
when Howie Mandel informs us that “fabulous”
is not a word found in the Jewish lexicon.
Or when another recounts meeting William
Shatner (as in Captain James T. Kirk of the
original 1960s Star Trek series and spinoff films)
in a radio studio who complained to him that,
“The traffic coming over here was Holocaustic.”
The interviewee then congratulated Shatner
on finding of a whole new means by which to
reduce the Shoah.
I had many problems with this film. Let
me begin with the name of the documentary.
When Zweig uses the term “Jews” in his title
what he really means is: elderly Ashkenazi male
Americans, most likely dead ones. Indeed, this
seems to be a key criterion for being funny. His
documentary is suffused with nostalgia for a
long dead past. This blinds Zweig to the range
of Jewish comedians in the world today. Most
glaringly, where are the Jewish women? Jewish
mothers and wives are briefly discussed both
as a cause and subject of Jewish humour but
the documentary includes only two female
interviewees – Judy Gold and Cory Kahaney –
two comediennes with which this audience is
likely to be unfamiliar. But what about Sarah
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outside that continent. If Zweig did not have
the funds or wherewithal to travel to the United
Kingdom for his documentary, he could have
at least interviewed those comedians who have
been received in North America and made it over
there. The most obvious example here would be
our very own export Sacha Baron Cohen, but he
could also have considered, say, Peter Sellers.
Baron Cohen and his precursor, Sellers, would
have shed some very interesting light on Jewish
comedy and one of its central defining features –
their gift of mimicry – so excellently showcased
by Allen’s mockumentary Zelig (1983).
Finally, it was not the most entertaining or
gripping of documentaries. The previous night
I had watched a documentary called Food, Inc.
(2008), which was a fascinating insight into
the world of conglomerate food
production (incidentally, no Jewish
content unfortunately). It had me
gripped not just with its premise but
with how it was visually presented.
In contrast, When Jews Were Funny
had little variation by way of
presentation. However, this could
have been overlooked if the material
used for the film had been meatier
(pun intended).
Ultimately, the flaws of this
documentary boil down to the
ignorance of the filmmaker. As it
progresses, in moments of selfreflexivity, we learn that Zweig has
married a gentile and is not raising
his daughter Jewish. We learn
further that the film is a product of
his guilt at not having passed on any
Jewishness to her in the absence of
the synagogue and Israel. The filmmaker feels
lost in the world and does not know where to go
to get his hit of Jewishness which he now feels
is lost. Zweig comes across as a filmmaker who
understands little Yiddishkeit and Judaism,
which he reduces to Jewish comedy but which he
knows not much more about.
When Jews Were Funny covers much the same
ground as has been considered elsewhere and
would tell little to the initiate and perhaps be
too boring to the novice. However, it does end
with one fascinating question (which it does not
manage to answer): is being Jewish engrained
in our bones deeper than being, say, Finnish is
to Finns? — JQ

film

Silverman, Susie Essman, Norah Ephron, Joan
Rivers, Ruby Wax and Gertrude Berg?
The promotional image deployed for the film is
of a pastrami sandwich on rye with a side order of
pickles. If you are going to use a pastrami-on-rye
sandwich as your promotional image for the box
cover, than how can you ignore Ephron’s classic
diner scene in When Harry Met Sally (1989), itself
a riff on Woody Allen’s various sandwich-related
sight gags in his films? These hark back to Lenny
Bruce’s legendary taxonomy of the difference
between Jewish and non-Jewish foods, in particular
his quip that “Spam is Goyish and rye bread
is Jewish.” Food, given its centrality to Jewish
humour, is nowhere discussed in enough detail.
Remaining on the subject of Lenny Bruce, it
is a shade, a major, almost criminal, oversight
that although he is quoted at the outset, he
is nowhere discussed in any depth. How can
the history of Jewish comedy be told without
referring to the one stand-up comedian who
probably did more than anyone else to take
Jewish comedy out of the safe environment of
the Borscht Belt and Catskills in which it had
been comfortably ensconced in the 1940s and
1950s and into the American mainstream in the
1960s? Bruce’s taxonomy of what is Jewish and
what is Goyish, which I briefly quoted above, is
a key defining routine of Jewish identity in the
twentieth century.
Zweig fails to really acknowledge that Jewish
comedy is not just restricted to the stand-up
circuit, whether of the Borscht Belt, nightclub or
television variety. What about Larry David, Jerry
Seinfeld, David Schwimmer, Ben Stiller, Jason
Biggs or those Jewish actors who form the rap
ensemble known as the “Jew Tang Clan”? It seems
shocking that Woody Allen nowhere received
a mention. On this vein, what about other film
directors, actors and writers such as Mel Brooks,
Gene Wilder or Judd Apatow? How can you survey
the history of Jewish comedy without mentioning
Blazing Saddles (1974) or The Producers (1967)?
Jewish comedy was also disseminated through
the printed word. Mad Magazine pioneered the
film spoof long before David Zucker and Jim
Abrahams made Airplane! (1980). What about
cartoonist Jules Feiffer or novelist Joseph Heller
or even the comedy of Stanley Kubrick in his
Lolita (1962) and Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned
to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb (1964)?
While a documentary cannot be hope to either
comprehensive or exhaustive, a simple nod to
the range of Jewish comedy would have been
welcomed at the very least.
Another fascinating area of discussion would
have been the nature of Israeli humour and
whether it can be classed as “Jewish” or not. But,
as is often the problem with contemporary Jewish
Studies (as opposed to its Biblical, classical,
medieval, and rabbinic branches), it fails to
acknowledge that there is a Jewish world beyond
North America. There is simply no recognition
that Jewish comedy also existed and exists

Nathan Abrams is Professor of Film Studies at
Bangor University. He has written widely on
transatlantic Jewish film, history, politics and
popular culture with specific reference to the United
States and the United Kingdom. His most recent
book is The New Jew in Film: exploring Jewishness
and Judaism in Contemporary Cinema (2012).

‘The flaws
of this
documentary
boil down to the
ignorance of the
filmmaker…who
feels lost in the
world and does
not know where
to go to get his
hit of Jewishness
which he now
feels is lost.’
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The HeebieJeebies:

film

Jewish horror comes to Israel,
Sean Shapiro investigates...

film

‘Jews and Jewish
monsters have
given audiences
nightmares
since the dawn
of cinema.’
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t begins in total darkness. A lighter’s
sputtering flame gives us our first glimpse
of a frightened teenager’s bloodied face
(Liat Harlev). Cut to her companion (Henry
David) gazing helplessly down at her.
Ensnared in a specially constructed pit, a
diabolical trap worthy of a Poe maniac, the
injured runaway urges her companion – is
he her lover, her brother or (deeper shades
of Poe) both? – to fetch help. An instant after
he leaves we hear the unmistakable thwack
of a weapon striking his flesh. Ear-piercing
screams. Darkness. Red letters inform us we’re
watching 'Kavelet'.
Released in 2010, Rabies (to give our film its
English title) is an audacious backwoods slasher
that was billed as Israel’s first horror movie. While
not strictly accurate —'Tzazit' [Frenzy] (2003)
features an eight-year-old boy possessed by evil
spirits; director Dan Wolman’s website claims
the honour belongs to Soldier of the Night (1984),
his portrait of a serial murderer targeting Israeli
soldiers; poke around long enough on Google
and hoarier candidates are likely to scuttle out
the woodwork – it is true that for over 60 years,
the silver screens of the resurrected nation state
of the Jewish people had nary a ghoul, ghost,
giant radioactive insect, mass murderer (of any
other than the nationalistically-motivated sort) or
tourist-eating shark to boast of. The same could
not be said of the Diaspora. Jews and Jewish
monsters – not including hook-nosed ogres from
Nazi propaganda like Fritz Hippler’s The Eternal
Jew (1940) – have given audiences nightmares
since the dawn of cinema.
In 1915, a Jewish monster, Rabbi Loew’s
famous golem, was brought to murderous life by
Paul Wegener and Henrik Galeen. Today only
fragments remain of their silent horror film, The
Golem. Happily for aficionados of the macabre,
they reunited (Galeen and Wegner assuming
writing duties, Wegner and Carl Boese directing)
to make The Golem: How He Came Into the World
(1920). This version of the golem tale not only
survived (unlike The Golem and the Dancer, 1917,
a frothy short in which the multi-talented Wegner
reprised his role as the lumbering clay creature)
but has, rightly, come to be regarded as an
exemplar of German Expressionism.
Galeen, the scion of a Galician Jewish family,
went on to pen three more innovative German

Stills from the film Big Bad Wolves
(images courtesy of Metrodome Films)

silent fright features. Nosferatu (1922), a knockoff
of Bram Stoker’s Dracula that, paradoxically,
produced a visually novel vampire in the person
of Max Schreck’s Count Orlock (the actor’s
contorted physiognomy and rodent-like makeup
remains powerfully unsettling, a repellent
counterpart to the Twilight Saga’s photogenic
bloodsuckers) followed by Waxworks (1924), a
dreamy fantasy portmanteau featuring real life
fiends Ivan the Terrible and Jack the Ripper, and,
finally Alraune (1928), an adaptation Galeen also
directed of a novel by Hanns Heinz Ewers about
the wayward daughter (the eponymous Alraune)
of a prostitute artificially inseminated with semen
from a hanged murderer. (Modern audiences
are more likely to be unsettled by Alraune’s
undertones, its musings on genetic inheritance,
tainted by the era’s murky fascination with
eugenics, than by any of the geneticallyengineered-femme-fatale’s saucy shenanigans.)
European cinema lost Galeen and a great
many of his collaborators and compatriots, Jews
and non-Jews alike, following the rise to power
of the Nazi Party. Some, of course, had left long
before the writing was on the wall. Waxwork’s
director, Paul Leni, was headhunted by Universal
to make The Cat and the Canary (1927), a film
which provided the template for ‘haunted house’
vehicles for decades to come; Karl Freund,
The Golem’s cinematographer, worked on Tod
Browning’s Dracula (1931) with horror icon Bela
Lugosi before going on to direct Boris Karloff
in The Mummy (1932). But it was Jewish exiles
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(1960) for American viewers. William Castle
shocked audiences (literally in some cases: for
his 1959 film The Tingler he installed buzzers in
seats in movie theatres, activated when on-screen
star Vincent Price exhorted audiences to scream
for their lives) with films that, gimmicks aside,
are solidly entertaining, if not always spooky.
Occasionally assisting Castle on screenwriting
duty was Robert Bloch, a Jewish pulp writer who
penned a novel that was turned into a movie that
redefined on-screen terror. The novel was Psycho;
its director, Alfred Hitchcock.
Noticeably absent from most of these films
is any overt sense of Jewishness. Characters
are more likely to be called Bates or Crane
than Levy or Cohen (though occasionally an
ambiguous Milton Arbogast materialises). A
Jewish Weltenschauung might very well guide
controversial psychological chillers like Peeping
Tom (1960) and Twisted Nerve (1968), both
written by former Bletchley Park cryptographer,
Leo Marks, but aside from their psychoanalytic
trappings (psychoanalysis being a so-called
"Jewish science") they bear no outwardly
distinct Jewish markers. All that changed with
Roman Polanski’s Hammer movie variant, The
Fearless Vampire Killers (1967). Yoine Shagal, a
Transylvanian innkeeper turned vampire (played
with relish and a Fagin voice by Alfie Bass),
crashes through a bedroom window and menaces
his maidservant, Magda (Fiona Lewis). The girl
reaches for the crucifix above her bed, brandishes
it tremulously. “Oy,” chortles Shagal, “have you
got the wrong vampire!”
Jews were now firmly back in front of the
camera. Jewish monsters, however, were still
scarce. Although Italian director Antonio Bido
had a Jewish serial killer despatching Nazi
informants in Watch Me When I Kill (1977), you
were still more likely to see Jews rising from their
graves in Fiddler on the Roof (1971) (a la Tevye’s
nightmare) than you were in a George Romero
zombie flick. Jewish writers and directors were
allegorising their Holocaust neuroses in films
like Roman Polanski’s The Tennant (1976) (the
message being: you’re an outsider and your
neighbours want you dead) and Jewish anxiety
was stoked by Hitler clones in The Boys From
Brazil (1976) and a sadistic Nazi dentist in
Marathon Man (1976). Steven Spielberg, David
Cronenberg, Larry Cohen, Sam Raimi, and
Stanley Kubrick continued to give moviegoers
the heebie-jeebies, but the clearest resurgence
in Semitic terror came in John Landis’s An
American Werewolf in London (1981). Finally, you
had an openly Jewish protagonist, David Kessler
(David Naughton), who turns into a werewolf
(modelled on screenwriter Curt Siodmak’s take
on the beast), is haunted by the rotting spectre
of his Jewish best friend (Griffin Dunne as Jack
Goodman), and witnesses his immediate family
gunned down in a dream by werewolves in
Nazi uniforms. The only thing missing was the
chicken soup.

in Hollywood like Robert Siodmak, director
of fraught thrillers like The Spiral Staircase
(1946) and, more especially, his brother Curt,
the screenwriter responsible for The Wolf Man
(1941) and I Walked With a Zombie (1943), who
would fructify the horror genre in the 1940s with
their dark sensibilities in much the same way
that they did film noir, lending conviction born
of experience to their sinister tales of anxiety,
(justified) paranoia and inescapable doom. “Even
a man who is pure in heart and says his prayers by
night,” The Wolf Man warns us, “may become a
wolf when the wolfbane blooms and the autumn
moon is bright.” Hitler, meanwhile, was bearing
out Plautus’ adage that man is wolf to man.
By the mid-1950s Jewish monsters had
virtually disappeared from cinema screens.
Michał Waszyński’s celebrated adaptation of
An-Sky’s most famous play The Dybukk (1937)
tolled the death knell for Yiddish cinema. Prior
to making a brief appearance in the Czech
historical comedy, The Emperor and the Golem
(1951), as a smoke-billowing colossus that is more
gingerbread man than bogeyman, the golem
had been revived by Julien Duvivier (acclaimed
director of Pépé le Moko) and sent rampaging
through an opulent re-imagining of 16th century
Prague in Le Golem (1937). It was now left up to
Jewish monster makers to provide chills. This
they did with gusto. Producers like Samuel Arkoff
churned out B-movies with schlocky titles likes
Earth vs. the Giant Spider (1958) and repackaged
European horrors like Mario Bava’s Black Sabbath
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‘Big Bad Wolves
it turns out, is,
after all, your
characteristic
Israeli
issues-driven
drama and
dysfunctional
family film,
albeit with
broken fingers
and blowtorched
flesh.’
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The commonly proffered explanation for why
Israel lacks a horror film tradition goes something
like this: Israelis have enough real horror to
contend with (war, terrorism, instability) that
they have no appetite for the ersatz variety. It’s
not a particularly airtight hypothesis. German
Expressionism thrived in the turbulent Weimar
Republic. The Dybbuk was filmed in Poland
on the eve of The Holocaust. Italian director
Ruggero Deodato claims it was the violence
and instability of the terrorist Red Brigade years
that inspired him to make Cannibal Holocaust
(1979), a sledgehammer-subtle critique of the
news media’s exploitation of atrocity. And as
for stability: why is it that Sweden has produced
its fair share of shockers, going back further
than Victor Sjöström’s eerie masterpiece, The
Phantom Carriage (1921), while Finland, even
taking into account the strain of having the Soviet
Union for a neighbour, has only recently warmed
to the genre? A more plausible
explanation for the lacuna might
simply be: nobody had made
a particularly memorable or
commercially viable Israeli horror
film until Aharon Keshales and
Navot Papushado unleashed
Rabies. Coming in a decade when
Israeli cinema is experiencing a
technical and commercial boom
(The Times of Israel claims a record
70,000 tickets for domestic
movies were sold in 2013) Rabies
kickstarted a trend, inspiring prospective
Hebrew Spielbergs not looking to add to the
country’s plethora of issues-driven-dramas or
dysfunctional family tearjerkers. Within no time
at all, Cats on a Pedal Boat (2011), a brash teen
horror-comedy, had turned a beloved pet into
a rampaging mutant; the venerable Israeli Film
Fund had helped Cannon Fodder (2013) send
elite troops up against zombies; and Navuot &
Paushado’s second feature, Big Bad Wolves (2013)
garnered 11 nominations at the Ophir Awards
(Israel’s ‘Oscars’) and won plaudits from Quentin
Tarantino.
More than mere parochial genre pioneers,
Keshales and Papushado elbowed a place in
the pantheon of horror auteurs by taking apart
the hackneyed slasher film and refiguring its
tropes. Much of the pleasure in watching Rabies
comes from seeing the subgenre’s conventions

upended: the traditional blonde virgin is a guy,
and in place of a crucifix he clutches his Magen
David protectively; the would-be maniac doesn’t
actually kill anyone: his prospective victims, in
a series of viciously farcical misunderstandings,
wipe each other out. Rabies turns out to be a film
about relationships – gone bloodily wrong. The
directors then cemented their position by injecting
gravitas into the bloodthirsty revenge picture.
Wolves declares itself a fantasy by opening with a
girl disappearing in a fairytale wood, then segues
into an urban vigilante flick when a rogue detective
(Israeli leading man Lior Ashkenazi, who also plays
a cop in Rabies) goes after a suspected paedophile
(Rotem Keinan), preferring to coax a confession
with his fists than pore over CSI evidence, and
finally, after threatening to degenerate into socalled “torture porn” (grand guignol gore movies
inspired by the Saw franchise) when the cop and a
dead girl’s father (Tzahi Grad) kidnap their suspect
and vow to torture him to death unless he reveals
where he hid the victim’s head, the film finds itself
firmly in the art house, closer to Michael Haneke’s
Funny Games (1997) than Michael Winner’s Death
Wish (1974). We squirm throughout the protracted
interrogation (a judicious dose of black humour
keeps us from tearing our eyes away) as much
from finding a character who may well turn out
to be a sadistic paedophile sympathetic as from
the growing awareness that our vigilantes are
becoming monsters who torment in the name of a
child. All the men (suspect paedophile, included)
are fathers. And our vigilantes, going back three
generations, are all military men. So Wolves it turns
out, is, after all, your characteristic Israeli issuesdriven drama and dysfunctional family film, albeit
with broken fingers and blowtorched flesh.
Israel came late to the horror party but thanks
to two accomplished filmmakers it arrived with a
keen awareness of the genre’s traditions (Keshales
is a film theory professor, his former pupil
Papushado a genre buff ) and a willingness to pay
it appropriate homage as the Wolves soundtrack,
an intrusive, slightly overblown score deliberately
modelled on the works of Bernard Herrmann
(the Jewish composer behind Psycho’s screaming
strings and Twisted Nerve’s infectious whistle)
ably demonstrates. It also arrived with a sense
of purpose. Keshales and Papushado give us
situations (a minefield in Rabies) and characters
(the phlegmatic Arab rider, played by Kais Nashif,
who – literally – looks down on Jewish meshugas
from his high horse in Wolves) that are peculiar to
Israel and telling details that honour their Jewish
backgrounds – even if they are occasionally grim.
Is it really wrong of us, then, to schlep naches
when we see torturers sit down to enjoy a bowl
of mama’s chicken soup before getting to work
on the wretch chained up in the basement? — JQ
Sean Shapiro is a freelance journalist and
writer. He is currently working on a graphic novel
anthology of horror stories.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941638 © Sean Shapiro 2014
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Vot ken you mach? Art,
Films, Concerts, Lectures,
Talks, Comics on Jewish
Identities in Europe Today.
Kunsthaus Dresden,
1 December 2013 – 5 May 2014
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Review by Verena Muehlstein
t was a lucky coincidence that the European
Union for Progressive Judaism (EUPJ) chose
to hold its biennial conference in Dresden,
Germany, during the last days of an exciting
exhibition of young Jewish artists living
throughout Europe.
The focus of the exhibition, hosted by
the Kunsthaus Dresden, the municipal
gallery of contemporary art, was the
question of what Jewish identity might be
in the 21st century. “Vat ken you mach?
S’iz Amerike” – the question posed by the
Jewish-Russian composer Aaron Lebedeff in
his 1925 popular song, in a mixture of Yiddish
and English – was a well chosen motto for this
ambitious exhibition. Just as Lebedeff described
in his song the rapid cultural changes in the life
of the Jewish immigrants in the beginning of the
20th century in America, so the 22 young artists
from Israel, Poland, Russia, Hungary, Serbia,
Czech Republic, England, Germany and Austria
all reflected on what Jewish identity, or better,
identities mean in Europe today.
All artists belong to the third generation
after the Shoah and their artistic work deals
with the impact that this rupture of civilization
(Zivilisationsbruch) had on their own identity.
While the Shoah plays an important part in
the works shown in this exhibition, the Middle
East conflict and the Israeli-Palestinian
relationship play only a marginal role. The focus
of this project was the intensive and critical
examination of Jewish identity in a non-Jewish
surrounding in Europe, especially Germany.
10 of the artists are living at least part-time in
Germany. Using objects, pictures, photographs,
installations, videos and performances, the
artists visualised our contemporary notion of
identity as a constellation of potentialities and
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Tamara Moyzes"Prague 7", 2012,
Installationsansicht
(image courtesy of david brandt)

ART

What can
you do? This
is Dresden

they show how many different facets, tones
and registers Judaism can have today. Some
of the works deal with identity in an abstract
way, others in a very personal way. The courage
and openness with which the artists dealt with
such difficult topics as the hidden history of
buildings and places in Europe, questions about
Jewish history and presence, family secrets and
the silence between the generations, is truly
astounding. Not surprising for secular artists,
religion plays only a subordinate role but was
nevertheless visible. For example, in the use of
the prayer “Adom Olom” in Epstein’s first part
of “Stockholm Syndrome”; the Shabbat candles
in Shira Wachsmann’s installation; and very
obviously in the work of Eran Schaerf and Ofri
Lapid “Doing Synagoga” with their proposal
for a mobile synagogue for the progressive
congregation Beit Ha Chidush in Amsterdam.
The exhibition was organised by the curatorial
team Christiane Mennicke-Schwarz (Dresden),
Dorota Monkiewicz (Wroclaw) Valentina
Macenaro (Dresden) and Rafal Jakubowicz
(Poznan) in cooperation with Muszeum
Współczesne Wroclaw, the Jewish community
of Dresden and the
Malmö Konstmuseum.
Those interested in
the arts might well
know some of the
artists, particularly
Yael Bartana, Sharone
Lifschitz, Ruth
Novaczek, Rafal
Jakubowicz or Amit
Epstein, although many
of them are still to be
discovered. Several
art works, like Claire
Waffel’s video “The
speech”, Eduard Freidmann’s “White Elephant
Archive Setting No 2” and Maya Schweizer “I,
an archeologist”, were created especially for the
exhibition in Dresden. According to the artistic
director of the Kunsthaus, Christiane MennickeSchwarz, the close cooperation with and between
the artists was an inspiring experience for all
participants on this project. The exhibition was
accompanied by an ambitious program with
films, concerts, performances, lectures and talks
and further exhibitions, including the comics of
Elke Steiner that tell the story of four members of
the Dresden Jewish community today.
You had to spend a lot of time with this
exhibition to discover all the details and the
diversity of the photos, installations and videos.
Very helpful was the informative brochure about
the artists and their works, which was available
in English and German. But even more import
was the comprehensive tour given by Christiane
Mennicke-Schwarz. It was impressive how
deeply she was involved with the problems and
the thoughts of the artists. Her enthusiasm,
when she showed the group of the participant of
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Tehnica Schweiz – Gergely László & Péter Rákosi – "The Idol of Denial"
(image courtesy of Tehnica Schweiz)

the EUPJ around the Kunsthaus, revealed how
this special exhibition was close to her heart.
Her empathetic understanding of the traumatic
and unsettling feelings and backgrounds of the
participating artists made it a pleasure to listen
to her explanations.
Entering the exhibition we were “greeted”
by Sharone Lifschitz’ ongoing art project
“Speaking Germany” – a project which was
already very familiar to me as it also features
on the walls of the Jewish museum in Munich.
With “Speaking Germany”, the Israeli artist,
living and working in London for many years,
had won the first prize of the international
competition in art on buildings. Short sentences
from conversations Sharone Lifschitz had with
45 individuals and couples who had responded
to her advert in German newspapers: “Young
Jewish woman visiting Germany would like to
have conversation about nothing in particular
with anyone reading this,” are printed on the
wall of the museum, offering a relaxed access to
the theme of the exhibition.
The video of the Hungarian duo Tehnica
Schweiz (Gergely Laszlo & Peter Rakosi),
“Idol of Denial. A Popular scientific lecture”,
presented art history as a common European
heritage. Since the end of the ‘60s, the former
synagogue of the Hungarian town of Kecskemet
has been used as a museum of science and
technology; part of the exhibition consists
of 15 true-to original copies of the statues by
Michelangelo. In their video they make the
famous statue of Moses speak. A lecture in
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Hungarian mixes fragments of the Hebrew
Bible, rabbinic literature and liturgy with
statements from Sigmund Freud’s famous
book Der Mann Moses und die monotheistischen
Religionen, developing a new kind of Midrash.
The danger of forgetting and ignorance
is highlighted in Rafal Jakubovicz’s work
“Swimming pool”. In 1940 one of the
Synagogues of Poznan was converted into a
public swimming pool, which is still in use.
63 years later Jakubowicz projected the word
“swimming-pool” in Hebrew letters above the
entrance. Neither the children playing in the
pool nor the majority of passers-by are aware
that this is a former synagogue. The photograph
and the postcards, which remained from this
one-day art action, were now exhibited in
Dresden, spreading knowledge about an abused
building beyond the control of the authorities.
A forgotten place is also the centre of Tamara
Moyzes’ performance “Prague 7” consisting of a
print, shopping trolleys and a video from Czech
TV news. She calls her performance: “Artivism”,
a work between art and activism. The city of
Prague had decided to build a shopping centre
instead of a Holocaust memorial on a place
called Holosovice, from where 44,688 Jews were
deported to the concentration camps. Holocaust
survivors organised a demonstration on the
ground, which was reported in the Czeck TV
news. A snapshot of this demonstration, printed
on lorry tarpaulin, with the header “SHOPPING
MACHT FREI” was displayed on the rear
entrance of the Kunsthaus facing the main
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street. It was a willful provocation, which could
be misunderstood if the explanation beside the
poster was not read. Some participants in the EUPJ
conference who passed-by misunderstood the
poster as a picture by an anti-Semitic photographer
who was mocking Russian Jewish Immigrants.
Family secrets are the topic of the Polish artist
Krystyna Piotrowska, German Claire Waffel
and Austrian Eduard Freidmann, who changed
his name for this exhibition from “Freudmann”
to the Yiddish version “Freidmann”. Krystyna
Piotroska discovered only very late in her life
that her family was Jewish. Her search for a new
identity resulted in the drawings “Exercises from
a portrait”, in which she fragmented the face into
nose, mouth and eyes and presents “injured”
faces to the viewer. In two videos, “Yoga 1” and
“Yoga 2”, she filmed her brother during his Yoga
exercises with subtitles that make clear that his
Jewish background does not mean anything to
him. Nevertheless, his surrounding recognises
him as a Jew.
“White Elephant Archive setting No 2” by
Eduard Freidmann is a spatial installation,
consisting of a wall painting, a slide projection
and a two-channel video installation. His exhibit
consists of poems that Freidmann’s grandfather
wrote in different concentration camps and all
sorts of other documents providing information
about his family’s relation to the Shoah and
communism in Austria. Since receiving these in
2004, he has been working with its contents in
different ways; for example, the reproduction of
his grandmother’s fist, which he found by chance
on the cover of a book about the communist
party of Austria.
Family secrets and the silence between
the generations are also at the center of Claire
Waffel’s video “The Speech”. Originally, her
father wanted to speak in his retirement speech
about the Jewish identity of his wife and his
children, which he had kept a secret during his
professional life. But when he gave the speech,
he ended up not mentioning it. In her video, an
actress stages the speech without mentioning
that his wife and his children are Jewish.
Presenting this video in an exhibition with the
explanation of the background turns the family
secret in a publicly known fact. The parents of
Waffel, who attended the exhibiton, were very
proud of their daughter and especially that she
was able to overcome the family’s difficulties
with their Jewish identity.
While we were listing to the speech of Claire
Waffel’s father, we heard the laughter of the
people on the other side of the wall, who were
watching Amit Epstein’s “Stockholm Syndrome”.
It was the first time that all three parts of the
trilogy were shown in a single exhibition.
“Stockholm Syndrome” is more akin to a filmed
performance or experimental musical than a
conventional movie. The central theme is the
remarkable phenomenon that young Israelis are
returning to Europe and Epstein also reflects on
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his own situation as an Israeli living in Germany.
In part three, “Jewish revenge”, he illustrates
against the background of the story, “Peter and
the Wolf ” by Sergej Prokofiev, the complicated
victim-perpetrator relationship, the mutual
reservation between Germans and Israelis/
Jews, which is still felt in the third generation. A
young German’s anti-Israeli attacks and feelings
of guilt are answered in a humorous way with
impulses of revenge from the young Israeli.
After an exciting hour in the exhibition, EUPJ
conference participants celebrated Havdalah
with songs and the traditional blessings in the
covered courtyard of the Kunsthaus – in the
background Shira Wachsmann’s installation
“Kohle”. Charred tree stems are used to build a
round shelter like an American Indian tipi, which
you can enter into, but the house is burnt and the
walls are not closed and can no longer be used
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Amit Epstein,
Videostill aus der
Trilogie- Stockholm
Syndrom, D:IL, ®
Amit Epstein 2010
(image courtesy of avi levin)

as a shelter. And as the youngsters sung “Am
Yisrael Chai” it was like a living answer to Rafal
Jakubovicz’ “Chai” project of the exhibition. The
team of the Kunsthaus who had been unsure
whether a museum is an appropriate place for
a religious ceremony, were deeply touched by
the free and uninhibited behavior displayed by
these young Jewish adults in this public space. In
a way, it could be seen as a living answer to the
questions the artists posed. — JQ
In 2015 the exhibition, with additional
participating artists, will be shown in Muszeum
Wspolczesne in Wroclaw, Poland.
Dr. Verena Muehlstein studied medicine and
philosophy in Munich. Together with her husband
Jan Muehlstein, she was a founding member of the
liberal Jewish community Beth Shalom in Munich,
Germany. In 1998 she published a biography of
Helene Schweitzer Bresslau.
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941630 © Verena Muehlstein 2014
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The Way You
Make Them:

t h e at r e

Rachel Mars on humour,
grief and the theatreconstruction process
"Latznu:
We have scorned, we have made a mockery of
serious matters. We have joked about serious
matters. We have ridiculed honest and dedicated
people. We have tried to find a springboard for
humor in every topic. By doing so we have made
repentance very difficult.”
(Artscroll Commentary on Vidui, confession
prayer, Yom Kippur Service.)
‘A delightfully funny new show about how we use
and abuse humour’
(‘The Way You Tell Them’ Marketing Copy
January 2013)
‘Well it’s obviously actually about the avoidance of
feeling any pain’

theatre

F
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(Audience Member January 2013)

unny. It’s what I do. Gag telling,
puns, wisecracks, pushing the edges
of acceptance to raise a laugh. Since
anyone can remember, this is what I
have been known for. Even my early
school reports noted it: “P.E – Rachel
uses humour to deflect her inability
on the sports field.”
And why not? Better to be goofing
around than horribly wounded when
you’re always chosen second to last
at netball (as the non-fat shit-atsports kid, I was afforded that small reprieve. I
remember poor, lumbering Humainah Jameel
wandering slowly towards the team that hadn’t
picked her at all).
I was learning from masters as I grew up; the
first video I requested as a birthday present was
Lenny Henry, followed by French and Saunders,
The Young Ones, Victoria Wood, sneaking in
my father’s Billy Connolly tapes and always
returning to Tom Lehrer, Victor Borge and
Morecambe and Wise.
As I travelled through school to university
and work, being funny remained a vital social
tool; making everyone feel at ease, seemingly

providing a shortcut to form bonds. Getting a
laugh feels brilliant, it is instant aural feedback
that everyone is alright. When I began to make
theatre, my taste for the funny continued. Even
when the work was about difficult things it never
stayed in that serious register for long, always
returning to the set-up/punch rhythms I had
always delighted in.
In 2007, I met the writer Judy Batalion, then
combining academia with a stand-up career.
We bonded over Woody Allen screenplays and
analysis of our own neuroses. In 2010 she moved
to New York and we wrote emails often, filled
with word play and self-deprecating humour.
Then suddenly her writing style changed,
becoming more sparse and to the point. “Are you
ok?” I wrote, panicked. “Sure,” she replied. More
needling revealed that she was tired of trying
to be funny all the time and she was stopping,
interested to see what would emerge beyond all
the gags.
I knew she’d hit on something. I had also relied
too long on getting laughs, and in my writing and
theatre work I never allowed myself to get all
the way through an idea, always stopping after
I’d found a joke. What would happen if I forced
myself not to go for the gag all the time?
With this impulse, the process of making ‘The
Way You Tell Them” began.
It was intellectually led to begin with,
the rehearsal room filled with tomes on the
psychology, physiology and sociology of
humour – Aristotle and Freud rubbing jackets
with Sarah Silverman and Stewart Lee. Notes
from articles and academic papers combined
with memories of familial gag telling, tasks:
“Tell a serious story in a joke format, write the
story of what happened to the couple after the
blow job joke, ideas for sequences and images,
lists of “all the things in the world that aren’t
funny” (older people abused in care homes,
African AIDS orphans, couples unable to have
children) which of course, when you read out a
list of 20 examples become increasingly awful
and leads to “tragic overload” and the risk of
hilarity.
I revisited classic Jewish jokes of revenge
against anti-Semites and marital discord. I gave
voice to the woman who had asked for soldiers
to join her at thanksgiving with the proviso of no
Jews, and was thwarted by Sergeant Rosenbloom
who sent her 10 black soldiers:
“When was the last time you invited a bunch
of people from a culture you don’t know so much
about around for dinner? It’s my house and my
food and if I don’t want to share it with Jews or
Blacks, that’s my issue. I’m just here to make you
feel better when you are watching My Big Fat
Gypsy Wedding.”
(Final show text)
I learnt about limbic systems, breath patterns,
the laryns and the glottis.
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“Laughing creates an unusual amount of
expiration and a greatly increased breathing
amplitude, 2.5 times greater than normal
breathing.”
(Notes from rehearsal room, week one)
One night during rehearsals I watched We
Were Here, a documentary about the AIDS crisis
on the west coast of America in the 1970s. One
man stuck out. A talking head, relating the story
of him and his partner going on the first drug
study to try and combat the disease. The drugs
made him feel terrible, and he gave up, but his
partner continued all the way to the end of the
study. Three months later his partner died, as
did every patient who completed the study. The
piece stuck with me – not only did it have the
exact set up of a joke, “This man and his partner
go to the doctor…”, but he used a particular set of
breathing to combat breaking down into tears,
another use of breath tied into emotion, but this
time the opposite of laughter. I wrote him into
the show, both telling his story in joke format,
and subsequently showing the clip.
As the personal, incidental and the academic
combined and it became clear that this was not
a straight forward piece of theatre, that it would
genre straddle – a piece of stand-up theatre, a
performance lecture.
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The personal:
“What does it mean to not try to be funny?
To believe in something strongly, to express it
and not to withdraw it, to remove ambiguity
over what you think about an issue. To let words
have one layer of meaning. To be considered
the backer of an idea, the mouthpiece of an
opinion. To allow discomfort in interactions. To
let tensions stretch and go unreleased. To let in
spaces for confusion or pain and no punchline.”
(Notes from rehearsal room, week one)
The academic:
“By making a humourous remark about
certain attitudes, feelings or opinions we can
reveal something about ourselves in a way that
allows us to deny it if it not well received. This
kind of decommitment is useful when you
experience some kind of failure, when you are
about to be unmasked you can use humour to
relieve tension and loss of face”.
(Michael Mulkay,.On Humour: Its Nature and
Place in Modern Society.)
The performed:
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“I love My Big Fat Gypsy Wedding, those
people are AWFUL! I am so glad they don’t live
near me! ….Er…. Only joking! Decommitment is
brilliant. It allows you to say or do whatever you
want and then you just go….only joking…”

theatre

(Show text)
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At the end of the first period of rehearsal
I had notebooks of thoughts, texts, other
people’s writing, jokes deconstructed, personal
recollections of times when going for the
laugh had backfired and a story about my
Grandfather’s funeral that is either hilarious or
terrible, depending on who you ask.
After this I entered a month of interviews,
talking to comedians, academics and other
compulsive laugh collectors, trying to unearth
what was at the root of it.
Some cited familial dynamics as the trigger –
“If you were going to be heard in my family, you
had better be funny. And the louder you intended
to be, the funnier you had better make it.” Others
disclosed an anxiety about social acceptance or
the ultimate fear of appearing boring that was a
risk when operating in a serious mode. There was
also the classic defensive use, often attributed
to minorities: “I will make a joke about my nose
before you do, because I don’t trust my own
robustness if you criticise me.”
Again and again through this research I found
a more troubling use of humour; rather than
just being a social lubricant or a way of selfprotection, joke telling and story telling to get
a laugh was an aggressive act, a way to control
interpersonal interaction.
As long as we are laughing, we are not seeing,
and we are not really being invited to see. It is
a magician's misdirection by the teller, who
seems to be gathering us to share something, to
be witnesses, - but is controlling the amount of
information that she is really exposing.
At the everyday level, we use humour to
control how we are received, and how open
we make ourselves. I choose to operate only
in a framework of humour, where I can always
decommit from any remark, opinion or belief
I express with “only joking” if that opinion is
greeted with negativity. I can control how much
you genuinely see me, what I really think, and
who I really am, by repeated deflection with
laughter. It can be a form of emotional – and
hostile – domination, a way to close down any
true exchange. If we actually talk, without
launching into pre-existing stories, witticisms or
sarcasm, what might we unearth?
So then, the next stage of the process.
Working with director Jamie Wood to shape the
material uncovered strands of narrative themes
that had lain unconnected. We went back to the
reasons for making the show. What is beyond the
gag? Or rather, what happens when you choose
not to use it, what is there instead?

“I don’t want to make The Holocaust Show.
Who wants to make that show? We've done
with it, seen countless documentaries on the
'Hitler Channel', watched Schindler's List,
had anniversaries of Schindler's List, walked
past copies of The Boy In The Striped Pyjamas,
watched terribly clumsy productions invoke it
for a bit of gravitas, held yearly memorials, sat by
three copies of Maus on our bookshelves, laughed
at The Producers, seen it used and abused in
various political doctrines, visited museums,
stumbled on familiar names on memorial walls in
Paris, absorbed the imagery and the numbers and
now, please, can it just go quiet for a bit.”
[Rehearsal notes]
We returned to all the material, all the joke
deconstruction and the personal stories and the
research. And sitting quietly with the question
of what I am fending off by being funny, there it
is again. After all the gags and the laughter and
the distancing, the thing that stares me in the
face is the terrible fear of a pain that envelops,
and once you let it in has no end. Being silent
allows a space, a channel, a defenselessness, for
grief to get a hold. And then heaven knows how
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you will cope. A pain that my family keep at bay,
that everyone is protecting each other from at all
times like we are in ken-do garb. No one wants to
let it in lest we are rendered weak.
But, there it was in the writing and the structure
of the show all along. In my grandparents’ stories,
in the anxiety of watching a man breathe his way
through tears rather than break down in We Were
Here. In the deflection of seriousness. In my
feelings that in a post-post-modern society where
everything is a pastiche of another thing genuine
feelings can be kept at bay.
There's a physical piece in the show where I
flip from persona to persona – comic/jaunty to
just standing, just breathing. The comic persona
makes my shoulders rise to my ears, a constriction
in the throat that tightens the voice, but also, I
realised, cuts off the flow between body and head,
between heart and brain, lungs and thought.
Wit is an intellectual exercise – it doesn't often
engage the emotions – as a result of wit we may
feel something – but the process of creating wit
is brain led. I prize intelligence in construction,
and there is nothing wrong with that. But clinging
to intellectual exercises in performance doesn't
allow you to feel very much. The shoulders go up
and the heart and lungs are isolated. So, listen to
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me tell this story, watch me move this way, but
don't feel with me, because I'm trying so hard
not to feel anything in case, so think it away with
language and cleverness, quick, don't let the
breath overtake the thinking. And back again
we are to breath, where so much of this process
started. In the laughter that fills the lungs with
2.5 times more air than normal breathing, in the
breathing we do to hold back grief.
So this was the theatrical challenge I had set
myself. Don’t perform from the brain, but from
the body and the breath. Grief is always ready to
nip at your ankles. For once, just stay still long
enough to experience it. It certainly made for
the most-vulnerable making I have ever made
myself, and hopefully a much more satisfying
journey for an audience, beyond the set-up/
punch rhythms of 33 years of existence. — JQ

Selections from
Rachel Mars'
notebooks
image courtesy of Rachel Mars

For future touring dates for “The Way You Tell
Them” see www.rachelmars.org
Rachel Mars is a theatre maker and writer,
interested in the the idiosyncrasies of human
interaction and cultural legacies. She has performed
across the UK and collaborates as Mars.tarrab, a
live art double act. www.rachelmars.org
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941632 © Rachel Mars 2014
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Is it
propaganda
or is it
theatre?

t h e at r e

Nir Paldi offers some
provocative reflections
on his experience
performing the
provocative Ballad of
the Burning Star

theatre

L
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adies and Gentlemen, I’d like you to
imagine a short and chubby Israeli
man wearing a long shiny golden
dress. Underneath that, he’s wearing
a short army green outfit that is
tightly and provocatively wrapped
around fake breasts. His legs look
slender in their black tights and his
feet are sporting a pair of beautiful
high-heeled golden shoes. A
sweeping, sparkling gold cloak hangs
from his shoulders and on his back
there's a huge golden Star of David. A sharply
cut, sassy, short black wig covers his bald head
and where there should ordinarily have been
cleavage, there is a modest quota of chest hair.
Ladies and Gentlemen, this isn’t how I usually
dress (honestly): this is what I wear when I'm
playing a character I created called “Star”.
Star is the MC of a cabaret-style political
musical about Israel. I created the play along
with five stunning and intelligent women who
also perform the show with me. Their characters
are called: Ruthless Rachel, Rebellious Rebecca,
Heartless Hanna, Lethal Lea and Merciless
Miriam. There’s also a musician called Camp
David. The title of the play is Ballad of the
Burning Star.
Me and my company are inside a makeshift
theatre premiering Ballad of the Burning Star
at the Edinburgh Festival: it's 40 minutes into
a packed out show, everything’s going well,
I mount the staircase that runs through the
seating, so that I have audience members

sitting on either side of me. All of sudden an
angry man grabs hold of my dress, yanks on it
hard, and says: “Yitzhak Rabin didn’t start the
Six Day War!”
I was shocked!
For a moment everything stops as I turn to see
a man with fury in his eyes speaking to me rather
forcefully. There are no security guards at the
door and up on the staircase in the auditorium I
was, essentially, by myself with this very angry
man. Yes, I had wanted to make a provocative
piece of political theatre, but I hadn't planned on
getting my nose broken.
What do I do?
Theatre makers are always saying they want
to make provocative work. That is partly what
I had set out to do. But standing there, while a
stranger is tugging on my golden dress, made me
wonder:
What is it exactly that we want to provoke?
And what do we do when the tables turn and the
audience provokes us?
I decided to look a little closer at what
happened in order to see if I could find an answer
to these questions. Let’s go back. Before he
grabbed my dress, as I was performing, I could
see the angry man warming up to the fateful
dress-grabbing moment each time I glanced to
my left. He had been getting angrier and angrier
every time I said the word “occupation”. To be
honest, I do say it quite a few times during the
play, and in a rather annoying way, emphasising
every syllable, trying to stretch out the duration
of the word, wanting to let the audience feel
the 45 years since the Six Day War, the 45 years
since the beginning of the – Occ-u-pa-tion. The
angry man kept speaking to the woman next to
him, his voice just a tiny bit too loud, his gestures
sharp and cutting: so I suspected he was angry.
You could tell that the woman by his side was
embarrassed by his behaviour.
Merciless Miriam was playing the
assassinated Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin
giving his famous speech at the peace rally in
Tel Aviv in 1995. Shortly after finishing this
speech he’d be shot dead. At this moment in the
piece, my character continually interrupts Prime
Minister Rabin, who’s trying to give his speech,
by snatching the microphone from him over and
over again. She is explaining to the audience that
the Nobel Peace Prize-winning Prime Minister
Rabin was not only a peacemaker. I tell them that
he also lead the Israeli army during the Six Day
War of 1967 when they occupied the West Bank,
the Gaza Strip, east Jerusalem etc. At this point
the angry man was clearly riled: he was huffing
and puffing and whispering to the embarrassed
woman beside him.
So when I went to my designated spot
amongst the audience on the staircase, which
just so happened to be right next to this angry
man and the embarrassed woman, I was
understandably nervous.
The instant that the man confronted me, the
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space was electrified, and the audience
seemed to hold their breath: this man was
breaking the unspoken boundary between
the performer and spectator. Not in any
pre-determined experimental theatre way.
He was genuinely provoked. Be careful
what you wish for, I thought…
After the show ended, I escaped to
the dressing room. I was sitting there
removing my make-up and taking some
time to understand what just happened.
A colleague walked in and asked if I was
fine. I said I was. He said: “Wait, did you
see what happened just now?” And I
reacted with a characteristic impatience:
“Did I see? It was my dress he was
grabbing!”
“No…” he said. “After the applause
this angry man stood up and shouted to
Nir Paldi (right) performing Ballad
the audience: "This is propaganda, it’s
of the Burning Star — image courtesy of Nir Paldi
one-sided, it’s propaganda!" And other
members of the audience said: ‘No it
wasn’t, it was theatre!’
As I was removing my mascara, I was
been disturbed, disrupted and potentially ended.
thinking that we had worked for over two years to
In retrospect, I realise that what I wanted to
find a way to articulate feelings and thoughts that
provoke wasn't a general reaction. I wanted to
revolve around a complex situation that would
provoke dialogue, discussion, and debate. And
provoke people. And yet, seeing that our work
thankfully a dialogue was created, it happened
does provoke our public, we suddenly become
after every performance in Edinburgh when
afraid of such a reaction. Moreover, part of us
audience members waited for me outside of
wishes it wasn’t happening at all. The part of us
the dressing room to tell me their thoughts;
that doesn’t want our noses to be broken.
it happened via email, Facebook and Twitter,
Right there, in that moment, an audience
some people even called us to let us know what
member had been so provoked, was
they thought.
experiencing such discomfort due to what he
I believe that the power of a well thoughtwas watching, that he had felt compelled to act.
through theatre production is greater than
Shouldn’t I have been celebrating this, shouldn’t
watching an argument between two people.
I have let him express his aggravation and point
If that's what we’re looking for, we might as
of view instead of finding a quick way to silence
well go on BBC's Question Time, which is a very
this man and getting on with the performance?
dramatic, provocative and sometime even
Well, I’m not so sure.
emotional event, but it's not a piece of theatre.
To this day, I’m intrigued to think of what
That’s not to invalidate other forms, but rather to
would have happened if I had have reacted
say that they’re different.
differently. For example, if I would have turned
In the end, I believe I did the right thing in
to him and corrected his statement, saying “I
putting a stop to the angry man’s interruption.
never said that Rabin started the Six Day War,
When I got over the initial shock of him grabbing
listen God damn it! I said he led the Israeli army
and telling me:
during the Six Day War, and that’s a fact, so
“Yitzhak Rabin didn’t start the Six Day War!”
stop shouting at me.” Then he would have told
I turned to him and said through the
me that the whole thing is very one-sided, that
microphone:
whoever wrote this play is an Israel-hater. In
“Is that right sweetheart? I would love to
turn this could have provoked another member
hear more of your thoughts but I have a show to
of the public to say that they don’t agree, that
get on with. Meet me in the bar later and we'll
for them, the play feels pro-Israeli, and a third
talk, okay?” — JQ
member of the audience could stand up and
shout: “I disagree with both of you, this is a
Nir Paldi is a writer, director, performer and
well-balanced play that sides with neither the
co-artistic director of Theatre Ad Infinitum. Nir
Palestinians nor the Israelis,” and so on and so
directed Theatre Ad Infinitum’s Odyssey, The Big
forth… On the one hand, this whole hypothetical
Smoke and Ballad of the Burning Star; multidebacle could spark off a passionate debate. On
award-winning productions that continue to tour
the other hand, however, the show we had spent
in the UK and around the world.
years writing would cease being performed. The
DOI: 10.1080/0449010X.2014.941633 © Nir Paldi 2014
delicate and intricate set of artistic choices we
had assembled into a theatrical piece would have
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‘Yes, I had
wanted to make
a provocative
piece of political
theatre, but I
hadn't planned
on getting my
nose broken.’
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What
makes a
Jewish
writer?

Jemma Wayne reflects on
what it means to write a
non-Jewish novel…

I

Writing

‘I’ve spent a long
time trying to
order those
different pieces
of myself, to
rank them in
significance:
woman, Brit,
Jew, white,
mother,
daughter…’

t so happened that while finishing my
journalism postgraduate course that I saw
an advert for a reporter position in the Jewish
Chronicle, the weekly newspaper my parents
read. It happened to be the first post I applied
for. And I happened to get the job. Suddenly,
I was a Jewish journalist. Specifically. Not
just a writer, but a Jewish writer. Whatever
that was meant to mean. What it turned out
to mean was a daily scouring of news sources
for stories that had a Jewish hook to them
(no matter how tenuous), and I remember
thinking a lot at the time about what actually
constituted a ‘Jewish’ story. Israel? Faith? Issues
that mattered to the UK’s community? Did only
‘Jewish’ issues matter? And what the heck was a
Jewish issue anyway?
The anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn
described community as “a way of thinking,
feeling, believing”. It is not a bad description
of Jewish-ness too. Not one way of thinking
of course – we have our nuances, our conflicts
– but core, inextricable quirks do seem to
persist. And not the least of these was the root
of my ponderings about Jewish journalism the interminable attempt to define that very
commonality: Are we an ethnicity? A religion?
A pick-and-mix cultural choice?
It’s the kind of naval-gazing that as a writer
I’m rather prone to – an obsession with identity,
with the composite parts that make us whole.
I’ve spent a long time trying to order those
different pieces of myself, to rank them in
significance: woman, Brit, Jew, white, mother,
daughter... When I write I’m aware of them, of
all the things I am and am not. And I wonder if
the acute awareness of the Jewish-ness of my
identity began, or was at least amplified, because
of my time at the JC. I am a mother, and I am
also a Jewish mother. I am British, and also a
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British Jew. But how much does one’s personal
background actually penetrate the realm of
work? Am I really a Jewish writer? Does it
permeate everything?
For me, where fiction is concerned,
background has often felt irrelevant. Through
various writing experiments I learnt that the
old adage of “write what you know” didn’t
work for me, because when I did that I started
writing myself. Unintentionally, but a belief
here, an experience there, and before long my
own voice would begin to smother those of
my characters. After Before, my forthcoming
first novel, was therefore a very deliberate
exploration of things I didn’t know, that weren’t
me, that I had to research and imagine. A
liberating tack. But all writers create through
the filter of their own experiences, and as it
nears publication, it occurs to me now that my
ostensibly non-Jewish novel is, in fact, rather
steeped in my own version of Jewish-ness. My
background is refracted inadvertently in almost
every theme I explore.
It has nothing to do with keeping kosher.
Religious identity for me has rarely been about
ritual. Instead, it is immersed in context. As a
people we carry history with us and so many of
our views are framed in relation to what has gone
before. We look forward, but wear our collective
history heavily, even – as we are reminded at
every wedding ceremony – in our happiest
moments. So, I have realised, is the case for all
my three protagonists in After Before.
Each of them is consumed in different ways
by their pasts, particularly Emilienne, a young
survivor of the 1994 Rwandan genocide. Rescued
from a refugee camp by her British aunt, she
subsists in a London council flat. But the violence
of her past intrudes on her present in insistent
flashbacks. She is crippled by secret loss,
paralysed by private betrayals, yet she realises
too that this delicate, personal history is not only
hers, but part of a very public political narrative.
For many Jews, this is of course familiar ground.
The mere word ‘Rwanda’ evokes association and
emotion in a similar way to the word ‘Holocaust’.
And perhaps subconsciously I chose this topic
because of a piqued interest in the salient
components of a communal Jewish history:
immigration, faith, genocide.
Genocide. Is it true that because of the
Holocaust, Jews feel the pain of similar
atrocities more deeply than others? Those
who argue that Israel is now the perpetrator
of its own inhumanities may disagree, but one
of the rudiments of Judaism has always been
a commitment to human dignity and social
justice. Time and again as a writer I find myself
drawn to such areas. I address it frequently
in my work as a journalist, I read about, think
about it, write about it. Perhaps it is because
we promised “never again”, and yet there
has been an again, and again, and… This year
marks the 20th anniversary of the Rwandan
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genocide. Comparatively, it is fresh, and in the
novel Emily cannot escape the memories of
what she experienced, nor the psychological
impact of them – a kind of survivor syndrome.
But are such histories ever escapable? Should
we attempt to escape them? Or should we
recognise the parallels today and bring them out
of our backgrounds and into the fore? This is not
something I did intentionally, but the wariness
Emily feels for the world even after ‘surviving’
mirrors the communal caution many Diaspora
Jews still feel today - an understanding that Jews
have been assimilated before, and persecuted
before, accepted again and then betrayed again.
It is the reason I believe so many non-religious,
non-Zionist Jews still value Israel so highly – it is
a safe haven, just in case.

‘Fearless and meticulously observed’
Vanora Bennett
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Non-Jewish friends have expressed
incredulity when I’ve attempted to describe this
mind-set. To frame one’s identity both within
and against ‘Britishness’ is a complicated and in
some ways absurd notion. But there is a relic of
the immigrant mentality that does endure, and
perhaps this is why, consciously or not, I was so
interested in the after side of Emily’s story – in
what happens to her after she has survived, after
she has arrived in the UK. All Jews have been
immigrants at some moment in their history, and
because of this there is a certain understanding
or empathy that many of us feel – especially
when reading sensationalised news stories. I did
want to show the hardships and challenges that
Emily as an immigrant is faced with, as well as
the contribution she makes. But do I care about
this because I am Jewish? Do I write this because
I am Jewish? Do I ask this very question because
I am a Diaspora Jew with a post-assimilation
preoccupation with identity??
The examination of identity is certainly
something that all three of my protagonists
undertake. Lynn – a 69-year-old dying
prematurely of cancer – does so in a
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feminist evaluation of unbecoming. Vera – a
20-something fiancée – does it in a directly
religious context. After a drug-fuelled university
experience that culminated in the abandonment
of a child, Vera’s journey sees her through a
bumpy coming to faith. It is an entirely Christian
account tracing her burgeoning relationship with
Jesus, yet during my research the battle I had first
intended for this character – a feeling of being
crushed by her fiancé’s religiosity – morphed into
an internal battle between ‘religion’ and faith:
legalism and laws versus a freedom to define
one’s own relationship with God. This is a battle
not so foreign to the UK’s Jewish community, nor
as it happens to me.
On Yom Kippur four years ago, I attended
synagogue with my husband – one of the two
occasions each year that I (usually) do. We had
been trying different congregations ever since
we married five years earlier, each of us a little
skeptical about the other’s movement: myself,
in particular, more than a little uncomfortable
about the way in which the United Synagogue
views Reform, questioning, Jews. Entering
yet another unfamiliar shul, we sat down
cautiously. We opened our books. We took in
the festival fashions. We contemplated how
hungry we already were. And at the sound of
Hebrew prayer, I burst into tears. I’d had a
miscarriage five months earlier. Determinedly,
I’d been dealing with it – through yoga, talking,
busying, working; a hundred secular solutions.
But this was the moment, the exact moment,
that I began to let it go. For all my cynicism and
intellectualising and in some cases deriding – it
was my Judaism after all that broke the grip it
had on me. It was my faith – religion? culture?
– inescapable and enduring. As though it was
only when I finally filtered the experience
through this prism that I could come out the
other side.
My fiction, it seems, is not so different. After
Before is not a Jewish novel. But I am a Jewish
writer. Only, perhaps, in the same way I am
a female writer and a British writer. But no
matter how unrelated my characters are to those
composite parts, they remain my filter. Perhaps
what I see as Jewish threads are not in fact because
of my Jewish-ness, but rather because of the
universality of everything, the similarities between
us that outweigh difference. Yet differences
remain, and it would be naïve to imagine that the
specific attributes of my background do not colour
my filter, nor stubbornly, richly, proudly, inform
what results. — JQ

b o o ks

‘Is it true that
because of
the Holocaust
Jews feel the
pain of similar
atrocities more
deeply than
others? Those
who argue that
Israel is now
the perpetrator
of its own
inhumanities
may disagree.’

Jemma Wayne is an author, playwright and
journalist whose work has appeared in various
publications including the Evening Standard
and Independent on Sunday. She is a political
columnist for The Jewish News and a featured
blogger at The Huffington Post. Her novel After
Before is published by Legend Press.
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The Tiger in
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The Tiger Who Came To Tea
by Judith Kerr
new york university press • 2013
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Review by Danielle Friel

Fiction

‘Children’s
literature
throughout the
ages has been
inundated
with monsters,
ghouls, death,
trauma, loss,
fear and
prejudice.’
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oinciding with her 90th birthday
and the republication of her
classic children’s stories in the
compendium Creatures (2013),
there has been something of a
recent revival of interest in the work
of German-born Jewish refugee
Judith Kerr. She is celebrated in
particular for her widely loved
picture book The Tiger Who Came to
Tea (1968), which has retained its
place on the shelves of children all
over the world for almost 50 years.
What is it then, which makes this seemingly
innocuous picture book so enduringly alluring?
At first glance it appears to be nothing more
than a devilishly charming, absurd and
uncanny tale about an enormous tiger which
simply arrives at the Thomas household one
afternoon, invites himself to tea and proceeds
to devour every last crumb of food and every
last drop of water in the house, including, most
amusingly, little Sophie’s bath water.
However, if we claw beneath the surface, a
more sinister undercurrent can be unearthed,
and one does not have to penetrate too deeply
to discover the remnants of unresolved
trauma and anxiety which pervade Kerr’s
work. I suggest then, that fragments of grief,
uncertainty, as well as a tangible thread of fear,
can be traced through Kerr’s entire canon, one
which eventually leads us back to her childhood
experiences as a refugee, fleeing from her home
in Berlin with her parents and older brother
during the Second World War.
Children’s literature throughout the ages has
been inundated with monsters, ghouls, death,
trauma, loss, fear and prejudice. Yet, arguably,
Holocaust narratives for young readers still exist
outside of the realm of comprehension and
accessibility. Consequently, Holocaust narratives
aimed at young readers have long since been
the subject of much criticism and debate, for
how does an author articulate that which critics
such as Elie Wiesel refer to as being “essentially

unspeakable”? Of course, to definitively suggest
that this delightful picture book aimed at 5-9 year
olds which has thrilled and amused children and
adults alike for five decades is in fact a cautionary
tale about the Holocaust, may seem somewhat of
a stretch. However, if we attempt to unpack the
unspoken, we begin to see that amidst the smiles
lies an undercurrent of anxiety; and somehow
the shadow of Kerr’s childhood lingers over the
Thomas household, enduring from its fairytalelike opening of “once there was a little girl called
Sophie,” right through to those all too emphatic
final words: “he never did”.
From the outset, The Tiger Who Came to Tea is
underpinned by an acute anxiety, and one which
constantly threatens to rupture the narrative’s
otherwise ‘cosy’ façade. Opening with an idyllic
image of Sophie and her Mummy having an
elaborately prepared tea, complete with an
array of cakes and buns, the word “suddenly”
pierces through the tranquillity of the scene and
signals an unexpected ring at the door. Sophie’s
Mummy then wonders out loud: “Who can
that be?” Behind the door stands an enormous,
furry, cuddly…tiger. The physical threat to a tiny
Sophie and her slight-looking mother is of course
tempered by the fact that this is after all a fantasy
story for young children, and in such a world, wild
beasts are just as likely to turn up at your door and
politely request to be fed and watered as they are
to gobble up your poor grandmother and throw on
her nightie. Yet, one cannot deny the incongruous
nature of the enormous tiger sitting at the table in
this cramped urban home. This is an environment
one cannot quite accept, which again gives rise to
the undercurrent of anxiety, which becomes ever
more tangible as the Tiger’s movements become
increasingly bold.
The Tiger’s insatiable hunger acts as both the
primary source of humour in the narrative, as
well as giving us cause for the greatest concern.
The sheer extent of his ravenous appetite and
undiscerning consumption of everything he lays
his paws upon, can be read as being highly sinister
in the context of Kerr’s childhood experiences.
On the one hand, one could suggest that the
Tiger embodies a repressed anxiety over having
somewhere to stay and enough food to eat. He is
a stranger in need, a foreigner far from his own
natural habitat. This same anxiety over having
enough to eat and access to basic amenities can
also be read in Kerr’s later semi-autobiographical
novel When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit (1971) and
becomes increasingly evident throughout the
subsequent novels Bombs on Aunt Dainty (1975)
and A Small Person Far Away (1987). Perhaps
then, Kerr may be suggesting that one should
never refuse a fellow traveller in need, however
upsetting or disturbing their intrusion may seem.
On the other hand, the Tiger’s bold,
indiscriminative destruction of the family home
could certainly be read as being far more of an
imposition if we are to read the Thomas family
as being a reflection of Kerr’s own childhood.
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Culturally and religiously, food, as we know,
acts as an instrument of inclusion and identity,
and what Sophie and her Mummy experience
is a ruthless overturning of their household, the
ultimate betrayal and intrusion, the destruction
and removal of their identity.
Anyone who knows the book, will by now
surely be asking, why if Sophie and her Mummy
are so disturbed by the Tiger’s intrusion, do
the illustrations clearly depict a happy, smiling
little girl, intermittently cuddling and playing
with their equally friendly looking guest with
his cheeky grin and lolloping tongue? Kerr’s
illustrations do not, on the whole, portray
anything other than the devilish charm for
which this book is so fondly known. Or do
they? In the pictures Sophie can be seen clearly
offering the Tiger a plate of buns, clinging on to
his enormous tail as he helps himself to Daddy’s
supper and grinning with sheer exhilaration
throughout. By contrast, however, Sophie’s
Mummy keeps a wary distance, appearing
alternately flushed with embarrassment and
pained by the Tiger’s vulgarity and lack of
manners. The adult reader will empathise with
Sophie’s clearly anxious Mother, whilst the
child, just like Sophie, will enjoy the novelty of
the situation, heedless of any potential threat.
The significance of what Mummy says
when Sophie is at her side is undermined by
what she does not say and by her evidently
shaken and concerned manner when she is
alone in the kitchen, surveying the extent of
the damage caused by their insatiable caller.
This single illustration, one of disruption,
panic and chaos, perhaps holds the key to
engaging with the text on a deeper level.
Sophie’s Mummy wonders to herself, with her
hand to her mouth, her cheeks flushed pink:
“I don’t know what to do. I’ve got nothing for
Daddy’s supper, the tiger has eaten it all.”
Daddy’s absence throughout much of the
narrative should also not go unconsidered.
In the absence of any father figure for the time
being, Sophie’s Mummy fulfils the parental
role independently. It is Mummy who decides
whether or not the Tiger can come in, and
it is also Mummy who asks their obnoxious
intruder if he would like some more tea: “So
Sophie’s Mummy said ‘would you like a drink?’
And the tiger drank all the milk in the jug and
all the tea in the teapot.” This paternal absence
further emphasises the vulnerability of Sophie
and her Mummy. The point could be taken
even further, and that would be to suggest that
in the context of Holocaust literature, a silence
often follows the death of the father, and
though Sophie’s Daddy is not actually dead, he
is certainly distant, and leaves behind him a
space in which Sophie and her Mummy are left
dangerously exposed.
The story then ends with Sophie and her
Mummy going shopping to replenish their
depleted supplies, and buying a tin of tiger
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food just in case the Tiger should return. The
absurdity of the fact that they are able to buy a
specific tin of Tiger food is utterly delightful,
as is the final illustration of the Tiger with his
mischievous grin, playing his pied-piper-esque
fiddle to the tune of ‘Goodbye, Goodbye’ above
the words: “He never did.” This is a nod towards
the kind of happy ending one has come to
expect from a children’s story, but somehow,
these words fail to offer us any kind of adequate
resolution. For even though we are emphatically
told that the Tiger never did physically return to
the Thomas household, Sophie and her Mummy
can anticipate a future in which he does.
George Steiner (1968) once wrote: “To be
a Jew in the second half of this century is to
be a survivor. And one who knows his survival
can be put in to question again.” Though such
a reference might seem somewhat extreme
in the context, Sophie and her Mummy are
survivors of this intrusion, whose repetition
they continue to anticipate even though the
Tiger never physically returned to their home.
One could certainly read this as an expression
of the on-going anxiety generated by the
Holocaust even after it is over. The lingering
shadow of trauma is ever-present in Kerr’s
work, while its potential return threatens to
darken doorways everywhere.
I suggest, then, that the reason why Kerr’s
work, and The Tiger Who Came to Tea in
particular, has been shrouded in such intrigue
is because the identity of our beloved Tiger can
simply not be comprehended, but rather this
oddly lolloping, mischievous creature functions
as a focus for and an expression of a whole range
of repressed emotions which punctuate and
pervade Kerr’s entire canon. The Tiger himself
exhibits an array of childlike qualities which
contribute to that inexplicably endearing nature,
despite his sheer prodigiousness as he towers
in the doorway. This uninvited visitor brings
with him a multitude of complex memories
and traumatic reminders of Kerr’s experiences
as a refugee, her flight from Germany and the
distant rumours of the Holocaust to which she
was exposed.
The space in which Kerr writes is often
contradictory, and at times her stories appear
flippant, but when read together her texts offer
meaningful and profound insights, not just
into her own experiences, but into the complex
nature of children’s literature as a whole. Further
consideration of Kerr’s work, and particularly
to this charming, beautifully illustrated little
picture book, would consolidate Judith Kerr’s
place amongst the most influential Holocaust
writers of our generation. — JQ
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‘Sophie and
her Mummy
are survivors
of this
intrusion,
whose
repetition
they continue
to anticipate
even though
the Tiger never
physically
returned to
their home.’

Danielle Friel recently received her MA in English
Literature from the University of Birmingham. She
is currently working on a number of projects before
developing her research into a PhD.
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An Irish Air
Keep Breathing Out
by Maurice White
Kennedy and Boyd 2013
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Review by Alexander Goldberg
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‘The fairly
traditional
Litvish
Irish Jewish
community
was hardly
reknowned for
its endorsement
of interfaith
relationships
in the 1960s
anymore
than the Irish
Catholic
majority.’

aurice White’s novel Keep
Breathing Out is a welcome
addition to the growing library
of works attributed to Irish
Jewish writers. The book itself
was published to coincide with
last year’s “Homecoming”
project, an attempt by the Irish
tourist board to encourage the
70,000,000 Irish worldwide
to come and visit the home
country. Maurice is himself one
of these exiles and it is through these eyes that
the book tackles the difficult question of whether
it is possible to be both Jewish and Irish.
The novel is set in the late 1960s in a small,
semi-fictitious Irish town called Dargle. The story
tracks the experience of a locum psychiatrist, Dr
David Benn, who takes up a placement in St Elba’s
Mental Hospital. He has arrived in Dargle, an Irish
Catholic community, in search of both Ireland
and his own identity. Behind the asylum wall, the
locum who sees himself at first as the “Jew doctor
from the Protestant University” explores his own
identity through a number of relationships: his
Catholic lover, the hospital priest, his colleagues
and the patients.
On the face of it, this book is about illicit love,
focussing on the relationship between the Dublin
Jewish doctor and his Irish Catholic lover, Deidre
Gillespie, the hospital administrator. However, the
book ends up exploring so much more, including
the place of Jews in Ireland, the role of the Roman
Catholic Church, institutional child abuse, mental
illness, celibacy, sex as a form of therapy and
racism. This is a lot to pack into a 200-page novel
and if I were to have any criticism of the book
it would be that none of these themes are fully
explored in their entirety.
Life within the walls of the asylum provides a
dystopia where otherness can be explored rapidly.
The captives are thrown together both day and
night with unusual consequences. In such an
environment, time can be sped up and the novel’s
fast pace is the mechanism that enables it to jump
between themes.
The overarching theme of whether it
was possible to be both Irish and Jewish in
1960s Ireland is not new. The author, who is a
psychiatrist, signals his intention to explore this
theme through from the start and selects as the
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novel’s epithet Brendan Brehan’s quote: “Other
people have a nationality. The Irish and the Jews
have a psychosis”. The novel in many ways rejects
this double identity idea and the lead character
sees himself very much as a Jew. The author treats
the Jewish neighbourhood of Terenure in Dublin
as some sort of safe haven for Jews with its Jewish
school, community and other comforts. David sees
the world through the prism of his Jewish identity
as he says: “One thing you can’t change is being
a Jew.” And yet we see his love of Ireland coming
through: the character is madly keen on horse
racing, the pub culture and, perhaps surprisingly,
Benn (like the book’s author) shares a fascination
of pig farming.
Deidre seems to accept Benn’s commentary
on his Jewishness and otherness without really
challenging it. She seems accepting of him
whilst those around the couple take sides on
the acceptability of the match. For me, the
author sets Deidre up as an allegory of Ireland
herself and Benn is someone who is desperate
to embrace her, love her and hold her like many
of the Jews living there in the middle of the
20th century. Sometimes she lets him down
but mainly it is those around her, especially her
family, who are most hostile to Benn.
What seems particularly extraordinary in the
novel is that there appears to be no resistance at
all from Benn’s family on his relationship. His
widower father seems quite supportive if anything.
I find this part of the book the most difficult. The
fairly traditional Litvish Irish Jewish community
was hardly reknowned for its endorsement of
interfaith relationships in the 1960s anymore than
the Irish Catholic majority. The progressive Jewish
father adds to the dystopia in this novel. For me,
he seems to be a much more secular 21st century
figure who does not necessarily fit the mold of
the Jewish parents of the '50s and '60s, especially
the ones who sent their children to Dublin’s only
Jewish school.
It seems that Benn’s father is more of a 21st
century figure, whilst the Gillespies are perhaps
closer to the attitudes of the times and not just
for Ireland. This does not excise their probable
antisemitism, far from it, but I am not sure
that a middleclass and influential Catholic or
Protestant family in England or the US would
have been all that much more accepting of
their daughter’s Jewish lover in 1969 than the
Gillespies are in this novel.
Ireland’s Jewish community never peaked
much over 5000 at its height during the interwar
years and at the time this novel is set hundreds of
young people left the community and migrated
abroad to the UK, America, Israel and the
Commonwealth. There has been a passionate
debate within the Irish Jewish community of
whether Jews were accepted but ultimately
driven out due to economics or a more revisionist
narrative that they left due to anti-Semitism.
The two counter-narratives go like this: The
first see Ireland as good to the Jews, welcoming
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and embracing. When Jews were being rounded up
and slaughtered in Europe the Jews found refuge,
employment and acceptance in Ireland. The
country is predominantly Catholic but the original
Irish Constitution specifically recognised Jews as
part of the new Republic. Irish nationalist such as
Parnell were philosemites, intervening in the Cork
dockers strike of the 1880s, to take a stand against
anti-Jewish sentiments. Jews, in turn joined the
1916 Easter Uprising (including two or my great
aunts). In turn, the Irish supported Zionist causes
and armed Jewish fighters in Palestine in the '30s
and later gave Israel both a Chief Rabbi and a
President. Irish Jewish culture is celebrated to this
day and Ireland’s greatest novel Ulysses having as
its central character, Bloom, someone with Jewish
Heritage. The reason the Jews left was purely
economic. Ireland has exported millions of people
over the last two centuries and over 70,000,000
people worldwide could claim Irish citizenship.
The other narrative is that the Jews arrived in
Ireland in the 1880s faced anti-Jewish sentiments
that were more common and more extreme than
elsewhere in the British Isles. This culminated in
the Limerick Pogrom of 1904 following an antiJewish speech by Father Creagh, a Redemptorist
priest (which is mentioned in the novel).
Senior figures in the establishment of the state,
particularly Arthur Griffiths, the founder of Sinn
Fein, were anti-Semitic and indeed some of his
followers went on to have Nazi sympathies. During
the '30s there was a visible group of anti-Jewish
Fascists called the Blueshirts roaming around
Ireland (who later merged into today’s Governing
Party Fine Gael). The pre-Vatican II Roman
Catholic Church became all powerful in Ireland
and was not complimentary about the Jews. In
this narrative Ireland is seen as homogenous or
perhaps a land of two tribes: one Green and one
Orange. To be truly Irish in the south you needed
to be Catholic. Catholicism and Irish identity were
too wrapped up in one another. The Jews were
never accepted.
White follows the second narrative. He or
Benn want to embrace Ireland. The author rejects
the Zionist narrative in an interesting scene in
the book where he sees the local Jewish narrative
on the Middle East as fanciful. It is not a choice
between competing nationalisms in this novel
but whether Ireland will accept him and in the
end it seems it does not. He does have friends
and he does have those who are supportive of
him and his relationship, but we are left with the
feeling others are not. His love of Deidre and
of Ireland is sincere but it is Ireland who forces
him out. It cannot accept his relationship. The
novel views the Church as immoral and corrupt.
White is unforgiving in his attack on the Church
and does it through the person of Fintan, the
priest in the asylum. The book speaks of the
depravity of Fintan’s priest uncle, the issues he
has with what he has seen being done to children
and also his own celibacy. Ultimately, he allows
himself to be worked on by some of those in the
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hospital that favour alternative forms of treatment
(through flagellation and living out extreme
sexual fantasies). Fintan’s relationship with Benn
is complex. Whilst Benn and Deidre seem to
ultimately forgive his various indiscretions, the
author does not. By the end of the book, we are left
with a broken man.
Whether, it be Benn, Deidre, Fintan,
or the unfortunate inmate Nellie, (who is
placed in the asylum for 20 years because she
became pregnant outside marriage) all the
characters share the dilemma of whether they
should escape their personal
asylums: the Church (Fintan),
institutionalism (Nellie), her
family’s preconceived ideas
(Deidre) or Ireland (David Benn).
For sure all feel trapped both in
their personal asylums and for me
it is the author’s portrayal of being
trapped in Ireland or by questions
of identity that I find concerning.
Perhaps it is possible that you do
not have to extract your Jewishness
to become Irish or your Irishness to
become Jewish. Perhaps dystopia
and reality merge in a land built on
stories on banshees, leprechauns
and giants. Only recently, on the
edge of the district in Cork that
the locals still refer to as Jewtown,
the old ghetto where no Jews live
today, they have opened a New
York style bar. The locals decided
that it would be fitting to name it
after my grandfather, a well-known
local Jew, and so there is a bar that
bears my family name: Goldberg. What greater
honour can you have in Ireland? What greater
celebration is there of Irish-Jewish-ness?
You see in exploring the psychosis of being
Jewish and Irish perhaps Benn is right in his
remarks that he will always be a Jew, but I come
away from this novel thinking that it is impossible
to take the Irishman out of the Jew or the Jew out of
the Irishman: Benn is more Irish than he cares to
admit. I end up disagreeing with the novel in terms
of its underlying analysis of Jewish-Irish relations
and wish in parts it had been more positive
about the Irish Jewish experience and more
self-reflective on Jewish attitudes to Ireland itself.
However, I enjoyed the read and it left me wanting
more and asking many questions on this subject.
No doubt I shall have to ponder these questions
and that of Irish Jewish identity over a nice cold
pint at a quayside in Ireland... — JQ

b o o ks

‘The relationship
with Ireland
and its Jews is
a complex one.
Bloom is still the
most famous
Irish Jew despite
neither being
Jewish nor real.’

Alexander Goldberg is an international consultant
on intercultural, interfaith and community
relations. He is Jewish Chaplain to the University of
Surrey, chair of the FA’s Faith Committee and copresents a monthly programme on BBC radio.
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Tangible
and
Intangible
Memories
My Crazy Century:
A Memoir
by Ivan Klima
Grove Press UK 2014

The Pat Boone Fan Club:
My Life as a White AngloSaxon Jew
by Sue William Silverman
University of Nebraska Press 2013

I

Review by Rabbi Dr Charles H Middleburgh

Memoire

read The Pat Boone Fan Club as an eBook.
Its intangible nature was rather appropriate,
because it was an insubstantial text whose
author remained throughout infuriatingly
out of reach.
Silverman’s back story is not to
be dismissed lightly, for it features a
childhood of sexual abuse by her father,
which she described in harrowing
detail in her Because I Remember Terror,
Father, I Remember You, leading, as is
not uncommon, to an addiction to sex,
described in Love Sick: One Woman’s Journey
Through Sexual Addiction.
Her previous output thus retells a deeply
traumatic and disrupted life, and focusses with
unrelenting scrutiny on aspects of a personal
life that for many belong in the private rather
than the public domain. The contrary opinion
is to state that these two early books have
probably helped not only their author but also
countless others whose experiences paralleled
Silverman’s own.
Set against this context The Pat Boone Fan
Club seems rather trivial and undecided.
The former, because it is ostensibly about
wrestling with the challenge of inheriting a
Judaism and Jewish culture, that has a deeply
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negative resonance because of its association
with her father, the latter because although it
talks about Silverman’s half-hearted attempts
to become a card-carrying Christian, it never
really takes the reader anywhere, or at least
nowhere that feels satisfying.
Silverman calls The Pat Boone Fan Club
“black humor”, and there are some parts of
the text where this description rings true, but
a lot of the time the humour just doesn’t work,
indeed is redolent of too much self-conscious
effort to be effective.
This is not to say that aspects of the book are
not powerful, her chapter “The Wandering Jew”,
detailing her family’s sojourn on the Caribbean
island of St. Thomas is deeply evocative, but
other chapters are bitty and unsatisfying
There are more substantial sections,
indicating a writer who could trust herself
to be serious about matters other than those
concerning her own past, and further that
her visual eye is acute and her literary eye
sufficiently expressive to take the reader on a
much more satisfying journey than that in The
Pat Boone Fan Club.
The essence of memoir, at least as it strikes
me, is that it gives the reader a clear insight into
the writer, their life and times. The best writers
find a way of expressing themselves along these
lines without making the reader feel that they are
an egotistical, utterly self-centred human being;
and further, that they are being honest and open
with their readership, rather than teasing them
with part-recollections, a literary dance of the
seven veils that gets stuck on veil five.
The memoire by Silverman teases, and
begs as many questions as it provides answers,
whereas that of Ivan Klima the renowned
Czech intellectual, polemicist, novelist and
playwright, is much more subtle about what
it conceals but has the pervasive aura of
forthrightness and honesty.
My Crazy Century, could be called a “Jewish”
memoir, in that the fact of his Jewishness had
a profound affect on the direction of his early
life, but while its author is a Jew, his cultural and
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religious heritage is a mere incidental to the story
of his extraordinary life.
Born to a working class Jewish family in
the 1930s, Klima was destined to suffer the
ghastly double whammy of living through the
20th century’s most murderous regimes – Nazi
Germany and the Soviet Union.
Klima’s father was deported to the Terezin
“show camp” by the Nazis following the invasion
of Czechoslovakia, because as an engineer they
required him to set up the original army barracks
to receive its inmates, and when the rest of the
family were sent there they had protected status
because of him. Klima’s writing about his time
in Terezin is different from most other memoirs
of that place, because the child Ivan is given the
observational qualities of an adult by his mature
alter ego. Nevertheless there are a few glimpses
of the impact on the child of specific events and
individuals: the constantly shifting population
of inmates, the games he played with other
children, the blacksmith’s shop, which at times
contained battered suitcases left by those being
sent on to their deaths; above all the strange
sprucing up of Terezin, in advance of a visit
by the Red Cross, when the cynical SS led the
gullible Swiss by the nose and persuaded them
that Terezin was a happy place whose inmates
were well treated. Klima notes that shortly after
the delegation left almost half the inmates were
sent by train to Auschwitz.
Klima and his mother, together with his
grandparents, survived Terezin, as did his father:
he notes that after the war an American reporter
asked him how he had managed to survive when
so many had died, to which he offers the riposte:
“It’s a strange world where you are called upon to
explain why you weren’t murdered as a child.”
Before the war’s end, Klima’s father had
become a Communist, and after the war
was over and the communist grip tightened
on Czechoslovakia, the family began its
reintegration into society. Kilma’s mother was
deeply affected by her time in Terezin and
ordered Ivan never to mention the word “Jew”,
let alone talk about where they had been.
Once resumed, his childhood took a much
more normal course, though he notes that
following the liberation and the euphoria that
it engendered it was not too long before the
hammer and sickle replaced the once ubiquitous
swastika and the mood began to change.
Klima was 20 when he left school, and had
already become a member of the Communist
party, and though his academic achievements
were solid rather than stellar he went on to
university where, like many students before
him he discovered how little he knew of so
much. Student years led into his first stints as a
journalist and as a writer of his own material.
The return of his Aunt Hedvika, who had
spent a number of years in the Soviet Union,
in the aftermath of the 1956 gathering of the
Supreme Soviet where Stalin was denounced
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by Khrushchev, and the experiences she
shared with the family were an eye-opener for
Klima, and the fearless writer to come began to
take shape.
Klima began to write more critically and more
widely, and as he did so he came to the attention
of the authorities. Throughout the period of
communist rule he was a thorn in the side of the
regime, but as his fame spread beyond Czech
borders, as he began to travel to promote his
plays and novels, and as he became a key person
for any visiting internationally renowned writer –
Arthur Miller and Philip Roth being two – to see,
he became more challenging for the regime to
hold down, though they tried hard - closing down
his journals, calling him in for interviews on a
variety of pretexts, and making him do stints as a
hospital orderly and a surveyor’s assistant.
Klima’s circle by now included many of
the foremost Czech dissident
writers, and with the publication
of Charter 77 they were deemed
effectively to have declared war
on the state, which responded
in kind, imprisoning some and
harassing others. Having vicariously
experienced the Prague Spring in
1968, for much of which he was out
of the country, Klima’s hopes for
the burgeoning civil disobedience
movement of the 1980s cannot have
been high, but as a man of principle
he continued to agitate, speak
in public, and be awkward. The
changes in the Soviet Union, clearly
added impetus to the demands for
change in Czechoslovakia, and when
the Velvet Revolution was allowed to
proceed without Soviet intervention, the writing
was on the wall for all to see.
My Crazy Century is a wonderful insight not
just into the mind of a great European literary
figure, but also into a life that is paradigmatic
of the central European experience in the
twentieth century. Franz Kafka makes a number
of appearances throughout the memoir, and
among the other things that Klima achieves is to
explain how Kafka was quintessentially a Czech
intellectual, and how much his novels reflect the
strangeness of his country for those with a more
Anglo-Saxon mind set.
The essays linked to the chapters are almost
an embaras de richesse but they complement
the memoir and clarify the power of Klima as a
writer and his bravery as a man. They also show
how deeply the two totalitarian regimes that
caused such damage to the world continued to
influence his thinking after they were gone. — JQ
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‘While its
author is a Jew,
his cultural
and religious
heritage
is a mere
incidental to
the story of his
extraordinary
life.’

‘My Crazy
Century is
a wonderful
insight not
just into the
mind of a great
European
literary figure,
but also into
a life that is
paradigmatic
of the central
European
experience in
the twentieth
century.’

Rabbi Charles Middleburgh is the Director of Jewish
Studies at Leo Baeck College, where he has taught
for thirty years. He has been reviewing books on his
website, www.middleburgh.co.uk for eleven years.
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The
Diasporic
Imagination
Diasporas of the Mind:
Jewish and Postcolonial
Writing and the Nightmare
of History
by Bryan Cheyette
YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2013

B

Review by Isabelle Hesse

Criticism

ryan Cheyette’s long-awaited
Diasporas of the Mind draws together
his earlier discussions on the
intersection between Jewish and
postcolonial studies and gives these
ideas the space for development that
they deserve. He frames his discussion
by focusing on notions of diaspora,
a concept that he identifies both as
“deeply conservative and imbricated
in historical narratives concerning
timeless exile from an autochthonous
‘homeland’,” and as “a state of creatively disruptive
impurity which imagines emergent transnational
and postethnic identities and cultures.”
These competing definitions of diaspora also
mirror perceptions of cosmopolitanism, which
are located between Frantz Fanon, who linked
cosmopolitanism to the emergence of postcolonial
and postethnic cultures, and Hannah Arendt, who
sees the cosmopolitan as a luftmensch, a “freefloating” vagrant figure shaped by the destruction
of the Jewish diaspora in Europe after the Second
World War. Cheyette takes diaspora and the
luftmensch as a starting point for his analysis and
returns to these ideas throughout the book, to
examine both the power and the limitations of the
diasporic imagination in theory and literature.
In his introductory chapter, Cheyette astutely
challenges disciplinary divisions, both academic
and thematic, which have long prevented the
creation of productive dialogues between Jewish
and postcolonial history and cultures. Following
Hannah Arendt, whom he praises for “countering
disciplinary responses to imaginative works that
mistakenly provide them with ‘banisters’, or
ideological certainties, whether in the name of
identity, nation, or ‘race’,” the author advocates
thinking “without banisters”. This approach
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involves moving beyond disciplinary boundaries
to draw comparisons between different fields of
enquiry. A productive example of how this method
can be put into practice is shown in the first chapter
of the study, which traces the overlaps between
the situation of colonial/postcolonial and Jewish
subjects in the works of anti-colonial thinkers,
building on his earlier work on Frantz Fanon and
Jean-Paul Sartre, where he demonstrated how
Fanon was influenced by Sartre but also how
he modified and rejected his lines of thought.
The author notes that Fanon’s conception of
the “rootless cosmopolitan was most obviously
imbricated in a Semitic racial discourse in the first
half of the 20th century”, clearly linking the idea of
diaspora to tropes of Jewishness, and confirming
important connections between postcolonial and
Jewish studies. By analysing Fanon’s dialogue
with a series of anti-colonial thinkers, Cheyette
masterfully crystallises his engagement with
the figure of the Jew, concluding that in Fanon’s
thinking: “the figure of the diasporic Jew is both
the embodiment of ambivalence and increasingly,
in relation to Algeria, a means by which Fanon can
reinforce the certainties of revolutionary struggle.”
Despite stressing many of the similarities
between colonialism, racism, and the Jewish
experience of discrimination, Cheyette also
foregrounds the differences between these
situations, most prominently in relation to
the visible difference of the black subject of
colonialism. He explains that “it is impossible for
Fanon to identify fully with the suffering Jew, who
is always ‘white,’ that is disembodied, in his work.”
In spite of illustrating the many productive ways
in which the Jewish and the colonial/postcolonial
experience can be compared, Diasporas of the
Mind also exposes the limits of identifying with
the figure of the Jew in colonial and postcolonial
contexts, an idea that is further developed in the
conclusion of the book.
Cheyette then moves on to considering ideas
of home and diaspora in the work of Jean Améry
and Primo Levi. He argues that their material
conditions, rather than their often discussed
differences in character, separates them as “Levi
enacted a rather conservative version of diaspora
(exile and return), and Améry was forced into an
uncompromisingly permanent, and unremitting,
exile.” His discussion also encompasses both
writers’ conception of humanism and victimhood,
describing their different ethics as an “ethics
of witnessing” on Levi’s part and an “ethics of
victimhood” in the case of Améry, which involved
“his right as a victim to resent a postwar German
history that has diminished its complicity with
what has gone before.” Most interesting from
the perspective of bridging postcolonial and
Jewish studies is Cheyette’s use of a colonial and
postcolonial framework to analyse Améry’s wish to
“regain his ‘dignity’ as a ‘rebelling Jew’,” when he
hit back at a Kapo in Auschwitz, which the author
argues adds a “particularly Jewish inflection” to
Fanon’s argument that counterviolence helps
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the colonised to restore their humanity. While
establishing convincing links between the Jewish
and the colonial predicament, it would also have
been interesting to consider how concepts related
to postcolonial nation-formation have influenced
Jewish state-building in Israel.
The second part of Cheyette’s book focuses
on writers that imaginatively engage with the
intertwined histories of suffering and victimhood.
The first chapter of this section examines Muriel
Spark’s work, paying specific attention to the links
between Jewishness, race, and colonialism in her
fiction in light of her experience of the Second
World War, living in colonial Africa, and witnessing
the 1961 Eichmann trial in Jerusalem. Cheyette
demonstrates that Spark was free to choose her
identity in a colonial context, a choice that starkly
contrasts with the visibility of black identity,
confirming Fanon’s argument regarding Jewish
and black difference. Spark’s and her characters’
Jewishness, along with the writer’s conversion to
Catholicism, allow her “to occupy more than one
space in her fiction,” aligning and extending ideas
of Jewish ambivalence as enabling a move between
different identities. Her character Barbara Vaughan
in The Mandelbaum Gate exemplifies this fluidity,
as she “stands outside both Jewish nationalism
and an orthodox Christian conversionism” and
thus she functions, as Cheyette observes, as “a
model for other anarchic, unplaceable individuals
throughout the novel.”
Diaspora and belonging, and the tension
between them, are further explored in the second
chapter of this section, which focuses on Philip
Roth’s work, where these concepts are often in
conflict with each other. This stance is particularly
obvious in Operation Shylock and The Counterlife,
which exhibit a tension between “the location of
‘the real’ in the State of Israel and the ‘diasporic
lure of the imagination.’” Roth challenges Israel a
Jewish national space that is unable to overcome
Jewish ambiguity but, as Cheyette points out, the
author sees both “diasporism and Zionism…a[s]
forms of dangerously innocent pastoralism that
attempt to transcend irredeemable historical
reality.” Unsurprisingly, then, for Roth, the most
effective homeland is located within the text
itself and the literary imagination, exemplifying
Salman Rushdie’s famous statement about the
fictionalisation of homelands in exile.
Salman Rushdie, along with other postcolonial
writers, is the subject of the final two chapters of
Diasporas of the Mind, where Cheyette examines
notions of diaspora and Jewishness in postcolonial
literature. The figure of the Jew has often been
analysed in Rushdie’s work and Cheyette chooses
the framework of migration and minority to
complement these debates and to illustrate the
development of ideas of diaspora, minority, and
belonging throughout Rushdie’s literary oeuvre
in light of colonialism and postcolonialism,
partition and independence, but also Rushdie’s
personal experience of having to go into exile after
the fatwa issued against him in the wake of the
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publication of The Satanic Verses. As evidenced by
the recurring use of Jewish characters, Rushdie
is fascinated by the parallels between Jewish and
Indian history, and of course, as is the case for all of
his novels, with aligning the private development
of his characters with the trajectory of the nation.
The most famous example of this is the character
of Saleem Sinai in Midnight’s Children but, as
Cheyette demonstrates, some of Rushdie’s Jewish
characters take on a similar role, for example
Moraes in The Moor’s Last Sigh, whose “move from
minority to majority, or from exile to home, echoes
the experience of the Indian nation which has, in a
similar fashion, been transformed from colonized
exile to majoritarian statehood.”
The figure of the Jew as a metaphor within
postcolonial literature is also the focus of the
conclusion, where the author examines Anita
Desai’s Baumgartner’s Bombay alongside Zadie
Smith’s White Teeth and The Autograph Man.
Desai aligns the partition of India with the events
of the Second World War, transplanting the
concept of the luftmensch into an Indian context,
and setting up a dialogue between the Jewish
experience during the Holocaust and partition in
India. However, as Cheyette notes, this dialogue
is not always conducted on a serious note: “Desai
constructs Baumgartner’s Bombay around parodic
versions of European and Indian history as seen
through each other’s distorting lenses,” suggesting
that sometimes the shared history of Europe
and India has to be magnified and ridiculed to
enable an engagement with this difficult past.
The intertwined histories of the Second World
War and Empire, and especially their relationship
with racism and exclusion, are also central to
Zadie Smith’s works. Her representation of Jewish
characters moves between linking Jewishness
to the “neutral universal” and “placing them on
the same footing with their black counterparts,”
positing Jewishness both as a model identity
and aligning the Jewish condition with other
experiences of marginalisation. In The Autograph
Man, Jewishness also comes to serve as a means
to caution against and understand “the pitfalls of
a too easy transcendence of ‘race’ and ethnicity.”
Both Desai and Smith grapple with universalising
Jewishness as a metaphor for humanity while also
exposing the limitations of adapting this figure
in different contexts. Nevertheless, as Cheyette
rightly concludes his erudite and wide-ranging
analysis, even if the appropriation of ideas of
Jewishness is not always unproblematic, “these
risks are worth taking if the alternative is a
diminished capacity to enlarge our sense of self so
as to include ‘other others’ in the pantheon of what
it is to be human.” — JQ
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‘Despite
stressing
many of the
similarities
between
colonialism,
racism, and
the Jewish
experience of
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Cheyette also
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between these
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Isabelle Hesse is a postdoctoral fellow at the
University of York, examining the circulation
of images related to the Holocaust, Israel, and
Palestine in British and German literature and film.
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Don’t
Believe
the Logo
Kosher: Private Regulation
in the Age of Industrial Food
by Timothy D. Lytton
Harvard University Press, 2013

T

Review by Natan Levy

Food

im Lytton’s book Kosher: Private
Regulation in the Age of Industrial Food
is the Disney version of the last 150
years of kashrut in America:
At first, there was the wild world
before the kosher logo. A pre-Second
World War industry rife with fraud and
corruption where, Lytton contends,
40 per cent of the meat in circa 1925
New York City labelled as kosher
was actually treif. Bernard Baff, the
whistleblowing poultry man who
testified about the racketeering of the New York
kosher chicken business, was gunned down in
1914 in Grenwich’s Washington Market. It’s an
evil stepmother epoch in the history of kashrut,
and Lytton plumbs the world of corrupt rabbis
and fraudster kosher deli owners with an eye on
the small details: the “specially designed oilcloth
flap” that covered the kosher vans on their “treif
meat” pick-ups; the story of Rabbi Hayyim Jacob
Vidrowitz, who was once asked: “Who made you
the ‘Chief Rabbi of America’?” and reportedly
replied: “The sign painter.”
But by the 50’s, Kosher begins another chapter.
Now the kosher logo was born in earnest and
the “big five private kosher agencies” of the OU,
Kof-K, Star-K, CRC and Circle-K, emerge from
the wreckage to rescue the kosher consumer.
“This book” writes Lytton, professor of law at
Albany Law School, “tells the story of how private
kosher certification agencies transformed kosher
supervision in America from a tool of fraud and
corruption into a model of non-governmental
industry regulation...gradual professionalisation
of kosher supervision raised ethical standards,
and increasing bureaucratisation of kosher
certification agencies provided institutional
checks and balances to prevent mistakes and
misconduct.” That’s the Disney version. The OU
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brand is so feted, that the top quote on the dust
jacket is Rabbi Menachem Ganack, the CEO of the
OU kosher label himself. “An extremely valuable
contribution…” he gushes.
Lytton’s early chapters are a wealth of stories
of the crooked age. Yet Lytton never mentions
modern stories of kosher fraud. Consider
Doheny’s Glatt Kosher Meat & Poultry, the
largest kosher meat supplier to the Los AngelesSan Diego catchment area. Just before Passover,
a private investigator named Eric Agaki, trailed a
Doheny’s van to a McDonald’s parking lot, where
boxes of treif meat were secretly loaded into the
back of the Doheny’s van and surreptitiously
added to the regular kosher meat delivery. The
year is not 1933, but 2013.
Just 15 years before the Doheny scandal, Emes,
the previous largest kosher meat retailer in Los
Angeles, had its licence revoked by the Rabbinical
Council of California for consumer fraud; “Emes”,
by the way, means truth. Lytton never mentions
Emes or Doheny’s in Kosher. These stories of
modern day corruption do not fit Lytton’s careful
script, or the triumphant narrative of the shiny
“American Standard of Kosher Certification”.
For Lytton is mainly concerned with proving
his particular point of view. Namely, that
private industry is good in general, and that the
private kashrut businesses are very good. “The
American industrial kashrus system,” writes
Lytton in his strident conclusion, “includes
private certification agencies, industrial food
manufacturers, and kosher consumers, who… are
joined by bonds of trust that, in conjunction with
reputational sanctions, maintain reliable kosher
certification standards.”
The big business of private kosher food logos
is such a resounding success that it stands out
as model for other, more moribund, arenas of
the food industry. For example, argues Lytton,
instead of placing food safety solely in the hands
of the Federal Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), in America, private businesses could
vie for the consumer dollar by offering more
stringent health standards on supervised food
plants. Thus the OU could save the free world
from e-coli as well as pig lard.
No wonder that, in Lytton’s retelling, the
founding executives of the “big-five” are nearly
mythical as they stride upon the post-War
stage to right the evils of kosher corruption.
Lytton waxes lyrical about Rabbi Alexander
S. Rosenburg, the head of the OU in its rise
from a small consortium of synagogues to
a multi-million dollar koshrut corporation.
“Rabbi Rosenburg was a handsome man with
a aristocratic bearing and a charming manner.
His passionate commitment to making koshercertified food available in every supermarket
in America earned him a reputation among
food-industry executives as the ‘guru’ of kosher
marketing, a man to whom one could not say no
to.” And here is Lytton describing the founder
of Kof-K, Harvey Senter: “Senter quickly built
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a reputation for technical expertise, customer
service, and personal integrity...Senter focused
not only on food chemistry by also on personal
chemistry.”
It is a winning combination: free market
companies, leading men executives, God. Yet
Lytton is too consummate a researcher not to
record the hairline fractures in his own spin. Some
of the companies under the OU logo were being
fleeced by the “guru”. It began with soap…
Have you ever wondered why soap needs
a hechsar? Who eats soap? Lytton records
a surprising answer: “Kashrus policy under
Rosenburg was increasingly influenced by a desire
to make enough money to cross-subsidise less
financially viable areas of kosher certification and
build a growing patronage system. Rosenburg
provided unnecessary OU certification for
non-food items such as laundry detergent...He
[Rosenburg] said: It is impossible for the [OU]
company to pay 35 people all by themselves
because they are running a profit-making
business...How can we subsidise them? We never
have any money....Procter and Gamble subsidises
them.” Lytton spends under a page on this sordid
affair. It seems that bending the kosher laws does
not fit Kosher’s Disney story and the heroic OU.
Lytton is similarly dismissive of the raw power
of the kashrut companies. There is a perplexing
question in the modern kashrut industry; why have
the Big Five been implementing progressively
more stringent kashrut standards since the early
1980s? Perhaps they’ve ratcheted up standards
in order to appropriate business from smaller
competitors who refuse to conform or lack the
resources to do so. “More than one prominent
Orthodox rabbi has suggested that modern
kashrut is 2 per cent halacha and 98 per cent ego
and money and politics,” writes Lytton. This
hypothesis would make sense in any private
industry dominated by a few key companies
colluding in regularly scheduled conferences
annually. Yet, Lytton devotes a tepid two
paragraphs to this speculation.
But this is nothing compared to Lytton’s
disinterest in the largest, most publicised,
kashrut scandal in 50 years - the 2008 horror
of the Agriprocessors meatpacking plant in
Postville, Iowa. Front page news in the New
York Times for a week, it began with the largest
single raid of a workplace in US history. Over
400 illegal workers were found, some as young
as 15, and numerous violations of labour laws,
environmental standards, financial irregularities
and animal cruelty. Eventually, the CEO of
Agriprocessors, Rabbi Shalom Rubashkin, would
be convicted of bank fraud and sentenced to 27
years in prison. At the time, Agriprocessors was
the largest kosher meat production facility in
the United States, with tens of OU mashgichim
visiting the plant weekly, and providing the
OU stamp of kosher approval. All the while,
according to one migrant worker affidavit: “The
floor supervisor beat us with meat hooks”.
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One might think a book subtitled ‘Private
Regulation in the Age of Industrial Food’ might
devote a chapter to the moment when the private
kosher industry stopped caring, and the federal
government was forced to step into the breach.
One can assume that 15-year-old immigrants
getting whacked with meat hooks do not endanger
the trust of the consumer. And worries over
“reputational sanctions” hardly pricked the
conscience of the mashgichim on that hellish
killing floor. So Lytton devotes a thin page and a
half to the whole affair, tucked into appendix C.
It’s surprising that Postville ended up in the
book at all. For the Agriprocessors nightmare
provides an uncomfortable dark side to the entire
edifice of Kosher. Instead of the
private kosher industry creating
a trusted American standard
for the consumer, the federal
government did the job. The
invisible hand of “reputational
standards” could not clean the
stench from Postville, it took
over 100 federal agents to do
that. Private industry failed the
poor migrant workers, the cows
wallowing in blood, the kosher
consumer, and-I would like to
imagine-God as well.
Yet, Kosher is worth a read.
Lytton reveals sharp little
moments of bitter truth about
the modern kosher industry.
Here’s one: why didn’t the
kosher authorities give a damn
about the maltreated workers
and animals in Postville? Lytton
quotes an insider answer from
industrial kashrus expert Rabbi
Zushe Bleche:
“The Rabbis…look at kosher. They don’t look at
anything else. All the companies need is to worry
that…he’s going to start interviewing the workers
to see if they’re happy and find out if they are
being paid minimum wage and what their working
conditions are like. Do you really think companies
are going to be so eager to open themselves up?”
My answer to Bleche, and indeed to Lytton,
is yes! I really believe that the power of kashrut,
cannot be judged by market share, or logo
recognition, not by how many times the rabbis can
fleece the soap companies, or drive out the local,
smaller competition, but precisely in the power to
open companies up so that we can know exactly
what is on our plate and how it got there. The
power of kashrut is the power to turn the walls of
our abattoirs and our factories to glass. And that’s
a story that could have a happy ending. — JQ
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Rabbi Natan Levy is the environmental liaison
to the Chief Rabbi's Office and the co-author
of Sharing Eden: Green Teachings from Jews,
Christians and Muslims.
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How Great
Were the
Danes?
Countrymen: The Untold
Story of How Denmark’s
Jews Escaped the Nazis
by Bo Lidegaard
Atlantic, 2014

B

Review by Alexander Bodin Saphir

History’

o Lidegaard's Countrymen – the
Untold Story of how Denmark's
Jews escaped the Nazis reads like
the plot of an outlandish fictional
Hollywood movie, but for the fact
that it's all true – more or less.
In the early '30s Denmark was
prescient; they saw the dangers
of a rearming Germany and
what that meant for Germany's
neighbours (particularly the small,
low-lying countries that would be
easy pickings) and so they began preparations
on two fronts. The first was to make Denmark
militaristically the least intimidating as possible
to Germany. This included drawing down troop
garrisons on the border and culminated with
the 1939 signing of a non-aggression pact with
Germany. The other was the home front where
Denmark started to build a sense of national
identity that could survive a potential invasion
and possible long-term occupation. This sense
of national identity pioneered the notion of the
“Good Dane” – middle of the road, moral and
patriotic – the extremes of society; the far left and
far right (ie, the communists and fascists) were
excluded and pushed to the margins of Danish
political and social life.
On 9th April 1940, Denmark was invaded by
the German war machine, despite their nonaggression pact. But with their long-term strategy
in place, Denmark was remarkably well prepared
for the German invasion and eventual occupation.
Due to the minimal number of Danish troops on
the border, only 16 Danish soldiers lost their lives
that day, simultaneously a German commando
raid on Amalienborg (The King's residence) failed
to capture the Danish King. The Luftwaffe bombed
Copenhagen and Århus with leaflets, which, in a
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mixture of Danish and German, explained that
they were invading to protect the Danes against
the war mongering Churchill, but if they resisted
then the next air raid would contain bombs.
The Danes capitulated within two hours and the
famous “policy of cooperation" between Denmark
and Germany was born allowing Denmark
to maintain its parliament, judiciary, police
force, King and even a 3,000 strong standing
army in return for supplying approximately 15
percent of Germany's agricultural needs, small
weapons manufacturing and help with concrete
construction of defensive positions (to name but a
few economic concessions).
When asked if this could be considered
collaboration rather than cooperation at the
2014 London Jewish Book Week, Lidegaard
defended Denmark's actions. The agriculture,
small armaments and construction infrastructure
he explained, weren't offered voluntarily, but
rather Denmark was forced to cooperate, under
duress – at the barrel of a gun. This is true, but
the fact remains many Danes made significant
financial gain from the Nazi occupation and even
Anders Fogh Rasmussen (Danish Prime Minster,
2001-2009) in a speech commemorating the 60th
anniversary of the end of the 1940-43 Danish
government, admitted that ''If everyone in Europe
– if the Americans and the Russians – had thought
the same as the Danish lawmakers, then Hitler
would have won the war.''
For many years after the War the Danish,
response to the Nazi occupation and specifically
the rescue of the Danish Jews was considered the
“one shining light of the Holocaust”. Indeed, the
ferrying of nearly 7,500 Jews across the Øresund,
the strait between Denmark and Sweden (mostly
during a frenetic three week period in October
1943), has been dubbed the “Miracle Rescue”.
But as a new generation of historians started to
question the old narrative, more research and
interest has been paid to the period culminating,
recently in a three-day academic conference in
October 2013, as part of the 70th anniversary of
the rescue. This upsurge in academic interest has
led to many questioning the veracity of what has
been termed “the myth”. This myth building starts
with the fanciful story that the Danish King (King
Christian X) upon hearing that the Danish Jews
were to be forced to wear the Yellow Star donned
one himself saying “If any of my subjects are forced
to wear the Star then I will wear it with them.” The
story culminates with the whole of Copenhagen
wearing the Yellow Star as a sign of solidarity with
their Jewish brothers and sisters. We know today
that it can't have happened because the Nazis in
Denmark never enforced the wearing of Yellow
Stars, but still the myth perpetuates. Lidegaard
addresses this even before the book begins in his
Author's Note and attributes its origins to a cartoon
published in Norway in January 1942. The fact
that it is still one of the best-known stories about
Denmark during the Second World War is probably
in large part a testament to its inclusion in Leon
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Uris' 1958 novel, Exodus and the resulting 1960
film with Paul Newman and Eva Marie Saint.
But the myth of the Yellow Star has cast
long shadows and can be seen in subtle ways
throughout the many retellings of Denmark's
Second World War. Thus, more than most
historical accounts, any examination of this period
in Danish history should come with a reminder
to the reader that history, to a greater or lesser
degree, is a story and is penned by the victors.
Lidegaard is a historian, former diplomat and
current editor-in-chief of Politiken, a Danish daily
broadsheet newspaper. His background makes
him very well placed to examine and explain the
sometimes complex diplomatic manoeuvrings
in Copenhagen during the fast moving events of
the latter half of 1943, but also may have coloured
some of his conclusions. Lidegaard consistently
lauds the Danish public for their reaction to the
round up of the Danish Jews (the book is titled
Countrymen after all) and it is absolutely true
that without the help of everyday Danes, the
numbers of Jewish survivors would have been
significantly lower, but Lidegaard seems reticent to
acknowledge the impact that key German officials
had in making the rescue possible in the first place.
It may not be palatable to think of Nazis
saving Jews, but Dr Werner Best, the German
Plenipotentiary in Denmark, and his second in
command, G.F. Duckwitz are widely known to
have undermined the operation to round up the
Jews as part of an elaborate plan to maintain a
working relationship with the Danish government
and simultaneously satisfy Berlin's orders to
make Denmark “Judenrein”. Lidegaard does
admit that Duckwitz “acted in close collaboration
with Werner Best both in terms of the warning
and in the efforts to minimize the impact of the
raid,” but he chooses to play down compelling
circumstantial evidence that includes Best
allowing unique orders for no door or window to
be forced open if Jews did not voluntarily open
them for the Nazi arrest squads. Indeed, there
are stories of whole families sleeping through the
round up because they didn't hear the Germans
knocking. In addition, when it became patently
clear that huge numbers of Jews were fleeing
across the water to Sweden, Best refused to send
a single patrol boat to intercept. Out of over 700
boat trips that crossed the Øresund with refugees,
not a single boat was stopped once it left harbour.
Best constantly made concessions unheard of
in any other occupied country and although his
motivation is questionable and his account has
holes, it is clear that his role in the relative failure
of the round up and therefore the success of the
rescue is pivotal.
Aside from this, Lidegaard's Countrymen does
a good job of avoiding the common pitfalls that
many authors of this period fall into. It is incredibly
well researched and a riveting read that seamlessly
blends a number of contemporary diary accounts
from Jews that were forced to flee with a modern
historical perspective that allows the reader both
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an “on the ground” experience coupled with a
clear understanding of what was going on behind
the scenes, both in Danish political circles and also
(to a more limited extent) in the Nazi hierarchy.
One of the most fascinating sections reproduces
the Copenhagen's Police “minute report” from
the evening of 1st October 1943 (the night of
the round up). It's a simultaneously laconic and
terrifying read as the action unfolds, “21.25: about
20 vehicles manned by green uniformed military
police driving through Strøget [a main walking
street in central Copenhagen] … It is believed
that this is about the Jews.” And then later,
“22.10: The action started in Købmagergade
[another main thoroughfare]. There's a
chain blocking the street, and a few small
groups [of German police soldiers] go into
the buildings and come back with civilians.
A German major in the 4th District told a
Danish policeman that this is a German
affair, and that Danish policemen should not
interfere with it.”
Lidegaard also gives an incredibly
in-depth account of the little talked about
Danish permanent secretaries' offer to
intern the Danish Jews themselves. The
idea was an attempt to make the best of a
bad situation and take the administration
of the incarceration of Danish citizens
away from the Germans so as to better
control the situation and cause a minimal
amount of disruption. The plan was
even discussed by the head of the Danish Red
Cross, Helmer Rosting, and Werner Best who
together developed “an idea to use the Jews as
hostages in the fight against sabotage, whereby
50 to 100 Jews would be sent to a concentration
camp for each act of sabotage.” Thankfully, the
Danish permanent secretaries' plan was never
implemented not least because today we know
how successful the escape to Sweden was.
Lidegaard gives a fantastic in-depth
examination of Denmark during those dark
October days in 1943. Through telling an
extremely compelling story along the way, it does
much to clear up a number of lingering myths
related to Denmark's Second World War. But by
casting his fellow countrymen as the story's main
protagonist, Lidegaard, the former diplomat and
current newspaper editor, does a disservice to
the wealth and diversity of narratives that he has
amassed and falls back into an all too simplistic
black and white story trope, which to some degree
perpetuates the old Danish myth. — JQ
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Alexander Bodin Saphir is a filmmaker and
writer currently working on the first BFI supported
Israeli/British documentary to make use of the
co-production treaty between the two countries.
His new play ‘The Tailor’s Tale’ explores Denmark's
wartime ‘miracle rescue’ of its Jewish population
and in so doing asks difficult questions about our
notions of myth, memory, rationality and belief.
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The Poet as
Prophet
A Broken Hallelujah:
Leonard Cohen’s Secret
Chord
by Liel Leibovitz
W.W.Norton/Sandstone Press 2014

I

Review by Michael Billig

Music

‘How did Cohen,
already in his
thirties and
too old to be a
conventional
pop star,
transform
himself from
being a minor
poet into a
major figure of
popular music?’

saw Leonard Cohen perform for the first
time at the Birmingham NEC on his 2008
World Tour. Around the same time, I also
saw that other major Jewish poet of rock
music, Bob Dylan and the contrast between
the two could not have been greater..
Dylan hardly uttered a word all evening:
he stood in surly disdain as if he would rather
have been elsewhere – anywhere else – than
performing yet another concert. But this
could not have been true: Dylan must surely
have more than enough money so that he
never need step onto another stage unless he
wanted to. But Cohen, who was touring because
he had been cheated out of his lifetime’s earnings,
was all twinkly charm. He seemed surprised, and
delighted, by the loving applause of his audience.
The 70-something intellectual bounded back on
stage after the interval with the broadest of grins
on his face.
Liel Leibovitz’s insightful new book A Broken
Hallelujah goes a long way to explaining Cohen’s
enthusiasm and his differences from Dylan.
Maybe Cohen and Dylan are possessed of
contrasting personalities – Cohen all restrained
politeness and Dylan the ‘forever young’ angry
brat. However, as Leibovitz demonstrates, there
is much more than personality to separate (and
to unite) these two Jews who did more than any
other singers to transform rock’n’roll into a natural
medium for poetry and prophecy.
Leibovitz begins by asserting: “This is not a
biography of Leonard Cohen,” and he certainly
does not aim to reveal the secrets of his subject’s
personal life. Instead, Leibovitz seeks to make
sense of Cohen’s life and work in terms of wider
cultural traditions. This requires that the author
is thoroughly familiar with modern Canadian
literature, romantic poetry and the history of rock
music; and it especially requires sensitivity to the
vagaries of Jewish identity and tradition. Leibovitz
is well up to the task.
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Even if A Broken Hallelujah is not a biography
in the strict sense, Leibovitz tells us about the
remarkable shifts in Cohen’s life. He depicts
Cohen’s early years, how as a member of one of
Montreal’s leading Jewish families, he attended
synagogue regularly as a boy; then as a young
man Cohen became irritated by the synagogue’s
restrained respectability. Unlike other well brought
up, middle-class Jewish boys of his generation,
Cohen did not reject his religious and cultural
tradition, but he yearned for the more mystical,
rebellious side of Jewish learning. He also yearned
for the exotic soul of Garciá Lorca’s poetry,
whose dramatic life contrasted with his own dull,
comfortable suburban existence.
Leibovitz recounts how Cohen became a
published, well-reviewed poet, entering into
the small, vibrant coterie of Canadian Jewish
poets. The established figure of Irving Layton – a
poet whose work combined spiritual, erotic and
Jewish themes, as Cohen’s would – befriended the
young man. Layton symbolically (and ironically)
inducted him into the community of poets,
touching him on the shoulder as if knighting him
in the medieval (Christian) style. As a poet, Cohen
started to perform, reading his work in public and
learning to play the part of Leonard Cohen.
The young Cohen met the literary elite of
Canada. He took against the Jewish novelist,
Mordecai Richler for reasons that were much
more than personal. Richler felt that Jews should
outgrow their ghetto roots and the constraints
of their religious traditions. He also thought
that Canadians should give up their claims to
particularity and throw in their lot with America.
Cohen was offended on both counts, believing that
art needs its cultural tradition. “Only nationalism
produces art,” he stated, and it was through reworking, rather than discarding, old myths that
we will find redemption. And, as Leibovitz argues,
redemption is a key theme in all of Cohen’s work –
whether poetry, novels and songs.
The big biographical and cultural question
is: how did Cohen, already in his thirties and
too old to be a conventional pop star, transform
himself from being a minor poet into a major
figure of popular music? It was a most unlikely
transformation. Leibovitz shows that, for Cohen,
Dylan was the catalyst for the awakening of Jewish
themes that lay not far from the surface. Cohen
believed that artists should be either priests or
prophets, and despite his family name, he had
no wish at that time to become a priest, who was
responsible for overseeing the conduct of ritual.
He wished to be a prophet, as Dylan was.
A prophet who performed poetry readings on
small stages or spoke controversially on Canadian
radio, would be a very small-scale prophet. The
prophet as a minor poet was not what Cohen
wanted and Dylan had changed everything.
Here was a young, angry poet, who could reach
out to millions with his prophetic warnings that
the times, they were a-changing. Cohen realised
that the spoken word was no longer the medium
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of prophecy. Cohen’s music, which had always
been implicitly contained within the rhythms
of his poetry, now needed to be set free. In the
second half of the twentieth century a prophetic
message required chords and tunes if millions, not
hundreds, were to listen.
Of course, the transformation from writer to
singer was not easily achieved. Cohen had bouts
of nerves before his early performances. He did
not adjust well to the rigours of the recording
studio, and felt that producers were smothering
his spare songs with unnecessary sounds. All
the same, Cohen had literally found his voice.
And his became the voice of lonely angst. One of
Leibovitz’s great merits is to show there was always
much more to Cohen’s songs than the voice of
bedsit misery. The poetic themes of redemption,
spirituality and the transcendent power of sex
continued across the change of medium.

There was, however, to be a difference between
the poems and songs, with overtly Jewish themes
being lost on the way. In his early poetry, Cohen
addressed Jewish issues directly, as he drew on
the particularities of Jewish culture and its rituals
to express wider themes. In doing so, he would
assume that his tiny audiences would understand
what he was doing. This changed when he
addressed the millions. His message might be
enclosed in the particularity of an individual’s
voice, often seemingly singing of deeply personal
experiences, but Cohen presented himself as
a universal man. Like Dylan, Cohen excluded
specifically Jewish themes from his songs: he stood
before his audiences as if he were a universal figure
of his times – a prophet for everyone.
Yet for those who could recognise the
spiritual echoes, the Jewish themes persisted.
If Cohen wrote prayers, such as ‘If it be thy
will’, then they were prayers formed within and
reflecting back on the Jewish tradition. It was the
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same with ‘Hallelujah’, a surprise late-flowering
hit. Cohen does not advertise his Jewishness,
nor does he reject it; and unlike Dylan, he
certainly did not have Christian moments. His
Jewish culture – the culture of the psalms and
King David’s all too human weaknesses and a
culture that promises redemption through the
ritual of song – is too important to be left just to
Jews. It is as if Cohen has to sing his universal
message with particular evocations, otherwise
the poetry would be fatally lost.
Cohen might have once imagined himself to be
a prophet, but in his later years he is far too polite
to adopt the prophet’s pose. He will never sneer
at his audiences or put himself above the masses.
Nor does he claim the certainties of prophetic
knowledge. “There’s a mighty judgement
coming,” sings Cohen in his deep, unstrident
voice, “but I may be wrong.” Real prophets, like
bigots, do not show such doubts and self-mockery;
nor do they demonstrate such humour and Cohen,
like most Jews of his generation, cannot resist the
pull of Jewish jokes that are more than just jokes.
Leonard Cohen, by his name and his tradition,
will always remain a priest. He is now at one with
the role and with the help of his Buddhist teacher
he found spirituality within everyday ritual. When
I saw him perform at Birmingham, he finished
like a good priest with a benediction: “May the
blessings find you in your solitude”. The blessing
contained nothing overtly Jewish to disturb or
alienate the overwhelmingly gentile audience.
Cohen has always had too much sense of respect
to act the part of a Jew before non-Jews.
When addressing a predominantly Jewish
audience, Cohen can deliver more explicit endof-concert blessings. Leibovitz finishes his book
with an epilogue describing Cohen’s 2009 concert
at Tel Aviv. Cohen had been prevented from
performing at Ramallah and he explained to his
Tel Aviv audience why he had wished to give the
Ramallah concert. He ended by quoting from the
book of Ruth: “Whither thou lodgest I will lodge.
Thy people shall be my people.” And then Cohen
delivered the ancient three-fold priestly blessing,
raising his hands and parting the fingers of each
hand into two groups of two, as generations of
Cohens had done before him.
One cannot imagine Dylan behaving in such
a way. From my experience, Dylan does not even
talk to his audiences these days, let alone bless
them. I speak only for myself when I say how much
more I preferred the blessing to the sneer; the
politeness of the priest to the disdain of the failing
prophet. Luckily we are not forced to choose
between the two, as if we are only permitted one
Jewish singing poet. Indeed, our generation has,
musically at least, been truly blessed. — JQ
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‘Cohen realised
that the
spoken word
was no longer
the medium
of prophecy.
Cohen’s music,
which had
always been
implicitly
contained
within the
rhythms of his
poetry, now
needed to be
set free.’

Michael Billig is Professor of Social Sciences at
Loughborough University. His latest book is Learn
to Write Badly: How to succeed in the social
sciences (Cambridge University Press, 2013).
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The Black
Box of
Zionism
My Promised Land
by Ari Schavit
Scribe Publications 2014
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Review by Daniella Peled

israel

he city of Lod, the historic Lydda,
has long been synonymous with
crime, drugs and deprivation.
Consistently neglected, with wave
after wave of municipal corruption –
with eight mayors in the last 15 years
– there has been very little in the way
of investment.
I have a special fondness for
the city, having spent quite a lot of
time in the city visiting a boyfriend
who used to live there. When I tell
Israelis that I liked the place, they respond with
frank disbelief. For them, it’s nothing but shabby,
rundown and riddled with violence; for a native
Londoner, it feels little different from the usual
gritty urban package.
What I liked about Lod, and what makes it
unique (expect perhaps for neighbouring Ramle) is
that it really is Israel’s only truly multicultural city.
It’s not just that it is a mixed city of Arabs and Jews;
the secular are here, along with all streams of the
religious. Former collaborators from Gaza and the
West Bank live in one jerry-built neighbourhood;
there are also Bedouin and Christian Arabs.
Driving around on a summer evening you see
groups of Ethiopians sitting on street benches in
the cool air; clusters of elderly Russian men in the
scruffy parks, Palestinian citizens of Israel sitting
with their families, drinking tea outside their
houses. “We get on, because we all suffer the same
shit,” one Jewish resident of Lod told me, laughing,
when I asked about communal relations.
Yet it’s only a scant 10 minutes by train to
the very centre of Tel Aviv. In any sane country
this would be a prime piece of real estate in
high demand by professionals. Is the neglect
happenstance, or is it precisely because of the
mixed nature of this city? Israel has no template for
true multicultural existence.
While more neighbourhoods are now being
built, they are intended for Jewish occupants.
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The groups of national religious pioneers moving
into more upscale parts of the city are committed
to regeneration, but their aim is to cast Lod in a
different, and more Jewish, image.
Lod also plays a major role in Ari Shavit’s
My Promised Land, a sweeping retelling of
Israeli history, which purports to ask – and
answer – fundamental questions of national
identity and purpose.
Shavit, a celebrated columnist writing for
the Haaretz newspaper, does not shy away from
detailing the violence which accompanied Israel’s
birth. The chapter “Lydda, 1948” – which has,
deservedly, been singled out for much attention,
and also turned into a stand-alone essay in the
New Yorker – chronicles the expulsion of the Arabs
from this strategic location during the War of
Independence.
Recounting how hundreds of people were
shot on the streets in less than an hour, how
an anti-tank shell fired into the mass of people
sheltering in the mosque plastered their bodies
on to the walls, Shavit states in no uncertain
terms: “Zionism carries out a massacre in the
city of Lydda.”
Zionism: not individual fighters, not wayward
troops, but the ideological movement that is still
beloved by the author himself.
Shavit makes no bones about it: he sees the
killing of civilians and dispossession of Lydda
and other Arab localities – possible war crimes, by
today’s standards – as a necessary evil that allowed
his beloved state to come into being: “Because I
know that if it wasn’t for them, the State of Israel
would not have been born. If it wasn’t for them, I
would not have been born. They did the dirty filthy
work that enables my people, myself, my daughter
and my sons to live.”
This is a little disingenuous, as when Shavit
refers to the survival of his children, he doesn’t
quite mean it literally. He is from a semiaristocratic British family, not one which faced
pogroms or discrimination in their recent history.
What he means is the form his children’s lives
would take – would they be the tolerated minority,
whose existential fear would be assimilation?
In Israeli terms, Shavit is the mainstream
moderate par excellence, if perhaps one on
the right of that spectrum who subscribes to
Netanyahu’s peculiar demand that the Palestinians
recognise Israel as a Jewish state; a concept
designed to be as unacceptable to the Palestinian
public as it is reasonable to Israeli Jews.
His vision is mingled with Jewish
exceptionalism and simmering nationalism.
Shavit makes much of the fact that the second
half of the 20th century was one of unparalleled
liberation for the Jews, particularly compared
to the dark traumas of its first half. But replace
“Jews” with “African American” or “women”
and the same applies.
But, writing passionately and well, Shavit’s
book tells a wider story about liberal Zionism,
to many an increasingly oxymoronic concept.
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Many chapters show journalistic rigour
(although a chapter on Israel’s club scene,
written a decade ago, has the cringeworthy air
of a country uncle curious as to what jollies the
kids get up to these days).
His tendency to hyperbole brings history
alive, but begins to grate when allowed full flow
on Israelis, who are magnificent to Shavit; they
are sexy, dynamic, intense, and a thousand other
superlatives. Ordinary citizens may think they
are just getting on with their lives, but according
to Shavit they “take part daily in a phenomenal
historical vision”.
Israel is “a truly free society that is alive and
kicking and fascinating. This free society is
creative and passionate and frenzied. It gives the
ones living here a unique quality of life: warmth,
directness, openness.”
Well, maybe in North Tel Aviv.
The scope of this book is ambitious, and a
retelling of Zionism and a century of history must
by its nature be selective. But there are some
startling omissions when it comes to assessing
where Israeli stands today.
There is much on its vibrant democracy (a
phrase that has become as clichéd as Palestine’s
future “contiguous borders”) but the clear antidemocratic legislative trend of recent years is
dismissed in an oblique sentence or two. The
success of Yisrael Beiteinu, with its profoundly
illiberal creed, and Habayit Hayehudi, whose
platform not only calls for settlement expansion
but also the contraction of the space for public
debate, is ignored. The most recent elections,
which led to the creation of Israel’s most settlerfriendly government ever, he describes as “a
new hope”. Yair Lapid, the glossy ex-TV host
whose Yesh Atid party is astonishingly apolitical,
is described in glowing terms. His success
apparently proves that “not all is dark. Israel still
has a sensible, middle class centre.” As for foreign
and diaspora affairs, the growing alienation of the
US Jewish community, let alone Washington, is
absent. The idea of Arab pragmatism or centrist
politics does not appear on his radar.
The message of My Promised Land is very like
the famous April 1956 eulogy given by Moshe
Dayan for Roi Rotberg, the security chief of
Kibbutz Nahal Oz – which the author quotes
here more than once. In that historic speech,
Dayan told assembled mourners that Rotberg’s
death was also their responsibility, because “the
longing for peace” had relaxed their vigilance.
“Beyond the furrow of the border surges a sea of
hatred and revenge; revenge that looks towards
the day when the calm will blunt our alertness,
the day when we shall listen to the ambassadors
of malign hypocrisy who call upon us to lay down
our arms,” he told them.
Nothing has changed down the decades, for
Shavit, who bemoans recent “ambassadors of
malign hypocrisy” in similar terms. He quotes
an essay he wrote in 2006, amidst the Second
Lebanon War: “We bought into the illusion that
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this stormy port was actually a safe harbour.
...Ironically those who wished Israel to be normal
brought about a chaotic state of affairs that could
not but lead to the total loss of any normalcy
whatsoever....” Academia, the media: “Each sector
undermined Zionism in its own way.” The Second
Lebanon War was thus “a historical failure of the
Israeli elite”.
And that is what is so depressing about
this book. Shavit does not reflect a Zionist
philosophy remade for a modern era; every
cliché remains an absolute truth. We are
hugging and wrestling, shooting and crying; we
shall never forgive the Palestinians for making
us kill their children. His ultimate conclusion
over Lydda, 1948, revives yet another Zionist
trope, that of “ein brera” – no choice.
As aforementioned, Shavit’s English is superb,
but when he writes that “Lydda is our black box.
In it lies the dark secret of Zionism,” I wonder
whether he stumbles a little
over meaning. An aircraft’s
black box, after all, is the
key to understanding just
why a plane suffered a
catastrophic disaster; it is
the post mortem of a crash.
Is the Lydda massacre the
reason why Zionism is
doomed to failure? Perhaps
his intended reference is
Israel’s “dark heart”, an
unpalatable, but necessary,
part of this nation’s history.
“Lydda is an integral and
essential part of our story,”
writes Shavit, and I agree,
but for a different reason.
Very little of the historic
town is still standing. After
the war, most of it was
destroyed. But the Church
of St George is there; across
the street is the Great
Mosque, where thousands of residents were
imprisoned by the Jewish forces. In the car park
outside, Arab boys play dusty games of football.
As elsewhere in this country, there are no
memorials to the atrocities which took place here
nearly 70 years ago; or at least, those committed
against the Arabs.
Maybe that will be the black box of Israel; not
that wrongs were committed, but that modern
Israeli society can’t, or won’t process them. Israel
is far from the only country founded on injustice
or where narrative divides communities. And in
this, Shavit’s exceptionalism ultimately damns the
country he loves so passionately. — JQ
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Dreams and
Tragedies
Herzl: Theodor Herzl
and the Founding of the
Jewish State
by Shlomo Avineri
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 2013

Like Dreamers: The Story
of the Israeli Paratroopers
who Reunited Jerusalem
and Divided a Nation
by Yossi Klein Halevi
Harper Collins, 2013

I

Review by Alexander Paul Usiskin

israel

sraelis, and those Phillip Roth calls the
McCarthyite right in the Diaspora, will not
acknowledge that the word Zionism has
achieved a pejorative reputation.
The closest Shlomo Avineri comes to
acknowledging that there is something rotten
in the state of Zionism, in his new book Herzl:
Theodor Herzl and The Founding of the Jewish
State, is in his conclusion. He urges: "Those
who seek... to turn the sometimes flawed
terrestrial Israel into a heavenly Altneuland…
[should] recall Herzl's, 'If you will it, it is
no dream'." That is the Herzl quote most of us
remember. It is as synonymous with Israel as
'ingathering the exiles' or 'making the desert
bloom', all prosaically hiding the flaws.
Shlomo Avineri, Professor of Political Science
at the Hebrew University, served as Director
General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs under
the late Yitzhak Rabin. He is a committed Zionist.
The diplomat in him does not blind him to some
of Herzl's major failings or the myths about him.
These emerge from Avineri's reading of Herzl's
diaries, his book's primary source. But his praise of
Herzl is more than faint. Herzl's famous meeting
with Kaiser Wilhelm in Palestine was "futile"; it
was the real reason for Herzl's one and only visit
to the Land, "...a glorious failure that provided
impressive results." No, it was like an architect
planning an Olympic stadium without a site visit.
Zionism, Avineri states, is not colonialism.
It is "real equality, not colonial domination".
Altneuland's hero, Litvak, believes in "tolerance,
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utmost tolerance". Avineri suggests Herzl was
influenced by "socialist experiments in Europe
and North America". Accordingly, "Herzl did
not regard the...Palestinian(s) only as objects
to be used for and by the Jews; he viewed them
as equals, partners in citizenship who would
vote and be elected to the public institutions..."
Israel's Declaration of Independence echoes
this: if the Arabs of Israel kept the peace, they
would "participate in the upbuilding of the State
on the basis of full and equal citizenship and due
representation in all its ... institutions."
In reality, after 1948 Israel's Arabs had a
foretaste of the Occupation in 16 years of military
administration.
An intriguing character in Altneuland is
Rabbi Geyer who creates a political party with
the principle that: "The Land of Israel is solely
for the Jews." They lose the election to the
liberals. Geyer's party is "ethnocentric, racist and
xenophobic..." A footnote says that Geyer in 19th
century German meant "Vulture". I'm not a fan of
those who endow Herzl with great prescience, but
here I must agree. Geyer's actual successors rule
Israel today.
On Herzl's The Jewish State, only 79 pages in
English, Avineri's praise is fulsome. Its essence
was Zionism's vision statement, "to extract the
Jews of Europe from European society." His
analysis of its genesis offers a masterful mise en
scene. He details the deep political and social
instability of the French Republic in the 1880s
and 90s. Every government faltered. The Panama
Canal scandal eclipsed l'Affaire Dreyfus with
its volatile mix of politics and money, involving
French Jewish financiers, provoking widespread
Jew hatred. A French President was assassinated
and anarchists went on a bombing spree.
But missing is the impact on France of its defeat
by Germany in 1870. L'affaire revived the memory
of it. Alsace-Lorraine was taken by Germany as a
prize for its victory, and where was Dreyfus from?
Mulhouse in Alsace.
L'affaire Dreyfus and Herzl are indelibly linked
in Zionist history. Yet it wasn't Herzl's only focus
in his Neue Freie Presse reports. Absent from his
dramatic article on the degradation ceremony,
written a week later, was the mob chanting: "Death
to the Jews!" Avineri says that reference to this
moment came fully four years later in 1899 in
Herzl's essay On Zionism in the North American
Review. Avineri asks "was he tweaking the event,
the better to promote his cause?" Whether he
was or not, Herzl emerges as a spinmeister, and
by 1899 he had good reason to be one. He'd
transformed from journalist and fantasist to leader
of a popular national movement. Publication of
The Jewish State in 1896 was what presaged that.
By the time of the 6th Congress in August 1903,
Herzl was exhausted. A diplomatic breakthrough
on Palestine as the future homeland of the
Jewish people had eluded him. Avineri insists
that the Uganda option was only a temporary
solution, as were all the others, South America
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and El Arish amongst them. What impelled him
to propose Uganda to that Congress was the
horrendous Kishinev pogrom at Easter that year.
Extricating the Jews from the path of the antiSemitism express was more urgent than ever.
The Russian contingent's reaction to Uganda was
understandable fury. Pogroms were not news to
them; Zion was in Jerusalem and the Land of Israel
and nowhere else.
To avoid a schism Herzl refocused the Zionist
movement on Palestine. Uganda was not on the
7th Congress's agenda but by then Herzl was dead.
Credit goes to him for injecting into international
affairs the whole issue of the future of the Jews and
in an incredibly short time.
Despite Herzl's dream, maybe even because
of it, Israel's story has become tragic. Yossi Klein
Halevi's Like Dreamers: The Story of the Israeli
Paratroopers who Reunited Jerusalem and Divided
a Nation charts the 34 years of that tragedy's
unfolding from 1967 to 2004. At the heart of it is
the Occupation of the Palestinians in Gaza and
the West Bank, the spoils of the Six Days War
that have corroded and isolated Israel. Halevi is
an accomplished journalist, writing for the New
Republic, The New York Times and many others. He
is a senior fellow at Jerusalem's Hartman Institute
and currently lectures at New York's Jewish
Theological Seminary. His first book Memoirs
of a Jewish Extremist provided insights into his
New York orthodox Jewish upbringing and his
Kachanist activism which brought him to Israel.
Like Dreamers' subtitle suggests an honest
approach. The book, ten years in gestation, takes
a handful of paratroopers from the 55th Paratroop
Brigade and tells Israel's story through their
lives from the battle for Jerusalem in 1967. It is
reminiscent of the personal biographies with
which Stephen Ambrose wove Band of Brothers.
To say Halevi's book is well written is like those
critiques of books and films which begin "it's well
made, but..." It is superbly written and hard to put
down despite being 561 pages long.
For those familiar with the Six Day War,
for me the full awakening to Israel's existence
and relevance, Halevi has much to teach. What
comes out of the paras’ victory in Jerusalem is
that it was a close run thing. The lack of accurate
intelligence about the layout of the Old City is
a major contributory factor to the paras’ high
casualty rate. If this was a film, Tumarkin's
broken parachute memorial sculpture might be
an appropriate end shot.
As the stories of the seven stars are told,
what emerges is the fundamental rift between
the secular and religious, between the socialist
Zionist vision of normality for Israel, and the battle
for its Jewish soul. The religious paratroopers
overshadow their secular comrades, and there is a
certain triumphalism just below the surface at how
even some of the most secular discover Judaism.
We witness the decline of the kibbutz
movement and the growth of the settler
movement. Of the latter, the late Hanan Porat,
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Yisrael 'Srulik' Harel, and Yoel Bin Nun, dominate
the narrative. Porat's apotheosis begins with his
almost miraculous recovery from mortal wounds
received during the crossing of the Suez Canal in
the fateful 1973 Yom Kippur War.
Porat, Gush Emunim's leading light, is imbued
with a God-given certainty that, just like Geyer in
Altneuland, the whole Land of Israel belongs to
the Jews. He reaches a deeply tainted apogee with
his notorious TV news appearance on the Purim
afternoon of Goldstein's Hebron massacre in
1994. I saw his gloating smile and heard his words
that day. I recall that when asked what he thought,
Knesset Member Porat said: "Sameach Hayom,
Zeh Purim" – "I'm happy today, it's Purim." Halevi
has reviewed the TV archive footage. He says
Porat said: "We're happy because today is Purim."
Porat's comments were edited; he had ended
with: "But I consider what was done terrible."
He told the Knesset that his condemnation had
been edited out. But TV is nine-tenths perception
and his image and words abide.
By now the decent into the abyss is underway,
and the debate within the settler community
over the massacre, Jewish terrorism and the
perceived threats to the very heart of Jewish Israel
from Yitzhak Rabin and the Oslo Peace process,
subsume everything else.
Yisrael Harel, with whom Haaretz readers may
be familiar, vacillates. As Chairman of the Yesha
Judea & Samaria settler council, and founder
editor of Nekudah, the settlers' newspaper, Harel
wrote two editorials on Goldstein. In the first he
denounced it, in the second he dared to say that
the attacks the settler community had faced were
"...so relentless.." he was tempted "to wonder
whether the tragedy that happened in Hebron...
was greater than the Holocaust." Harel is a
child Holocaust survivor, so this exaggeration is
understandable even if twisted.
Yoel Bin Nun, founder of Alon Shvut and rabbi
of the Ofra settlement, had been Rabin's settler
confidante. Halevi aptly describes how torn
Bin Nun is over Rabin's murder and much that
followed 1967: "Who more than Yoel struggled
with the illusions and failures of his own camp?"
In a concluding paragraph Halevi attempts
a balanced view: "...so the new dreams of Zion
- socialist perfection, the wholeness of the land,
...the dream of normalizing the Jews as a nation
among nations - had each successively faltered.
The messiah was still tarrying." In One might
replace “faltered” with “failed.” Whatever, Halevi
urges us to be grateful and his last scene is of Bin
Nun at Passover going to the Kotel, "grateful to
be a Jew in this time." Bin Nun is in a minority,
recognizing the moral defect of those who seek to
occupy Israel from the West Bank. A lesser man
than him might have said at the Kotel, "Today is
Pesach. Be happy." — JQ
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‘Despite Herzl's
dream, maybe
even because
of it, Israel's
story has
become tragic.’

Paul Usiskin is a writer and broadcaster on Israel
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Book
Releases
Compiled by Stephen Massill

Brief News
Current Contents: recent articles of
Jewish interest and significance
Genizah fragments, No. 67, April 2014
Prof. Moshe Gil (8 February 1921-23 January
2014): [Memorial issue]
Journal of the Society for Psychical Research,
77, No. 3, 2013
Christopher M. Moreman, On the paucity
of apparitions in Jewish contexts and the
cultural source theory for anomalous
experience
Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
Institutes, LXXVI, 2013
Dmitri Levitan, John Spencer’s De Legibus
Hebraeorum (1683-85) and “Enlightened”
sacred history: a new interpretation
Middle Eastern studies, 50, No. 3, 2014
Seth J. Frantzman and Ruth Kark, The
Catholic Church in Palestine/Israel: real
estate in Terra Sancta
Geula Elimekh, Fantasy as ‘recovery,
escape and consolation’ in short stories of
Isaac Bar Moshe
New York review of books, June 19, 2014
Michael Kimmelman, The art Hitler hated
[Exhibition at the Neue Galerie, New York
City, summer 2014]
Rothschild Archive : Review of 2012-2013
Hassan Malik, Rothschild cousins in a
global world
Jenni Thomson, The Rothschild Scientists
workshop
Evelyn M. Cohen, Charlotte ‘Chilly’ von
Rothschild: mother, connoisseur, and artist
Justin Cavernelis-Frost, Mr Warren’s
photograph album: memories of a vanished
Rothschild estate
Melanie Aspey, ‘The book that started it
all’: art, archives and Austria Speculum, 89,
No. 1, 2014
Shmuel Shepkarn, Christian resurrection
and Jewish immortality
Times literary supplement, 6 June 2014
Bryan Cheyette, ‘Independent days’
[=Layle Silbert]
Yale French studies, 124, 2013
Susan Maslan, Melancholy Racine:
Benjamin’s Trauerspiel and literary Jews
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antisemitism

Sites of European antisemitism in the
age of mass politics, 1880–1918
Robert Nemes, ed.; Daniel Unowsky, ed. Waltham, Mass
Brandeis University Press, 2014
ISBN 9781611685817
US$85 328pp (Tauber Institute Series for
the Study of European Jewry)

biography and
autobiography

Becoming Freud : the making of a
psychoanalyst
Adam Phillips.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014
ISBN 9780300158663 £15 192pp
(Jewish lives)
Ben-Gurion
Anita Shapira
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014
ISBN 9780300180459
£15 288pp (Jewish lives)
Bernard Kops : fantasist, London Jew,
apocalyptic humorist
William Baker and Jeanette Roberts
Shumaker. – Madison, N.J
Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2014
ISBN 9781611476569
£39.95 168pp

current affairs
and sociological

Framing Jewish culture : boundaries
and representations
Simon J. Bronner
Oxford: Littman Library, 2014
ISBN 9781906764081
£21.95 436pp
(Jewish Cultural Studies, Volume 4)
Why can’t they get along? : a
conversation between a Muslim, a Jew
and a Christian
Dan Cohn-Sherbok , Dawoud El-Alami, and
George D. Chryssides
Lion Books, 2014
ISBN 9780745956053
£8.99 (pbk) 240pp
Uncivil war : the Israel conflict in the
Jewish community
Keith Kahn-Harris
London: David Paul, 2014
ISBN 9780992667306
£24.85 220pp; £10 (pbk)

general arts:
bibliography and
reference, music

A bath of wine for the Sabbath : the
Montefiore Endowment and its
collections
Lucien Gubbay
London: Chroniclers, 2013
ISBN 9780952700654
£15 (pbk) 120pp
A century of Israeli art. – 8th revised
edition
Yigal Zalmona
London: Lund Humphries, 2013
ISBN 9781848221277
£45 512pp

Distant intimacy: a friendship in the
age of the internet
Frederic Raphael, Joseph Epstein
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2013
ISBN 9780300186949
£20 325pp

My grandfather’s gallery
Anne Sinclair
London: Profile Books, 2014
ISBN 9781781251010
£15.99 288pp

Glimmer of hope - the story of Naomi
Blake – Anita Peleg
2013 ISBN 9780992864316 £10 (pbk)

general humor,
Travel and Cookery

The house of twenty thousand books
Sasha Abramsky
London: Halban Publishers, 2014
ISBN 1905559640
£14.95 (pbk) 336pp
Leonard Bernstein
Allen Shawn
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014
ISBN 9780300144284 £15 192pp
(Jewish lives)

Honey & Co : food from the Middle East
Itamar Srulovich and Sarit Packer
London: Saltyard Books, 2014
ISBN 9781444754674
£25 304pp
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history

Baghdadian Jews of Bombay : their
life and achievements : a personal and
historical account
Rachel Manasseh
£42
Blood libel in late imperial Russia: the
ritual murder trial of Mendel Beilis
Robert Weinberg
Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2014
ISBN 9780253010995
£53 204pp
(Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian and
East European Studies)
How to ruin a Queen :
Marie Antoinette, the stolen diamonds
and the scandal that shook the
French throne
Jonathan Beckman
London: John Murray, 2014
ISBN 9781848549982
£20 304pp
Jewish London : an illustrated history
Gerry Black
London: Tymsder Publishing, 2014
ISBN 978-1859835937
£10 (pbk) 192pp
Leadership and conflict : tensions in
medieval and modern Jewish history
and culture
Marc Saperstein
Oxford: Littman Library, 2014
ISBN 9781906764494
£35 384pp
Rabbi, Mystic, or Impostor?
The eighteenth-century Ba’al Shem of
London
Michal Oron - Translated from the Hebrew by
Edward Levin
Oxford: Littman Library, 2014
ISBN 9781904113034
£35 294pp

holocaust studies

Eyewitness to genocide : the Operation
Reinhard death camp trials, 1955-1966
Michael Bryant.- Knoxville
University of Tennessee Press, 2014
ISBN 9781621900498
£48.95 360pp
(Legacies of War)
A world without Jews : the Nazi
imagination from persecution to
genocide
Alon Confino
New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014
ISBN 9780300188547
£30 304pp

israel

Advocating propaganda – viewpoints
from Israel : social media, public
diplomacy, foreign affairs, military

psychology, and religious persuasion
perspectives
Ron Schleifer
Brighton: Sussex Academic, 2014
ISBN 9781845196721
£50 192pp
Becoming Israeli : national ideals and
everyday life in the 1950s
Anat Helman. – Waltham, Mass
Brandeis University Press, 2014
ISBN 9781611685565
US$85 312pp
(The Schusterman Series in Israel Studies)

judaism

Assisted dying - rabbinic responses
edited by Jonathan Romain
London: Movement for Reform Judaism,
2014 £9.99 pp
Judaism, liberalism, and political
theology
edited by Randi Rashkover, Martin Kavka
Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2014 ISBN 9780253010278
£64 366pp
(Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian and
East European Studies)
Maimonides : life and thought
Moshe Halbertal
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013
ISBN 9780691158518
£24.95 400pp

literature

The love affairs of Nathaniel P.
Adelle Waldman
London: William Heinemann, 2013
ISBN 9780434022328
£14.99 256pp
Love and treasure
Ayelet Waldman
New York: Knopf, 2014
ISBN 9780385533546
£12.75 334pp

Middle East Studies

Arabs and Israelis : conflict and
peacemaking in the Middle East
Abdel Monem Said Aly, Shai Feldman,
Khalil Shikaki
Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013
ISBN 9781137290823
£24.99 496pp
Cursed victory : a history of Israel
and the Occupied Territories
Ahron Bregman
London: Allan Lane, 2014
ISBN 9780713997750
£25 416pp
The reckoning : how the killing of
one man changed the fate of the
Promised Land
Patrick Bishop
London: William Collins, 2014
ISBN 9780007506170
£20 320pp

zionism

The Zionist paradox : Hebrew literature
and Israeli identity
Yigal Schwartz. – Waltham, Mass
Brandeis University Press, 2014
ISBN 9781584658948
US$85 350pp
(The Schusterman Series in Israel Studies)
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Shimon
John Steinberg
London: 2QT Limited (Publishing), 2014
ISBN 9781910077047
£9.99 (pbk) 272pp
The Society of the Crossed Keys
Stefan Zweig, Wes Anderson
London: Pushkin Press, 2014
ISBN 9781782271079
£6.99 272pp
[Inspiration for the film: ‘The Grand
Budapest Hotel’]
Yudl : and other stories
Layle Silbert
Seven Stories Press, 2013
ISBN 9781609804404
£10 (pbk) 304pp
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It’s au revoir, not goodbye...

Coming in the next issue:
A recipe for chicken soup – with a special ingredient
The connection between foie gras and anti-Semitism
Yiddish-speaking farming
Robots in Hackney Wick
It’s not just about Yiddish: endangered Jewish languages
Jukebox Jews
+ reviews, essays, art and more
Plus visit our website jewishquarterly.org for exclusive web-only content, including:
The full version of Christine Cohen Park’s memoire of her experiences in Israel/Palestine
Picks of the Edinburgh Festival 2014 Picks of BBC Proms 2014
Extracts from Jemma Wayne’s novel After Before
Extracts from Nir Paldi’s play Ballad of the Burning Star
Review of Open Air Theatre’s Porgy And Bess
Review of Zach Braff’s film Wish I Was Here (film)
+ new content added all the time
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